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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1

Ferro~

and ferrimagnetic materials

Ferro- and ferrimagnetic materials are charact~rized
amongst others by their saturation magneti~ation and
magnetocrystalLine anisotropy. When they are brought into
a magnetic field, they are magnetized. With increasing
magnetic field the magnetization M increases and reaches
a maximum level~ The saturation magnetization Ms' The
magnetocrystalline anisotroPY expresses the preference
of the magneti~ation to be parallel with certain
crystallographic directiOns in the material. In the socalled "easy directiOh(S)" a smaller magnetiC field is
required to bring the material into magnetio saturatiOn
than in the "hard directiOn(s)".
The origin of the magnetic behaviour of ferro- and
ferrimagnetic materiaLs is found in the cooperation
between individual magnetiC moments of atoms in the
material. In the ferromagnetio materials, e.g. the
metals Fe, Co, Ni, the.individual·magnetic moments tend
to be parallel to each other. A perfect parallel orientation will only be obtained at 0 K. In ferrimagnetlc
materials, like spinel ferrites and irOn garnets, two
or three sublattices can be distinguisted in the crystal
structure , within each subLattice th~ atOmic moments
are parallel to each other. The direction ot the magnetic
moments within one sublattic® is opposite to the direction
in the other sublattice(s), but in most cases a net
magnetic moment results.
Since the magnetic moment has a preference to be
along toe "easy direction", magnetic poles WOuld be
present at the crystal surface, resulting in a strong
demagnetization field and a high magneto5tatic energy.
A lower energy is achieved when magnetiC domains are
formed in the material. Each domain is magnetized spontaneously, but the direction of magnetization in the dif-

9

ferent domains are not neccessurl1y parallel. The dOmain
boundaries tend to be parallel with the easy directiOn(s)
of

mugneti~ation.

The resulting total magnetization, the

sum Of the domain magnetizatiOns, may become zero: The
demagnetized stage. When a ferro- or

~errimagnetic

mate-

rial is magnetized in a magnetic field, the magnetic
moments of the domains are aligned in the same direction
as the magnetic field. When this alignment is achieved
completely the magnetic saturatiOn is obtained.

1.2

The development of masnetic bubble materials
In the most simple case the crystal anisotrOPY has

uniaxial symmetry. The anisotropy energy increases with
an increase of the angle between the easy axis and the
~nternal

magnetization. Usually one proportionality con-

stant, '!::he anisotrol?Y constant )\u' is sufficient to express the actual anisotropy energy. This is equivalent
to the presence Of a magnetic field Hk parallel to the
easy directiOn, with a strength Hk ~ 2 Ku/Ms'
In uniaxial magnetic materials cylindrical dOmains
can be present, when the crystal has the shape of a thin
platelet with the easy axiS of

magnet~zation

perpendicu-

lar to the surface. Cylindr ical domainS have been observed
in 1960 by KOoy and Enz [1J in hexagonal BaFe 12 0 19 single
crystal plates with the hexagonal c-axis perpendicular to

the surface of the crystal. They also l?resented calculations On dOmain configurations." When the anisotropy
field Hk , exceeds the demagnetization field (4rrMs)' the
magnetization in the crystal plate will be directed along
the easy axis, perpendicular to the surface of the platelet (Fig. 1.1). Without an external magnetic field stripe
domains are present in the plate with their

magne~ization

alternatj.ng in opposite directions. but perpendicular to
the surface of the plate.
In the preSenCe of an external magnetic field, perpendicular to the surface of the crystal plate, cylindrical
domains (bubbles), with their magnetization Opposite to
the direction of the magnetic

10

f~eld

are stable within

Fig. 1.1
The transformation Of a magnetiC ~tripe
domain configuration towards a bubble dOmain configuration using an external magnetic field perpendicular to
the filml (al zero field. (b) 80 Oe, (c) 100 Oe and (d)
110 Oe. In the white dOmains the direction of the magnetizatiOn is Opposite to the direction of the magnetiC
field. (From "Magnetic Bubbles" by A.t!. J30beck and E.
Della Torre. North-Holland Publishing CompanY-Am~terdam
1975) •

11

certain limits of the field.
The bubble stability factor q is defined as;
(I 2.1)

FOr stable bubbles a value of q? 1 must be achi@ved.
In 1967 sobeck [2J has shown that bubbles can be
created, moved and destroyed, providing a method of data
storage, resulting in the development of magnetic bubble
devices. since bubble memories are solid state deviCes,
the reliability, costs, storage density and accesS time
can be improved oompared to the conventional discs and
tapes used 50 far for data storage.
Th~ first studies were made u5ing materials possessing a uniaxial anisotropy due to their orystal symmetry.
The rare earth-Or yttrium ortho ferrites (RFe03, in which
R represents a rare earth element or yttrium) haVe a distOrted perovskite structure with orthorhombic sy~etry.
At room temperature the c-axis is the easy axis of magnetizatiOn. Since q >1 stable bubbles can be generated in
ortho ferrite crystal plates [2J , but the large bubble
diameter is a disadvantage. In connection with the bubble
diameter the material length 1 is of importance-,
In Order to generate small bubbles the thickness of the
crystal plate must be abOut 4 1 and the resulting bubble
diameter will be about 6 1. FOr or tho ~errites 1 is
about 50/um.
Hexagonal ferrites, like BaFe 12 0 , have their
19
hexagonal c-axis as unique easy axis of magnetization.
With 1 in the order of '/um, problems were encountered
in manufacturing the neccessarily very thj,n crystal plates.
The very small bubble diameters could be increased by
substituting non magnetic ions for Fe 3 + [3J .

~The material length 1 is prOportional to the ratiO

domain wall energy per unit area/demagnetization
energy per unit volume and is usually expressed
in /um (Eq. VI 2.2)
12

The hexagonal ferrites however, had very low bubble mobilities and no efforts to improve this are reported
anymore since a tremendOus breakthrough was achieved
with the irOn ~arn@ts as bubble material.
The rare earth- Or yttrium- irongarnets are cubic
with R3Fe5012 as general formula. The metal ions are
present in the tetrahedral, octahedral and dodecahedral
sites, formed by the oxygen ions (ferrimagnetic materials
with three sublattices). At first garnets were not considered as bubble materials, since they are cubic with
four equivalent (111) magnetic axes.
In 1970 Bob@ck et.al. [4J discovered a uniaxial anisotropy in garnet single crystals when Shaped as a platelet with a specifio (111) axis perpendicular to the surface. The uniaxial anisotropy is a so-called "growthinduced" ;;misotropy, due to a site ordenin~ of different
rare earth iOns (R) durin~ the growth of the single
crystal. With a material length 1 1-4;um uniaxial garnets
would be very suitable as bubble materials, but the processing of single crystals into very thin platelets is a
prOblem. Production of these very thin single ,crystal
garnet wafers from large single crystals by cutting,
~rinding and polishing would be very expensive and time
consuming and is coupled with an extreme loss of garnet
material. In order to solve these problems and to obtain
slices with ,sutficient mechanical strength, technigues
were developed to grow single crystalline thin garnet
films epitaxially on single crystalline substrates.
The most commonly used substrate is Gd Ga 0 12 , which
3 S
can be grown as single crystalline boules by pulling from
the melt, usin~ the Czochralski technique [5J •
The beules are cut into thin slices ,(;t500/um). which a
specific crystallographic direction normal to the slice.
The last treatment is the polishing of the slices. When
the lattice constant difference (misfit) between substrate
and film is not too large, films of about the Same quality
as the substrats Can be grown. The admisSibls misfit decreases with increasin~ film thickness (Chapter 2.3 and 2.4) .
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~Or
~U5t

e.g. a film

with a thickness of 1/um,the

~i$fit

be in the order of about '0.1 %. In epitaxially grown

films an extra uniaxial anisotropy is present. A stress
induced uniaxial anisot);"opy results from the misfit and
the magnetostriction constant of the film,
The growth of the garnet layers was at first accomplished succesfully by means of

~hemical ~apour

ieposition

(CVD) [6J . The process involves the reaction at high
temperatures (900 - 1300 °el of volatile metal halides and
oxygen at the surface of a substrate crystal On which the
garnet film is grown epitaxially. The high growth temperature however, reduoed or even removed the growth-induced
anisotropy, leaving only the misfit-induoed anisotropy.
Low growth-rates and high defect den5ities are additional
problems in the CVD process.
Nearly perfect films could be grown at low temperatures (350 - 500 °C) using EYdrotherrnal ~itaxy (HE) [7J
The HE process is performed in autoclaves. The process involves the growth of garnet

f~lms

from aqueOuS solutions

of e.g. NaOH to whiCh garnet forming Oxides are added.
The driVing force for the growth results from a

t~mpera

ture gradient across the autoclave with the substrate
the cooler region.

~n

Attack of the substrate prior to growi:.h

by the alcaline flux and compositional variations in the
film are severe difficulties in the HE process.
The

b~eakthrough

in the growth of irOn farnet films

was achieved by using the liquid £hase ~itaxy (LPE)
technique [8J . TOday m05t iron garnet films are g);,own
by this methOd. Nearly perfect films with less than One
defect per crn 2 are grown as a routine.

The LPE process

involves the growth of 5ingle crystalline films frOm
supersaturated melts OntO substrates, up to 5 em in diameter. Relatively low growth temperatures are used (7001000 o C) and growth rates of about ,/um/min are common.
The basis of the method is the flux,

wh~ch

must be able

to sustain a reasonable supersaturation over a. long period
~s PbO-B 0 ,
2 3
The uniaxial anisotropy can be growth - induced and/or

of time. The most widely used flux

14

streSS ~ induced and th~ presence of some Pb~+ in the
garnet film [9J oan even increase the growth induced
anisotropy.
Since 1970 an enOrmOus amount of work has been
published concerning the LPE growth of iron garnets and
still in 1980 new developments are reported. making the
ferrimagnetic iron garnets the most extensively studied
class of magnetic materials sO far. The crystal growth
of the substrates is perfected to a high degree and bubble devices have become commercially available,
Besides the iron garnets. research continues to
other materials. In 1973 amorphous materials as Gd-CO
alloys [10J are considered as bubble materials and are
still studied in 1980. Recently the growth of hexagonal
ferrite films. grown by means of LPE was reported [11-14J,
In the past much attention has be~n given to the growth
of thin ferrite layers. Spinel ferrite films fOr instanCe.
were grown by means ot RF sputtering [15J and CVD [6J •
Now they are studied again using the LPE growth technique.
The development of the spinel ferrites is discussed in the
next paragraph.
1.3

§Ejnel ferrite films

While extensive studies were made of the hexagonal
ferrites, ortho f~rrit@s and iron garnets. not much attention was paid to the spinel ferrites concerning their
possibilities as bubb~e material. presumably fOr the same
reason why iron garnets were not considered at first.
The spinel ferrites are, like the irOn garnets, cubic
materials with M ~e204 as general formula. in which M-Li.
Mg. Cd or a transition elem~nt of the four.th period,
Th@ metal ions are situated in the tetrahedral (A) and
octahedra~ (a) interstitial sites of the t.c.c lattice
formed by the oxygen ions. The A and a sublattices are
coupled antiferromagnetically. Due to their cubic nature.
spinel ferrites have four equivalent (111) axes, In most
spinel ferrites the (111) axes are the easy directions
of magnetizatiOn.

15

The first Observations of dOmain structures

~n

spinel

f8rrites are reported in 1959 by Sherwood et.al [16] ;i,n
thin (111) slice,,; of Lio.5P'e2.504 and MgPe204 . In 1974
Borrelli [17J proposed that a growth induced-anisotropy
is present in Mg(Fe,AI) 20
crystals, grOwn frOm a PbO4
D 0 flux. The induced-anisotropy results from a non
2 3
random distribution of Mgf+ over the tetrahedral sites
along specific crystallographic directions. The last
report concerning domain structure observations in bulK
spinel ferrites is presented in 1975 by Matsuyama et.al
[18J

• Magnetic

MgFe 2 0

domains were found in

(111) slices of

single Grystals, only if the thickness of the

4
slice exceeded 20/um. The fact that the

011J direction

is the easy direction of magnetization for Mg~e204 [19J ,
accounts

for the observed domain pattern.

The first single crystal spinel ferrite films, grown
epitaxially onto single crystalline MgO substrates are
reported in 1964 by Takei and Takasu [20J
The films were grown by means of chemical vapour deposition. The preparation of single crystalline ferrite films
by CVD has been development maJ..nly by Mee and coworkers
[6] and many spir.el ferrite CVD reports were pUblished
up to 1980. Stress-induced domain structures are reported
in 196 7 by Pulli<:om [21] in CVD grown spinel ferr;!"te films.
In 1971 Besser et.al. [22J developed a stress model fOr
hetero-ep~taxial

magnetiC oxide films grown by CVD. This

model was applied in 1974 to CVD grown NiFe 0 on MgO
2 4
substrates by Fitzgerald et.al. 123] . Already in 1973
~ant~rek

et.al.

[24J reported the

e~istence

of bubbles

in CVD grOwn NiFe!204 on MgO, followed in 1976 by S;i.msa
ct.al. [25J who observed bubbles in CVD grown Mn 2 Fe0 4 and
in 1977 by Ba,,:<;ynski et,al. [26J in (Mq, Mn, Fe)304layers.
In 1979 Baszynski and Szymanski [27J obtained a bubble
stability factor q of 1.1 in CVD 9rown MgI"e 0 4 f~lms on
2
(100)MgO substrates: The anisotropy is assumed to be
stress-induced.

The first attempt to grow spinel ferrite single
crystal films by li~uid phase epitaxy was made by Gambino
[281 in 1967. Single crystalline films were deposited
e?itaxially on (100)MgO substrates from a molten salt
solution vapOrizing the solvent (Na2C03). A more controlled way of LPE waS performed in 1975 by Herman et.al.
~9) WhO prepared tetragonal CUFe204 from a supersaturated Bi 2 0 -B 2 0 flux on (100)MgA1204 substrates.
J
3
The cuFe 2 0 4 layers are propOsed to be single crystalline
with the c-axis perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. ~rOm ferromagnetic resOnance it was found that the
c-axis was the easy axis of magnetization and that tetragonal CuFe 2 0 4 should support bubble Qornains since the
anisotropy field exceeds the demagnetization field.
Domain pattern nor bubbles were reported however.
1.4

Studies of L?E growth of spinel ferrites since 1975

In view of the limited amount of LPE spinel ferrite
studies up to 1975 and the encouraging results reported
in literature concerning magnetic anisotropies and bubble
domains in CVD grown spinel ferrites, we have ·started in
1975 a research program to investigate whether spinel
ferrite films, grown by means of liquid phase epitaKY,
can be grown with sufficient stress- or growth - incuced
anisotropy in order to prOduce a magnetiC domain configuration ~n the f~lm$, from which magnetic bubbles can
be generated.
During the cOurse of this program (1975-1979) a number of reports appeared on the subject of LPE growth of
spinel ferri tes. Starting in 1976 Stearns and Glass [12]
tried to gro~ hexagonal ferrites on cubic MgA1 2 0 , MgGa20~
4
and Mg(Ga.In) 204 spinel substrates. In these films heavily
zn - doped Fe 3 0 4 spinels were obtained as a second phase.
In 1977 RobertsOn et. al. [30] reported about the LPE growth
of M9Fe: 2 04 , NiFe 2 0 4 , ZnFe 2 0 4 and Ni1_xznxFe204 films on
MgO substrates. GlaSS and Liaw [31J presented in 1978
results concerning the LFB growth of LiO,5F12,S04 films
on MgGa 2 0 4 , Mg(Ga,ln)204 and ZnGa 2 0 substrates.
4
17

In 1979 Damen et.al.

[32J

reportea about the growth of

MnxZn'_xFe204 films on zn 2 Ti0 4 substrates. They related
the sUrfaoe quality of the films with the Visc6sity of
the melt and with the loisorientation of the surface of
the substrate with respect to the crystallographic (111)
plane. Also the phenomenon of interdiffusion between film
and substrate waS presented. Also in 1979 Robertson et.al.
[33J presented results about L~~ grown ZnFc 2 0 , MnxZn,_x
4
Fe204 and Lio,sFe2.S04 films. The effects of substrate
orientation and flux system On the quality of the layers
are discussed. Interdiffusion between film and substrate
leads to stratified films with degradated magnetio
properties.

1.5

The work described in this thesis
Only Herman et.al. [29] paid attention to the uni-

axial magnetic anisotropy, which may be present in LPE
grown spinel ferrite films. In thiS dissertation the
results obtained concerning the growth and characterization of LPE grown splnel ferrite films are presented.
Answer are given to three questions;
~

How to grow

s~inel

ferrite films by means of LPE?

- Can we prOduce films with sufficient anisotropy in
Order to Obtain a magnetic domain configuration or
even magnetic bubbles?
- If sO, what is the origin of the uniaxial magnetiC
anisotropy in the films?

In chapter II some properties are discussed of the
spinel f@rrites, which are to be g40wn as this films on
single crystalline substrates. The preparation of the
substrates is discussed in chapter XII. Xn ohapter IV
the process of liquid phase epitaxy is presented, while
chapter V deals with the

characteri~ation

Of the films.

The domain structure of the films and the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy are outlined in chapter Vl.
The results are presented in the Chapters VII - XIV and
conClU$sions are drawn in Chapter XV.
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SPINEL FERRITES

2.1

crystal structure

A great many oxides have XY204 as general formula and
crystallize with the same crystal structure as the mineral
spinel: MqAl 2 0 4 , Since the oxygen ions are considerably
larger than the metal ions, the spinel structure can be
apprOximated by a cubic clOse packing of 02- ions ,
the spinel unit contains 8 formula units MgAl 2 0 •
4
In the unit cell 64 (tetrahedral) and J2 Octahedral holes
are present surrounded by respectively 4 and 6 oxigen ions,
Half of the octahedral sites and one eights of the tetrahedral sites are occupied by the metallic ions, Depending
on the distribution of the di- and trivalent metal ions
over the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, two extreme
situatiOns can be distinguished. In a "nOrmal" spillel
the divalent metal iOns are at tetrahedral sites, While
the trivalent ions are at octahedral sites. This is e.g.
2
the case in the spinel (Mg +) Al 3; 4 ,
In an "invers" spinel however, the tetrahedral and half of
the octahedral sites are occupied by the trivalent ions,
while the divalent iOnS are in the remaining other half of
the octahedral sites, e.g. (Fe 3-1- ) Ni 2+ ,Fe 3+ 4 ,
The real cation distribution for a certain spinel Can be
very close to one of these extremes or SOmewhere in between,
At higher temperatures there exists a tendency tOwards statistical cation distribution. Spinel ferrites is the general
name for spinehs containing Fe 3+ in their lattice.

°

°

While most spinels are cubic, sOme spinels have a high
temperature cubic phase and transform to a phase with lOwer
symmet~y at lOwer temperatures, FOr instanc@ cuFe204 has a
cubic to tetragonal phase transitiOn at about J600C [34J.
At temperatures above 750°C there exists a sta~istical
disorder of the copper and iron ions. when CuFe 2 0 4 is
19

slowly

~ooled

92

~

of the copper ions are present in
2

octahedral sites since Cu + has an octahedral site p.eference

( 0.7 eV). The energy of the Cu06-units pecomes

lower, when the octaeders are tetragonally deformed
(Jahn - Teller effect

[35J ).

A macroscopic effect is present, when all the Cu0 -units
6
are elongated ,1n the Same directions. This cooperative
Jahn - Teller effect, caused by the crystal field stabili2
zatiOn of the Cu +-ions, in tetragonally deformed octahedral Sites results in a tetragonal spinel struoture.

2.2

Ferrima1netism of seinel ferrites
The magnetism of spinel ferrites has been explained

by Neel [36]
hedral

, who assumed the interactions between tetra-

(A) and octahedral

(B) metal ions

(AB interactions)

to be strong and negative and the interactions between ions

of the same sublattice (AA and BB interactions) to be relatively weak. The resulting magnetic moment of a spinel ferrite.is the difference between the magnetizations of the
A and B sublattices.
The cation distribution of for instance N _ Zn Fe 2 0 4 can
1 x x
2+ 3+
.2+
3+
be written as Znx Fe 1 _ x NL 1 _ x pe
04·
13
The Zu 2 + -ions are diamagnetic, Fe has a moment of 5 ~ and
2+
-21
Ni
has 2(l at 0 K (1f3
1 Bohr magnetron = 9.3.10
3
Gauss. cm ). When an antipa~allel spin configuration on A

*

=

and B sites

is assumed then the magnetic >:(lament at 0 K

can be calculated per unit VOlume as

2 (l-x)

~·~5

(1+x) B

5 (1-x) B

(2+8x) S

(II. 2.1)

h magnetic dilution of NiPe 0 with ZnFe204 results in an
2 4
increase of toe magnetic moment, caused by the decrease of

~he

2

moment of the A sublattice. For low Zn + concentrations

(up to 40 mole % ZnFe 0 ) the magnetic moment at 0 K in2 4

c~eases linearly with 'the Zn 2 + cOncentrat~on. For higher
20

zn 2 + concentrations however, deviations from the simple
Neel theory occur since pure ZnFe 0 is anti ferromagnetic
2 4
and the effect of the BB interactions becomes competative
with the AB interactions.
In general the effect of magnetic dilution, when Fe 3 +
iOns are substituted by non-magnetic ions, depends On the
cation distribution of the spinel ferrite and on the site
preference of the non-magnetic ions. A1 3 + ions have a preference for octahedral sites, whil~ Ga 3 + ions are preferably situated on tetranedral sites. When NiFe~04 is doped
with Al 3 + ions for instance, the catiOn distrlbutior, can
be given as Fe NiFe 1 _ Al
04 resulting in a magnetiC mOx x
:3+
ment of (2-5xl~ at 0 K • At low dOpant concentrations F@
ions on the octahedral sites are substituted by A1 3 + ions
and at higher concentrations the Fe 3 + ions on tetrahedral
sites are replaced. Due to the balanc@ between the A and B
sublattices a 2e~O magn@tic moment is found for x = 0.4 ;
a compositional compensation point (Fig. 2.1).

M

M

r

1

o
T

Fig. 2.1
Examples of sublattioe magne ti2ations Ma
and Mb and the total magneti2ation M as a function of
temperature.
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The temperature dependence of the magnetic moment of
a splnel ferrite is det.ermined by the temperature dependence
of the 5ublattice

magneti~ation~

and by the

temperatu~e

dependence of the AB interactiOns. Each spinel ferrite
becomes paramagnetic above a certain temperature. This
temperature i6 called ·the Curie temperature. This CUrie
temperature i5 a

mea~ure

for the magnitude of the ex-

change interactions. Below the Curie temperature spinel
ferrites are ferrimagnetic.
The magnetic moments of the A and B sublattices decrease
with increasing temperature. but the temperature dependence
may b€ different fOr the two subla.tt.ices.

(Fig. 2.2).

At room temperature the compensation pOint for NiPe2_xAlx04
is found for x~ 0.7
. With increasing substitution by
non magnet.ic metal ions the strength of the AB interactions
decrease~

~nd

as a conseguence the Curie temperature decreases.
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Fig. 2.2-(a)
the Zn-CQntent in

05

1.0
-----. X

Magnetization at 0 K as a function of
Ni1_xzn~Fe204'

Magnetization at roOm temperature as a
Fig. 2.2-(b)
function of the Al-content in NiFe 2 _ x Al x 0 4 ·
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2.3

~taxY

of spinel ferrites

In case of 0pitaxial growth a single crystalline film
is grown onto a single crystalline substrate. The crystallographic orientation of the film with respect to the ~ub
strate is dictated by the substrate and is such that there
exists a simple orientation relation between the thin layer
,and the substrate.
Epitaxy will occur if there is a match of structural
features between the film and the substrate crystal.
We speak of homo-epitaxy when there is a process of regularly orientated growth of a crystalline substance On a sub$trate with identical composition. Hetero-epit.axy is the
process of regularlY orientated growth of 8 crystalline
substance on a substrate with a different composition.
A perfect structural match between film and sub$trate
however, is not neccessary to grOw hetero-epitaxial films.
It is often sufficient when a good matChing of atomic or
ionic positions between film and $ubstrate is achieved.
In many oxides the oxygens are in a clOse packed array and
so the basis dimensions of the structure are fixed by the
size of the oxygen ion and, although the number Of atoms
ma~~ng up a unit cell may differ, the ion to ion distance
wil! be abOut similar in a number of structures.
A gooo structural fit is found fOr the epinel ferrites with
other spinels, with M.gO , wi th garnets [ 21, 37J and even
with hexagona! oxides [12] . Eight unit cell of MgO, having
a lattice parameter of 4.21 A, fit perfectly into a unit
cell of ferrite with a lattice parameter of 8.42 A.
The oxygen frame work of botb materials is identical, only
the way the octahedral and tetrahedra~ sites are occupied
2
is different. In MgO all the sites are occupied by M9 + ions.
In spinels many sites are empty (~2.1). For garnet substrates
the situatiOn is mOre complicated: For (100) orientated garnet
substrates, epitaxy is possible with spinel ferrite films if
the [t 1 0] axie of the spinel is parallel to the [01 OJ axis of
the garnet and when the lattice parameter (a) are in the ratiO
agarnet ;

V2 .

8spinel'
23

For (111) Orientated garnet substrates a good fi~ between
both structures is obtained when a
t ' " 3/2 . a
l'
garne
spine
spinel ferrite films can also be grown on oxides with
hexagonal symmetry.

~or

hexagonal substrates with their

c-axis perpendicular to surface epitaxy can be achieved
when a he ll:ag on a1 =

V2.

aspinel • The [lllJ axis of cubic

spinel ferrite will be parallel to the c-axis of the substrate and the [110J axis of the spinel will be parallel
to the a-axis of the hexagonal substrate. In Table II.1
some lattice constants of spinel ferrites and possible
substrates are presented.

Table 11.1
Lattice constants of possible substrates and spinel
ferrites A.

Substrates
MgO

Spinel ferrites
201

Li O• 5 ]l.l2.504

"s

8.42
8.09

MgA1 0
2 4

8.09

ZnAl 0

8.09

z

4

LiO.SFe2.504

a

f

8.33

NiFe 0
2 4

8.34

MgFe 0
2 4

8.36

CuFe 0
2 4

8.38

CoFe 0
2 4

8.39
8.44

Li o • 5 G"2.504

8.21

ii;nFe 0

MgGa 2 0

8.28

CdFe 0
2 4

8.69

ZnGa 0
2 4

8.34

MnFe 0
Z 4

8.51

CdGa 04

8.39

Mg'l'i 0
2 4

8.47

2n '1'i0
2
4

8.47

4

z
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2.4

Stress in

epitaxiall~

2rown films

In most cases the match between film and substrate
lattices is not perfect. Due to differences between film
and substrate lattioe parameters (a f and as) and(Or differences between the th~rmal.expansion coefficients of
film and substrate (~f and ~s) a stress will be present
in th@ film.
Besser et.al. [22J have developed a stress-model for
hetero-epitaxial growth. In this mOdel two extreme situations are considered.
For small misfit values the film is strained elastically
to bring the lattioe of film and substrate into register
at the interface. The substrate is considered to be massive cOmpared to the film so that it does not deform,
The film is in a stressed state at the deposition temperature- the sign and magnitude of which depends on the lattice mismatch and the elastic cOnstants of the material at
that temperature. On cooling to rOOm temperature the film
stress will change when there exists a difference in the
values of 0( f and 0( s' When elastic behaviour persists over
the entire temperatur@ range the stress at room temperature
de~ends only on the film-substrate-lattice mismatch and On
the elastic constants of th~ film at room temperature.
In this extreme situation the film stress 6>1 is given
oy;

(II.4.1)

where E and ~ are the YOung's mOdulus and the pOisson ratio
of the film; the values of as and a f are the bulk values at
room temperature.
- For higher misfit values at the deposition temperature
the misfit stress is most prObably relieved by the formation of misfit dislocatiOns at th@ interface. It is
assumed that the film takes On its equilibrium free lat-

2.'>

tice constant away from the interface so that it is essentj.ally unstressed at the deposition temperature. When
the film is considered to behave elast1cally on oooling
to room temperature
difference between
tur~

stress

~

a 51;re$S develops as a result ot the
~f

and

~s'

The resulting room tempera-

in the film is given by:
(11.4.2)

where 6T is the difference between growth- and rOOm
1;emperature.
Whether

at roOm temperature 6~ or

02

is actuallY pre-

sent oot only depends On the lattice mismatch between
film and substrate but also on the film

thic~ness.

Since the s1;rain energy increases with inoreasing film
thicknesB, there is a oritical thickness. De' above
which it becomes energetically fabourable to form misfit
dislocations. Matthews and Klokholm [38J have calculated
Dc as a function of the fraotiOnal misfit f;
f

(11.4.3)

(b/81l If I )

(1+v)

].

n (r/b) +1

(11.4.4)

where b is the Burgers vector and r the dislocation stri;l.in
field radius. The Burgers vector has about the same value
as the lattice parameter of the film. In Fig. 2.3 Dc is
plotted Versus

f

with r als a parameter. It can be seen

that Dc decreases with increasing
The change-over from

61

to

misf~t.

62

with

~ncreasing

film

thichness and/or increasing lattice mismatch may occur
gradually. In this case a fractional stress relief

(O~~$1)

is defined and the stress at room temperature can be expressed as:

(11.4.5)
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Besides elastic deformation or stress relief at the
deposition temperature due to the formation of misfit dislocations, alsO cracking of the film may oocur.
S~inel ferrites are brittle materials and they fracture
without much observable plastic flow and th~re is little
preference for ~articular cleavage planes. The minimum
film thickness at which cracking occurs decreases with
increasing misfit. This film thickness however. is in
general larger than the minimum thickness Dc above which
misfit dislocations are formed.
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stress relief by
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Fig. 2.3
The fraotional misfit versus th~ film
thickness, showing the areas in which elastic deformation, stress-relief by dislocations, crack-pro?agation
and crack-nuoleation OcCurs. The solid lines are calculated for a film with a lattice constant of 8.20 A with
a strain field radius of respectively 0.1 , 1 and 10/um.
Dashed-line and dashed-dotted line after Matthews and
KlOkholm [38J •
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CHAPTER III
SUBSTRATES
3.1

Magnesium oxide substrates
Magnesium Oxide is commercially available from

Spicer in England and TatehO Chemical Industries in Japan.
The cleaved and polished (100) orientated MgO wafers, supplied by Spicer, were

o~

insu~ficient

quality to serve as

substrates. Cheap and large MgO boules of dimensions of
10x10x30 rom, bounded by cleaved (100) planes were supplied
by the Japanese company.
The cutting of the beules into (100),

(110) and (111)

orientated wafers and the grinding and polishing of the
wafers in order to obtain suitable substrate for epitaxial
growth is

in this paragraph.

d~scussed

The cutting of the MgO ooule into (100)

I

(110) and (111)

substrates was performed with an inSide-cutting, diamondcOated steel blade of approximately 250 lum thickness.
Slices of about 700 um thickness were cut with a cutting
/

loss of abOut 300 um. While cutting of (100) orientated
/
wafers could be performed quite easy, cutting of MgO along
(110) or (111) planes was extremelY difficult. The fact
that MgO has a

(100) Cleavage plane may be related to the

difference in cutting willingness along the variOUS cube
planes. Cutting along (110) or (111) planes was only possible when a high cutting pressure was used, resulting in
substrate surfaces covered with cutting riles. Very often
the MgO wafers broke during the process and the cutting
blade became olunt in a very short time. The cutting problems could be overcome when MgO and loosely sintered
Al 0 pieces were cut simUltaneously. The Al 0 keeps the
2 3
2 J
saw sharp. About 200 MgO sLices could b@ cut in this way
before the cutting blade had to be renewed. In fig. J.1
the essential parts of the cutting and orientating equipment are drawn.
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l.
--.--

A

C

B

/

x- ray film

h

B

x-ray
sour~

Fig. 3.1

•
C

D

]-

The essential parts of cutting and ori8nta-

ting equipment (Consult text).

The orientation of the MgO with

~espect

to the

cutting plune of the sow (A) proceeds as fOllOws: Since
the MgO boule (6) is bOunded by (100) planes, a rough
alignmenl

(!

5°) of the boule was achieved visually by

mounting the boulo

with a two components epoxy compound

onto its cutting support (e)

w~th

the desired cutting

plane as parallel as pOSSible to the cutting plane of the
saw. Two different procedures were followed for the final
alignment, At first the roughly orientated MgO boule,
fixed On its support which is connected with a goniometer
head (D), is placed, with the help of equipment r, in front
Of aX-ray souroe. By using the

back~reflection

Laue tech-

nique, the desired cutting plane of the MgO boule is

posi~

tioned perpendicular to the z-axis of equipment p, using
the adjustment possibilities Of the goniometer head.
After

~-ray

orientation the goniometer head is disoonnected

from F and connected with the y and z translation part of
the cutting machine (E). By this procedure HgO substrates
orientated within about 0.5 0 with respect to the desired
plane were obtained.
since the orientation accuracy obtained with the Laue
technique could not be improved and a orientation

fail-

ure can be :introduoed when the MgO crystal is tranfered
from the x-ray equipment to the outting machine,a different
alignment procedure WaS developed at which equipment F was
not used anymore; After the MgO bpule was roughly aligned
and fixed onto

~t$

cutting support, one slice of MgO was

cut f:t"oml:he boule. With the use of an x-ray texture goniometer the misOrientatiOn of the cut ted crystal surface was
determined with respect to the desired crystallographic
plane. The misorientation, expressed in x and

~(Fig.

3.2),

was transated in the angles rand j'which are respectively
in the y z and x z plane. The desired cutting plane could
be pOsitioned parallel to the x y cutting plane of the saw
when ther andl corrections are made with th!i!: 9"oniornete:t"
head. After the first correction a misorientation Of about
0.5 0 was obtained, which could be reduced to about 0.1-0.2
after a second cOrrection, Further improvement was limited
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0

by the accuracy of the texture goniometer.
After the cutting, the substrates were ground with
diamond pastes with successively decreasing particle size,
ranging from 30 to 0.25/um or with 500 and 800 mesh SiC
powder. About 20 substrates were ground and polished simultaneously by mOunting the cutted substrate near the
circumference on a flat brass disc of 200 rom diameter.
The grinding with diamond pastes, performed on a hard nylon cloth, was very time consuming. Using 5 different and
decreasing particle sizes, it took about 5 x 5 hours for
One side of the substrates. Only (100) orientated MgO substrates could be ground succesfully with diamOnd pastes.
The (110) and (111) MgO substrates could not be ground
scratch free and even broke during the treatment. A better
way of grinding Was achieved by using a SiC slurry in water
and grinding was performed against a steel plate. The grin~
ding time could be reduced to about One hOur and no problems were encountered anymore with (110) and (111) orientated MgO substrates.

x

y-r---::;;>/"'--;--:------"J~------~'p

+./

/

I
I

/

I
/

I

" ' - - - J i o L - -............

Y

Y
Fig. 3.2
the misorientation of [111J with respect
to the surface normal Z is given by the angle x between
z and [111J • The pos1 tion of the pOint P in the )(-yplane for a given value of« is fixed by the angle x.
The misorientation can also be expressed by the angles
p and l' in the x-z and y-z planes respectively.
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After grinding and without removing the substrates
from the brass plate, a final polishing treatment with
Syton~W-30,

was applied.

an alcaline, water based suspension of Si0 2 ,
(Syton is the trade name of this polishing

prodQct and is obtained from the MOnsanto compagny in the
U,S,A,). During the polishing with 5yton a pressure of
2
about 150 g/cm was applied On the substrates.
'l'he surface quaE ty Of the substrates depended on the
polishing time and on the type Of polishing cloth used.
In general the best substrate surface was Obtained when
a hard nylon polishing cloth was used. Polishing On 50ft
felt clothes resulted in a very wavy surface, best. defined
as a "orange skin". A polishing time of about four hours
was found as a optimum. MgO crystals with (100) surfaces
could be polished more smooth than the (110) and (111)
orientated MgO substrates.

y

x

a
I

I

I

I

1

I

14J

Fig.
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3.3

I

L

.,J

Surface rOughness profile.

I

The quality of the surfaoe was examined by m~asuring
the surface roughness using a commercial micro roughness
meter (Tele-step). During the measurement a very thin pen
is rooved at a constant speed over the surface of the substrate in a straight line over a length L, The movement
of the pen in a direct~on perpendicular to the surface is
transfered into a voltage signal and recorded as a function of time (Fig. 3.3). FrOm the obtained surface cross
section the average roughness (RA) is determined as:
RA

1

L

L

5 /'1/

(IlI,l.l)

d x

o

the position of the line y

o

is such that,

L

Jy

d x = 0

(III.1.2)

o

The results are presented in Table 111.1 for (100) and
(111) orientated MgO substrates, polished on nylon and
felt cothes during 1 - 8 hours.
The surface cOnditiOn of the substrate has an enormous influence On the surface morphology of the epitaxially
grown films. This effect is shown in chapter VIII for
(100) indium substituted magnesium ferrite films grown
on (100) MgO substrates.
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Table 111.1
Surface roughnesses measured after final polishing
with 0.25 diamond paste or after Syton pOlishing, showing
the influence of polishing cloth and pOlishing time.

poliShing

Orientation cloth

component:
0.25 urn
(diamond

(100)

nylon

Syt.on-W-30

(100)

nylon

(111 )

(111 )
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time

(;um)

5

0.015
0.008

2

0.006

4

0.004

6
8

0.006
0.030
0.028

nylon

felt

average roughness

(hours)

2

0.019

4
6

0.012

6

0.018
0.023

4

0.250

ioumol of Cry,tol Growth 43 (1978) 270-272
~

NQrth·HQlland P:ub!ishing Company

3.2
FLUX: GROWTH OF ZnGa~04 SINGLE CRYSTALS
!'.J.M. VAN DERSTRATEN and R. METSELAAR
of fhyalcdJ CII~mlSrry, Un[~!!rSity af Tet.hru:J1QK)'.

laborofOry

~indhfJLJ(Jn, Th~ N~tilcrlQndt

atl/l

H.D.JONKER
Philip!; RSSI!.(1NJh t(Jb(JI'(JlCJril2~. f:..'il1.dhQJI~ft. The Nr.thcrlan.dl"

Sh'l,gIc l:;cySlaU (Jf ZnGiIo;l:04 have been grown from .!t PbO-Pbr2-820J flux. B;.r :!ddi~j-ort of Sial 1t' this nuX., iri.du~ion fr~
10 rum alo~ the edge }"13'111l b~.e.n obt.ained. We. hllve. illlK1 ~.udied ~ht;: grow'lt~ 'Of ZI'1Ca20 ...
ftun\ l~:ts; vulatile melts, :5.l1'Ch as the Na20-·ZI\20J.-<:~al03 ~Y':'i;tem ~l"I:d D P'blP:!O, :I11,.1x. rrom the N~iO-ZnO-Ci;!l:z03 :SYHl!r"I'I

-cty~ta,b of maximum d.imen~jQ:n.5

"r

Otll}" Vl!!ry ~m.\lU ZIlGS:z04 crystal8 could 00 groWfl. FrC,Jm th~ Pb:2P2:07 fl\lx, intlu:s,ion fr« crystals, th1!" l3.r,ge8t aboul ., tl"ll'Yl alung
:an e(lg,=, h~vc ~l;'jJ obtalm,:d u3.lng a LrtO/G.a203 mQi.ar ratio .:qual toO 4. Lattice C(nlStJl'lt:s. art! te'POried. fOf the t~m~rtl:ture range
0ll
fl;(HO 20 C to 1200"C.

In view of tho incre..inll intorest [1 ...4J fo, single
cryst.1 films of magnetic 'pinol fertile!, the Mod i.
folt for ,uitat>l~ n<m-magnetlc S~bSlral"s. In a rocont
article PI we have poinled out that I!2llato. arc
,uited in this respect. In this study we discuss the
growth of lnGa,04 'ingle crystals .. a pO-'si!:>l. substrate material.
TIle crystals obtained in this study were In general
oclahedraUy shaped, optically clear and rree of inclu·

By cooling [61 this melt from 12S0 to 1000'C at a
rate of 05'C/h c'ystals "f dilllonsiulis up 10 5 rnrn
along the edge wero obtained.
We hav~ found that the cryst::tl dimensions cou1d
be irl(;r-ea~.ed by addition of Si0 2 to the:: melt in .\I, ~hn
iI,r way .. reported hy Bonner [71 r,), tile growth of
ZnA\~04' Using a melt corn position given in t.ble I
and the grt>wth procedure des<:ribcd above, cryw.ls
mea.uring up te) 10 mm along tl\Q edge ",ere obtained
(see fig. I).
The Si content of the crystals, as measured by
'pectrochcmical analysis, is of the order of 0.002

sions., Flux residues were lea.ched aw.Ily in a mixture
of hot dilute acetic acid and IIltric acid.

Crystals of lnG •• 0 4 have be.n grown by Chase
and OSmer [SI from a PbO".PbF1-B,O, flux 0:)1\·
taiaing ZnO and G'10~ in a I : I molar ratio. We
have u<cd this melt composition (cf. ta!;>le I) for the
growth of ltlGa,O. from 60 ml platinum cweibles.

atoms ptr formula unit, whi.oh is. the S~fne as in erys·
tal, grown wit~<)ut tne addition of SiO, to the melt.
'rhlls $i0 2 apparerltly ha, only benefici.1 ,ff'cts all
the growth of ZnG.,O •.

In the search for crystallizatior\ Systems Wllicll are

Tobt. I
Mld[

c:omp.o~i~i('!m

tn mQk % fOor ZnGlI.:z04 CtyHa!s: ~Iuwth rcrrn a PbO/PbF2,/.J:r.2,0j flux
~----------------------

PbO
l.h.a~e imd Osm~r
Bonn~r

['1\

(51

20.0

29.34

SiOz
68.0
32.6,

•.0

5.n

ZnO
5.0
7.57

,.0
1O.Q9

270
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110 MM
Fig. J. Photograph of ZnGa204 crystals grown from the PbO-PbF2 ,, 8203 flux with Si02 additive.

less volatile than PbO- PbF 2 ,B 20 3 and which might
allow top seeded growth of ZnGa204 we have tried
the system Na20-ZnO-Ga203' The melt compositions (given in table 2) are similar to those used for
the growth of spinel ferrites MFe204 from the system
Na20-MO - Fe203 [8,9]. By cooling these melts
from 1400 to 900°C at a rate of SOC/h , however,
only tiny ZnGa204 crystals «0.5 mm) were obtained .
Better results have been obtained by using
Pb 2P20 7 as a solvent, this is non-volatile, relatively
low melting (824°C [10]) and it 'provides good nucle-

>4.
In view of these results we have prepared melts of
Pb 2P20 7, ZnO and Ga203 with different ZnO/Ga203
ratios (cf. table 3) in 13 ml platinum crucibles. The
melts were cooled from 1300 to 900°C at a rate of
5°C/h. ZnGa 20 4 was found to be the primary phase
Table' )
Melt compositions in mole% for ZnGa204 crystal growth

Table 2

from a Pb 2P20 7 nux

Melt compo~tions in mole% for ZnGa204 cryst al growth
from the Na20/ZnO/Ga203 system
Melt

ZnO

A

22.2

8

20.0

36

ation conditions [11]. Wickham [12] reported the
preparation of Pb 2P20 7 from Pb(N0 2h and H3 P0 4
and used it as a flux for the crystal gro wth of
MgFe204' In order to avoid the crystallization of second ,phases, the MgO/Fe203 molar ratio had to be

27.8
30.0

50.0
50.0

Melt

Pb 2P207

ZnO

Ga203

Result

I

40
40
40
40

30
40
48
53.5

30
20
12
6.7

Ga203 + ZnGa204
ZnGa204
ZnGa204
ZnGa204

II
III
IV

c'Y~taJlizins

from molts with a ZnO/c.;a~Oj molar
ratio ;;'2- Aithwgh the habit of the ZnG.~O. crystals
w., chiefly octahedral also a fow ZnG.,04 n~odks
and plates (confirmed by X·ray diffraction) were abseIVed_ The large" cry"'!.' about 3 mm along the
edge, were obtained from melt III with a Z'IOIG.20~
molar ratio equal to 4.

1'he cry~tal dimensions could be Increased to 7 mm
alollg the edge by u>.ing 60 ml platinum cruciblos
and applying a temperature gradient of about SOC!
om_ Thi~ was achJeved by locating the crucible
diroctly on the relatively cold fUrrtace floor or by
aVl'lying a jet of cold air to the bottom.
Becmlse the crystals are intended to bo u,"d ..
for LPE of spinel ferrite" knowledgo of tho
temperature dependence of the lattice ,o~sta!\t is im·
portant. This tempera(l)re dependence was determi~ed in steps of 200°C between 20 and 1200'C
with lhe aid of high tomperature uiffractometry. The
data cOll1d be fitted wlthi~ 0.002 A to the exprc.;e;ion:

of tho Ca,O, in tho molt by [nzO, the lattice eonof the crystals increased with only 0.002 A,

st~nt

High quality crystals of ZnCazO. can be grown
from a PbO-PbF,-B,O, flux with SiO, as an addi·
live_ Tl1e size of the r._,ulting crystal. is larg. enough
[0 allOw their use as subslrates in preliminary LPE
growth of spind ferrites_ It i. found that Pb,P,07 i,
an attractive n')D-.olatHe ,olvent fOr the growth of
ZnGa,O. crystals. This system might be a good cart·
didate fot lopseeded growth.
The authors would like to thank Mr. F,C. KrUger
for the high temperature diffrao(ometry work.

~ubstrates

a(!\.) = 8.332 H.18 X 10- 5 T + 1.60 X 10- 8 T',
w~ere

T is the temperature in 'C-

Th~ lnGa,04 crystals have been u<cd ,ucecsfully
,ubstrates fOr LPE growth of gallium ,ul),tituteo
MgFe,04_ Epitaxial thin films We(e grown on Ihe
I III ) growth facets of the substrate crystals.
In order to obtain subur.tes with higher lattice
CQnst3nts
we hdve grown indium substituted
ZnGa,O. cry,tal,_ However, hardly any indium was
inCQrporated In the cry".Is: by substitution of ZO%
~,

f
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The srowth of Al- en Fe-doped zinc gallates
In order to be able to grow

substrates with a variety of

sptne~

l~ttice

ferrite films On

parameters, Al- and

Fe doped zinc gallates are grown from a Pb2P207 flux by
slow COOling. Zn(Ga, Al)204 and Zn(Ga, Fe)204 substrates,
with lattice contants respectively lower and higher than
the lattice constant of pure ZnGa 0

2 4 were

obt~ined

in

this way.
The preparation and characterization of the doped
zino gallate orystals is incorporated in chapter XIV.
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CHAPTER lv

LIQUID PHASF: EPl1'AXIAl, GROW'EIl OJ:' SVlNE(, FERRITE FILMS

4.1

General

!::iquid £hase !:!pitaxy (LPE) is a crY5t"l growth
prOce'5'5 ",t which", thin Single crY$t"llj,ne fj,lm :i,,; grown
epit('lx:i,a1ly on (), $ingle cry$ta1line substrate from a

su~

persaturated melt. The supersaturation of the melt, with
respect to the film material, acts as the driving force
for the crystal growth process. In case of spinel ferrite
epit(),xy, the growth o£ the epitaxial films is performed
simply by

dipp~ng

of a suitable substrate into a super-

saturated melt held at a fixed temperature between 700
and 1000 °C, composed of

a

flux to which spinel ferrite

forming constituents have been added. Since the essence
of the method i5 the supersaturation of the flux [39J '
th:l.$ flux must be able to withstand a certain degree of
supersaturation over a reasonable period of time.
The flux must be able to dissolve sufficient spinel forming constituents together with a relatively low saturation temperature. AlsO the viscosity of the melt must be
relatively low [40J .
Fluxes based on PtO and B 0 have been widely used
2 3
.tn liquid phase epitaxy (41] • Diso.dV('lntages of these
fluxes are the highly poisonous nature, the high vapour
pres5ure and the chemical aggressivity of PbD. The B 2 0]
reduceS the melting point in the PbO-B 2 0 system [42] ,
3
as can be ';een from Fig.4.1, and as a consequence also
the evaporation rate of pbD is reduced. The highly corrOsive nature of the flux necessitates the U$8 of platinum crucibles. Attack of the platinum is mainly caused
by elements which r.eact with platinulU to form low melting
pOint platinulU alloys. For this reaSOn the presence of
free pb in the melt reduces the lifetime of the Pt crucible considerably.

3B

Free lead may be the result of non-stoichiometry of lead
oxide. In order to prevent the formation of free lead in
the melt about 1 wt % of PbO ~as replaced by Pb0 2 [43J •
Attack of the platinum crucible could not be avoided en~
tirely however, and was observed especially near the
meniscus of the melt.
4.2

The LPE growth

e9ui~ent

Cylindrical crucibles with a height of 60 rom and a
diameter of 40 rom were used. In order to have sufficient
mechanical strength the oU,ter 0.5 mm Of the crucible wall
was allOyed with 5 wt % gold, while the inner 0.5 rom Of
the wall was pure platinum. The crucible was filled for
about 60 % with the mixed flux constituents, which were
melted into the crucible using a high frequency equipment.

CI.II~;

too

OJ 4~1" PbO ••
I + Li~ui<j..,

,,L..::'-::.~_-_--!i.:L~i~~:-:.'!i;~;_-_-,~~:.::,:::.,___---,7Mi""'~""_;
I to li-qu"Id..

"'loa

...,

/'
I

I

I

~oo /'

,i

.

500 :

Fig. 4.1

The lead oxide - boron oxide phase diagram
(After R.F. Geller and E.N. Bunting, J. Research Nat.Bur.
Standards, 18 585 (1937).
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Fig. 4.2

Photograph of the LPE growth station,

showing the furnace and the manipulation equipment.
A substrate holder used for vertical dipping of substrates is positioned above the furnace.
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The LPE growth is performed in a so-called ~PE growth
station. This station is shown in Fig. 4.2 and is discussed
below. The LPE growth statiOn can be divided in a furnace
(Fig. 4.3) and a manipulation equipment. The furnace is a
vertical 3-zone resistance furnace of about 35 cm length
and 20 cm diameter, A, large isothermal zone can be
achieved in the furnace by adjusting the power supplies
to the three zOnes, which can be regulated seperately.

*
V
!

SUBSTRATE
HOLDER

=

b
FUME
EXTRACTOR

-

CONTROLLER

~===I;t~T~H~ERMOCOUPlE
SU8STRATE
PLATINUM
BAFFLES

ZONE
2

PLATINUM
CRUCIBLE
WITH MELT
ALUMINA
TUBES

CRUCIBLE
SUPPORT

MEASUREMENT

~;;;;;;;;;~~~---::TH:::E~RMOCOUPL E

Fig. 4.3

Cross section of the

~pE

furnace.
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The platinum crucible, containing the melt, is placed in
the isothermal zone on a ceramic support. In order to
protect the inside of the furnace against the corrosive
PbO vapour, an alundum tube is placed between the crucible
and the alundum furnace tube. The protection tube is replaced after a certain time. Platinum baffles are used in
the top of the furnace in order to diminish excessive heat
loss by radiation. Contamination of the laboratory by the
poisonous PbO vapour was avoided by a fume extractor.
Temperature measurement and regulation was performed with
Pt-Pt10Rh thermocouples.

A stability of about 1 °C/hour

could be achieved.
The manipulation

equipment is constructed in such a

way that it can be used with two growth furnaces.
Our LPE growth facility consisted of three furnaces and
two manipulation equipments. The manipulation equipment;
provided with two 24 V dc electromotors, permits vertical
translation and horizontal rotation of the substrate,
which is held in a substrate holder. The substrate holder
consists of an alundum bar covered with 0.5 mm Pt foil at
that end which comes close to the melt. Two or three platinum legs, between which the substrate is clamped, are
welded to the Pt foil (Fig. 4.4).

Fi0. 4.4

Photograph of (a) platinum baffle,

(b) sub-

strate holder used for horizontal growth with rotation
and (c) the equipment used for the stirring of the melt.
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4.3

The LPE growth procedure
An

LPE growth run can be described

~a

follows

(Fig. 4.5). At first the melt is heated about 50 ~ 100 °c
above its saturation temperature ( 700 - 1000 °C) and
stirred for about one hOur in Order to dissolve all solid
particles in the melt. Next the melt is supersaturated
with respect to spinel ferrite by lowering the temperature
below its saturation temperature (up to - 100 °C).
When the temperature has becOme constant, the substr~te,
cleaned with organic solvents, is lowered slowly to a
position about 3 cm above the surface of the melt, where
it is held for about 3 minutes in order to take the same
temperature as the melt. The actual t.Pt growth starts
When the substrate is immersed in the melt. where it is
held for a definite time. The dipping of the substrate in
the melt c~n be performed with the surface of the substrate

L PE

TIME-TEMPERATURE SCI-lEDULE
60MIN
STIRRING

T~;~~:~""

'c

~----

/
~-------~;:..:~:::)

ii
i,, !,,
!!
i!, ,
:...,:

1

"

'\

~~~~~~~~~RE
SUPERSATURATION
5-50·C
GROWTH TEMPERATURE

DIPPING TIME
HlOMIN

TIME

Fig. 4.5

... MINUTES

LPE time-temperature schedule.
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vertically Or horizontally, with Or without rotation of
the substrate during the

gro~th.

~ermination

of the

growth

is performed by pulling the substrate from the melt, either
rapidly ( 10 - 20 cm/sec) or slowly ( 1 ern/sec)

~ith

very

fast roeation ( 500 rpm) of the substrate in order to leave
as little as possible flux droplets at the surface of the
film.
The last methOd can only be applied suCC€sfully,

~hen

large flat substrates are used (MgO). Residual melt
solidificates very rapidly when the substrate with the
film is in the cooler part of the furnace, resulting in
uncontrolled growth from this melt of a thin layer of
spinel ferrite of extremely bad quality. After the growth
termination, adhesing flux droplets are dissolved in a
hot dilute mixture of acetic acid (20 %) and nitric acid
(10 %) in water (70 %), which does not attack the film.
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CHAPTER V
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FILMS

In this chapter 4 parameters are discussed:
5.1

Film thi.ckness

5.2
5.3

Film compOSition

5.4

Saturation magnetization of the film.

Film lattice parameter

The magnetic uniaxial anisot.ropy of the film is discussed
in section 6.3.

5.1

Film thickness
T'IIO different methods are used for t.he determination

of t.he film thickness: a destructive and a non-destructive
method. The destructive methOd :i.nvOlves the gr inding of a
sph<!:r:i.cal hole through the film, uSing a 40 rnm steel ball,
coated with diamond polishing compound (Fig. 5.1).

f il m

--+1---'5 ubs t ra te

Fig. 5.'

microscope view

principle of the determination of the film

thickness with a steel hall, coated with diamond

~aste.
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The film t.hickness can be calCl,llateo from the diameters
of the concentrjc circles formed by the fj.lm surfaces.
(Append jx-A). When the fUm thiclmess exceeds about 0.5 ;um
this thickness can be determined within 10%. In most cases
the film thickness is not constant over the entire film
surface and in general a larger film thickness is observed
in the regiOn were the substrate was clamped in the sub$tr~te

holder. when films are grown on slightly misorien-

tated (111) MgO substrates, a terracing of the film is
observed. The angle between the terrace and the substrate
l.s ('J.bOU1: egu('J.l to the misori"mtation of the substrate
surface with respect ot the (111) plane. Since the terraces are rather small no problems are encountered in
performing t.he thi.ckness measurements. When ftlms are
grown on the natural

(111) facets of flux grown spinel

substrates, hillocks are observed on the film surfaces
with heights up to 4;Ul\"l and ba.se cross sections up to

200 ;um.
Determination of the average f,ilm thickness proved to be
very inaccurate when large nillool($ <tre present at the
f.Um surface. Thickness v<trlat;\'ons can be made vhiible
under the microscope by j,llum;\.nating the surface of l:he
film with monochromatic light. 'rhickness variations generate an interference
wavelength

A of

p~ttern

from which, knowing the

the light, the surface profile can oe

constructed (Fig. 5.2)"
Hhen the thickness is rather constant over a relatively large surface area ( 3 K 3 mro) and when the film
is sufficiently transporent for infrared light, interferometry Gan oe 1.l$ed [or measuring the f, i.lm

th~ckness.

This

non-des true t ive methOo. involVes the record ing of the
intenSi'r.y of radiation, reflected from the film-air and
fillll-subst:l:'aLe surfaces, when monocnrom1;!.t;Lc radiation,
witcn ,; wav",Umgth linearly changing wHh time,

is beamed

llead.y perpendicular to the plane of the film. A refleGtion
i.lt t.i.lchment hos been cons tructed, which f it.s in the l5ample
compart.ment of the Cary 14 spectrophotometer (Pig. 5.3).
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Fig. 5.2-(a)

Thickness variations in a NiFe 2 _ x Al x 0 4
film (x- 0.17) grown on a ZnG""204 substrate.
ThalliUm light (,\ '" 0.54 1,) is used to I?roduce the inter-

ference pattern.

cQverplate

substrate

Fig. 5.2-(b)

Principle of the determination of

thickness variations.
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(See also Fig. 5.3).

XnterEerence occurs both in the film and in the

substr~te

when the refractive indices of film and substrate are different, but the interference fringes due to the film and
substrate are easily distinguished frOm each other since
the substrate is much thicker than the film. When the
intensity of the reflected radiation is recorded as a
function of the wavelength

Aa

pattern with maxima and

minima is obtained (Fig. 5.4). When the refractive index
n of the film is constant over the wavelength

r~ng@

used,

the film thickness D is calculated as:
m
D = 2n

•

A1 "\2
x-;=x;

• cos 0(.

(V.1.1 )

where m is the number of fringes counted between the
wavelengths

A,

and

A2

and

~

is the angle between the

surface normal of the film and the direction of the
incident light.
~he

use of this nOn-destructive method has been

quite troubleful. Thickness variations in the film have
a destructive influenoe on the interference pattern.
In general, only from very smooth, transparent spinel ferrite films an interpretable

~attern

could be obtained.

This was only possible fOr Mg (Fe,In)204 films grown on
(100)MgO substrates

(chapter VII). In all other

c~ses

the

steel 00111 method have to be used

5.2

Film lattioe parameter
As shown in paragraph 2.4, a stress l.S present in ali

epitaxially grown spinel ferrite film caused by the difference in lattice parameter$
substrate ("1= 0) Or, when

(rnj.$fit)

between film and

the misfit is t.oo large fOr

coherent epitaxial growth, by the difference of the

the~

mal e:.cpansion coeffjcjents of film and substrate (",["" 1).
Iii both cases strained films are obtained at rOOm temperature with lattice spacings different from the bulk room
temperature lattice spacings of spinel ferrite with the
same composition as the film. When a

f

and as are the bulk
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room temper(lture lattice constants of film and substrate
respectively and a

..J..

is the lattice constant Of the
f
strained film, determined from the distance d between
lattice planes parallel to the substrate surface it can
be shown that:
(Append.ix B) ,
..I.-

for

trz'"

0

at

for

rz =

1

af

.J-

2V
- "i="D

af

- af

~

(as-a f )

2V

~.

af

(ot f

(V. 2.1 )

-IX,,l':>T (V.2.2)

ass\lming that no cracking occU):s in the film. Since the
film is much thinner than the substrate it can be assumed
that the substrate remains unstrained •

'1'he lattice constants a
usi.ng x-raY

d~ffractomet;cy,

..L

and as are determined.
f
from the 'Bragg's angles 8 of

planes parallel to the substrate surface:
"2 d sin e

where

Ais

(V.2.3)

the wavelength of the x-ray radi.ation.

Por cubic materials toe relation between a and d is given
(V.2.4)

where h, k and 1 are the indjces of the

crystallograph~c

plane5. FOt' (111) orjentated 5ubstrates only film and.
subst.rate reflections are obtained with h = k '" 1 = nand
n, 1,2,3,4_,_ .. When as is known, the substr(lte can be
used as
t.he

.~n

ternal standard, which imprOve" the accuracy in

~Htermination

When

of a

e~astically

f

deformed films are to be grown

(1= 0) the film thicKness must be kept rat.her small.
Since the substrate and film reflections are rather close
to each other (small misfit) resolution problems ariSe,
caused by the low intensities of t.he film reflections,
which ('Ire drowned in the st)::ong substrate reflections.
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In sOme caSes

(l(

1 and ()( 2 reflections of film and substrate

cOincide, These problems were solved by uSing double
crystal x-ray diffractometry. The reflections of substrate and film could be separated for

Awith

sma3-)' as 0.001

misf~t

values as

the double crystal equipment

(Fig. 5.5). The Cu-K(l( radiation is firstly dHfracted
aga~nst

the (111) surface plane of a germanium single

orystal and the

Cu-K~I

radiatiOn of the (333) germanium

reflection is diffracted against the (555) film and substrate planes. In this way very sharp
tion peaks are obtained. The

0(

(55S)-~1

diffrac-

2-re:i'lections are comple-

tely eliminated (Fig. 5.6).

GE SINGLE

X-RAY
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GONIOMETER HEAD

SOURCE

I
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0'

r-------- -Jir"j
l~'

(555)

a., FILM

COUNtER

ILPE
L ___________________ J
STANDARD

HORIZONTAL

01 F FRACTOME:TE:R E:PUI ?EME:NT
-

Fig. 5,5
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principle of the double crystal x-ray set up.

N j( F",A l ),0.

a~

a~fil!Y>

"-J substrate

.-<X.,

K-ray intensity

Fig. 5.6-(a)

Diffraction profile of a Ni(Fe, Al)204

film grown upon a (111) - ZnGa 0 substrate.
2 4
~rofile recorded with a standard diffractometer.
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Cu
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Cl, film
a:~ sub s t
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A comparison between standard- and

double crY$tal diffrac:tornetry, performed on the same
f i lrn-su):Jstrate cOmbinatiOn: (111) - ZnGa 2 0 4 $u):Jstrate
with NiFe1.9Al.o.104

In prir.cipc

film.

4 diffraction

(.t>a;;; O.010l\,and
p~aks

are

pres~nt

...J...

~a

:::0.019 A).

(See fig.5.6-a).

With tne standard diffractometer the ~I-film and ~2
s\lbstrate reflect.i.ons can not be seperated. With the
douL)le - crystal method very sharp
obtained, while the
compJ.eteJ.y.
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~ireflectiOn$

D(

l-reflections are
are eliminated

COeff~cients

of thermal

expans~on

are determined

for several spinel ferrites, which are used as substrates
and which are grown as thin fihIDa, The coefficients of
thermah expansion

(~)

are

determ~ned

from the temperature

dependence of the hattice constants of the spinels (a).
according to:
aT

=

a

(1

+ 0(.4 T)

(V.2.5)

where a is the lattice constant at room temperature and
aT at T °C. The difference between T and room temperature
equals AT.
The lattice constants are determined as a function
of the temperature (20 - 1200 °C) using high temperature
diffractometry. The measurements were performed on powdered samples, which are applied onto a plat.inum sample
holder. By current transfer the samphe holder can be
heated. The values of

Q(

are necessary in order to calcu-

lated the stress in the film when stress relief occurs
at the deposition temperature (Eq. 4.2).
5.3

Film composition
In general the composition of the film differs from

the composition corresponding with the ratios of the
amounts of spinel forming constituents in the melt.
Very often one or more of the spinel forming components
are a part of the flux. In growing MgFe 0 or NiFe 0 for
2 4
2 4
instance, liquid PbO - B 2 0 3 - Fe 2 0 J is in equilibrium
respectively with solid MgFe 2 0 (chapt@r VIII) or with
4
solid NiFe 2 0
(ohapter XII and XIV). More complicated
4
situations are encountered in the pbO - B2 0 3 - Li 2 0 F~203

(Chapter IX) and in the PbO - B 0 - CuD - Fe 0
2 3
2 3
X and XI) systems. When ZnGa 2 0 crystals are
4
grown by slow cooling frOm a Pb P 0 - ZnO - Ga 0 melt
2 2 7
2 3
(chapter III) an excess of ZnO is required in order to
(Chapt~rs

obtain pur.e znGa 0 . When mixed spinel ferrit@s are grown,
2 4
Ni(Fe,Al)204' the ratio Fe: Al ~n the melt

for instance

will be unequal to the Fe ;

~l

ratio in the film.
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This effect is

expre~sed

numerically by the segregation

coefficient l<AL' defined as the malar ratios:
kAT,

= CAL I (Fe+Al iJ

f 11m

I

melt

(V .3.1)

In general the segreg .. tion cOefficients are both growth
rate and temperature dependent and become unity for infinite high growth rates.
we have determined the chemical composition of the
films by performing electron microprobe analyses.
A

wavelength dispersive SEM-1I-A eleotron probe micro

analyser was used. By bombarding a small spot of the film
with 20 kv electrons, x-rays are generated. Qualitative
and quantitative analyses can be performed since each
element has its own oharacteristic speotrum. While the
intensities of the x-rays are a measure for the ooncentration of the measured element in the sample,
Since the penetration depth of the electrOns is about
1 -

lum,

2

informotion is not only obtained from the

film surface but also from the material belOw the surf ace. For thin f i.lms are enoountered since the penetrut.ion dcpth exceeds the .film thickness, rE>5Ul ting in
lower metal concentrations than truly present in the
film.
The concentrations were calculated with the aid of a
cOmputing program using measured intensities of pure
element 5tandards and measured intensities of the different

e~ements

obtained from the sample. For. some ele-

ments, fOr instanoe Mg. the oxide compound (MgO) is used
as standard. The amount of oxygen in the sample results
from the difference between 100 % and the total metal
content. In this way all errors present in the calculated
concentrations are added up in the oxygen result.
The acouracy of the microprobe analyses was checked
by measuring internal standards ot densely sintered,
mixed spinel ferrites Of known composition. In general a
reasonable agreement is fOund between knOwn and measured
composition-'5.
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Table v.
analY$es performed on sintered internal standards of known compositions (X) • nesul t.s are given in at.oms
per formula unit spinel after direct calculation from the
obtained atomic % and after putting the oxygen content on
four atoms oxygen per spine~ formu~a unit. For lit.hium
ferrites Li + 0 is put as 4.5 atoms per spinel formula unit.

Microp~obe

RESOLT

RECALCULATED

OIRECT

KNOWN
MgFe _ In 0
2 x x 4
x

0
0.10
0.20
0.30

Mg
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.98

Fe
1.96
1.85
1.76
1.67

In
0.00
0.10
0.19
0.29

0
4.06
4.08
4.08
4.06

0.09
0.19

4

0.29

4

Al
0.19

0

x

1.88

4

1. 77

0.29

4

1. 68

0.38

4

0.19
0.29
0.33

Al
0.00

0
4

x
0.00

0.29

4

0.29

0.63

4

0.63

R
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

x
0.00
0.24
0.48
0.73
1.80

Fe:
2.00
1.91
1.82
1 .71

Cu
0.94
0.94
0.95

Ni

Fe
2.02
1.74
1. 42

In

x

0
4
4

Mg
1.00
1. 00
0.99
1.00

0.00

0.00
0.09
0.19
0.29

CUO.9sFe2.0S_xAlx04
x
0.20
0.30
0.40

eu
0.93
0.93
0.93

a

Fe

Al.

1.86
1.75
1.65

0.18
0.29
0.37

4.0.3
4.0.3
4.03

Fe
2.01
1 .71
1.35

A~

0.00
0.29
0.60

0
4.02
4.05
4.15

Fe

NiFe2_xAlx04
x

0
0 . .30
0.60

t-Ji
0.97
0.95
0.90

0.98
0.97
0.95

LiO.SFe2.S_xAlx04 ., Fe 2 . S_x.fl.l x l:'!
x
0

0.25
0.50
0.75
1. 75

Fe
2.71
2.42
2.12
1.84

0.66

U

0.00
0.26
0.50
0.76
1. 71

R

4.29
4.32
4.37
4.39
4.62

Fe
2.50
2.26
2.02
1. 77
0.70

Al

0.00
0.24
0.48
0.73
1.80

4.5
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Norrnally the oxygen content is found a little too high
between 57 and 60 at %, compared with 57.14 at % when
four oxygen atoms are assumed per spinel forlnula un;!, t.
When the exceflS oxygen is distributed

over the metals

in the spinel ferrite in a ratio dictated by the already
obtained concentrations a very good agreement is

obta~ned

between known and measured compositions.
In Table V.l some results are presented.

ELECTRO BALANCE
Fx

s i O2

ba s ke t
and
sa m p l e-'"

4--SiO z tube

Si02. wire
\

\
\
\

\

electro

Fig. 5.7

X

magnet

Prirlciple of the construct;i.on of the

faraday balance.
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~

5.4

saturation magnetization of the film
The

~aturation

magnetization (Ms) ot the film is

determined using a faraday balance. This equipment

con~

sists of an electromagnetic and an eleotrobalanoe(Fig.5.7)
The pole shoes of the electromagnet are shaped in such a
way that a magnetic field gradient (dH/dx) is present in th'"
operating direction of the balance. The force Fx (g) excerted on the sample (film T 5ucstrate + Si0 2 basket) by
the field gradient dH/dx (kOe/cm) is proportional to the
magnetic moment MV of the sample M is
ano

v

expres~ed

in gauss

in cm 3 •
MV dH
ax

(V.4.1 )

The field gradient is a functiOn of the ourrent i
through the magnet, the distance between the poles and
the position in the

x~direction

between the pOles. Far

a limited range of x-values dH/dx is fOund independent
of x

(Fig. 5.8) and the sample to be measured is pOSi-

tioned within this range. Although the relations between
i and dH/dx can be determined using a gauss probe, more
accurate values are obtained by measuring Fx as a function of i for a Small piece of Ni with knOwn magnetiC
8.9 g/cm 3 , when also H

moment (Ms ~ 484.1 GausS,

p-

is known at the position of the sample as a function of
i the relation between MV and H is obtained from the
faraday balance measurement. MV cOntainS
Of the film,

the substrate and the

cont~ibution£

b~$ket'

(MV)total ~ (MV)film + (MV)substrate + (MV)basket

(V.4.2)

The relation between M and H depends On the magnetic
nature of the ma'terial. FOr ferrimagnetic films M increases
rapidly with H and becomes constant with a value M

~

M

s

saturation magnetization. FOr dia- and paramegnetic materials

M

~

xH, where x represents the susceptibility, which

is negative for diamagnetic and pOs iti ve for par<tmagnetic
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Fig. 5.8

I

c.m

X-axis (em)

Magnetic field strength between the poles

Of the electromagnet versus the position in the

~

directiOn (See fig. 5.7) with the current through the
elcctroma9net as p,u:ome'ter, showlng the l?osi tiOn$ between the poles were dH/dx
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=

constant.

(MV) total

1
/
,/

/'

/'

/'

./
./
/

o

- - . . . . . j..
~

,/

H

--"-'--

di a'rna 9 n'eT/ c'-

rig. 5.9

The product of

magneti~ation

and volume

(M.V) versuS the magnetic field strength (H) for paramagnetic (dashed line), ferrirnagnetic (thin solid line)
and diamagnetic (daShed-dotted line) materials.
The dense line with the four points represents the experimental result
grown upon a

obta~ned

for a ferrimagnetic film,

paramagnetic substrate, measured in a

diamagnetio sample holder (COnSUlt text).

By extrapolation towards zero magnetic field, the ferrimagnetic contribution to (M,V)total is obtained.
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materials. The Si0 2 basket is diamagnetic, as are MgO,
~nGa2.04 and Zn(Ga, Al)204 substrates.The Zn(Ga, Fe)204
substrat8s are p~ramagnet~c with a succeptibility increasing with inoreasing Fe content.
When
:t:esuH:.

~nd

(MV)total is plotted versus H, straight lines
(MsV) film is obtained by extrapolation towards

zero magnetic field strength (Fig. S.9).
Although dia- and paramagnetic magnetizations are
~jl\all

u8u~11y

cOl\lpared to ferrimagnetic magnetizations, the d1a-

and paramagnetic moments can becOme competitive or even
overshadow the ferrimagnetic film moment. This is

especi~

ally the case, when very thin films with lOw saturation
magnetization are grown onto p<lramagnetic sub$trates,
since the volume of the substrate is much larger than the
volume of the film (up to SOOx), resulting in inaccuracies
in the
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(MSV'film of 10 -

20 %.

CHAPTER VI.
DOMAIN STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY.
6.1

~netic

anisotrop~

The preference of the magneti~ation to be
parallel with certain crystallographic directions in
a crystal is expressed by the rnagnetocrystalline anisotropy. For reasons of symmetry the expression of the
crystal anisotropy energy Ea has the following form in
cubic crystals:
Ea

(VI.I.I)

where ~l' ~2 and ~3 represent the direction cosines ot
the magnetization with respeot to th~ orystallographic
axes. The so-called "easy direction" is the direction
with the lowest value of Ea' which is determined by
the values of the anisotropy constants K , K , etc.
1
2
When higher order terms are negleoted, the [111Jdirection is pretered when Xl + 1/9 K2 < 0 and
Kl + 4/9 K2 < 0, which is the case for most spinel
ferrites and for the iron garnets. The (lOO]-direction
is the easy direction when Kl > 0 and KI + l/~ K2 ~ 0
which is for instance the case in CoFe 0 (44]. In
2 4
other cases (110] is prefered. Cubic materials like
spinel ferrites and iron garnets have three equivalent
[lOOl-axes and for equivalent (111]-axes so that in
general these materials do not have a unique axis of
easy magnetization.
Ortho ferrites and hexagonal ferrites however,
respectively have orthorhombic and hexagonal symmetry
with their c-axis as unique axis of easy magnetization
along which the magneti~ation is preferably aligned.
A uniaxial anisotropy in iron garnet single crystals was discovered, when the crystalS were shaped as
a pla~elet with a specific [Ill] axis perpendicula~ to
the surface. The 50-called "growth-induced" anisotropy
(K;) results from a site ordening of different rare
61

earth ions during the growth of the crystal.
An othex- ldml. of anisotropy is present when fex-ri-magnetic films are <;frown on a substrate. In mOst of
these films a stress

0

is present and a "stress-indu-

ced" uniaxial anisotropy (K s ) results from this stress
u

ano the m,').gnetostrict_ion constant A of the film. 'l'he
llI<.l.gnetostriction expl:esses the deformation of the
crystal in dependence of the direction of magnetizaLion. The deformation of the crystal increases with
increasing value of the magnetic field until saturatiOn is achieved. when 1 is the length of the crystal
in the direction of the magnetic field and 61 is the
deformation in the same direction when saturation is
achieved, A equals 61/1. In general A is function of
the direction of the field with respect to the crystallographic directions in the crystal. When for instance the [lllJ directiOn is parallel to the field
the corresponding magnetostriction is expressed as
\ III .

On the reversed case, the stress deformes the
film, resulting in an anisotrOPY field. For films under a compressive stress 0 < 0, while for tensive
films

0

>

0 (See sectiOn 2.4). Tne stress-induced ani-

sotropy constant for a film with the [lll]-direction
p~ane

perpendicular to the film

is of the form [45],
(VI. J.• 2)

For films with an induced uniaxial
film normal as

princip~l

anisot~opy

with the

axis, the uniaxial anisotropy

energy Eu can be given as,
E

= K

u

u

. 2
sJ.n f + ......

(Vl.l" 3)

5

where K = Kg + K is the first order uniaxial anisou
u
u
Lropy constant and
is the angle between the su~faoe

r

normal of the film and the direction of magnetization.
In the absence of magnetic fields the material
will be magnetized in such a direction that Ea + Eu is
minimum. When a magnetiC field is present in the
pIc, an additional energy term, the magnetostatic
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sam~

-+

M

-+

H

Fig. 6.
and

~

r between

The <Ingles a
the surface

normal of the film plane
and the

magn~tic

field

(H)

and the magnetization (M)
respectively.

energy E , has to be considered. ~he origin of the
h
magnetiC field can be either external or internal.
Consider a thin plate of material with a unique
easy aXis of magnetization perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 6.1). When an external magnetic field

H is

applied to the plate, making an angle a with the surface normal of the plate, the magnetization

Mwill be
H. When

in the plane formed by the surface normal and

f

->-

is the angle between the surface normal and M, the
...

angle between M and

...H

equals a-

f

and Eh is 'liven by:
(VI. 1.4)

When

His

sufficiently strong

parallel and

0:-

Mand Hwill

be aligned

'f' '" ().
->-

In absence of an external magnetiC field M can be perpendicular to the surface (easy direction). when the
plate is uniformly magnetized perpendicular to the
surface (Pig. 6.2), free magnetiC poles

appea~

at the

outer surfaces of the plate. The uncompensated surfaCe
poles generate a so-called "self-field" or demagnetization field Hd - -4TIM s (a=~O). The factor 4TI is the
demagnetization factor for an infinitely large plate.
When the surface normal is the axis of easy magnetiza2
tion the demagnetization energy Ed equals lTIMs'
In
.,.
general, when M makes an angle ~with the surface nor-
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mal the demagnetization energy can be given as:
Ed =

27fM~

cos

2

r

(VI. 1. S)

Th~ dem«gnetization energy 2TTM~ (1=0) is reduced when
m«gnetic domains are present in the crystal plate. The
magnetization direction in the dOmains is along the
prefered direction (e.g. perpendicular to the surface), but the magnetizations of the different domains
are in oPPosite directions (Fig. 6.3). The resulting
dem<lgnetization energy can even become zero. 'rne o.em~gnetization

energy Ed for a crystal plate with

th,ickness D, in which stripe domains are present with

Mperpendicular

a domain width d, and with

to the

surface of the plate (Fig. 6.4) is a function of d,

D. K

u

and M .

s

Kittel (46) derived Ed for the special case

d ~< D and

Ie

u »211M2.
s Malek and Kambersky ['47] cal-

culated Ed as functiOn of diD for K

u

»211M2.

s

The

gcncral expression for Ed is given by Kooy and Enz

tl]. Per unit volume
Ed
where u

=

Fig. 0.2

2
1+7u

~d

d
n'

2
1 + (2'ITM /K)
s

U

is given by:

f

(d

n)

M2

s

1 + 1/9

(Appendix C).
(v!. I . 6)
(VI. I . i)

Uniformly magnetizeo. film with Ms perpen-

dicular to the film surface (single domain configuration) .
Fig. 6.3

Film in which the magnetization is per-

pendicular to the film surface, but in opposite direclions in the different dom<linS.
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,.
o

Fig. 6.4
wi~h

St~ipe

domains with a width d in a film

a thickness D.

21T
6
5
4

3
q=O.1-

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

diD
Fig. 6.5
The relation between the demagnetization
energy (Ed) and diD (Se8 Fig. 6.4), with the bubble
stability factor q as parameter.
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In Fig. 6.5 Ed is plotted versus diD with q as parametel:.
The domains are separated by thin domain walls
with a certain thickness. In general the thickness of
the wall is mUCh smaller than the width of the domains. In the walls the magnetic moments of the atoms
gradually turn from One direction to the other. Since
in the walls the atomic moments are not orientated
parallel to each other, the domain wall represents a
certain energy, the wall energy Ew ' For a matel:ial
with a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with Ku as aniso~
tropy constant, the wall energy can be given per unit
of wall area [48] as:
(Vl.1.8)

in which A is the exchange shiffness (a measure for
the force acting to };eep adjacent magnetic moments
aligned).

~~hen

the distance d between the domain walls

is reduced, the total surface area of the walls increases and the wall energy per unit of volume increases. In absence of an external magnetic field the
domain structure is such that the total energy is
minimum.
6.2 The magnetic domain configuratiOn.
Due to the high values of the magnetocrjstalline
anisotropy constants of ortho ferrites and hexagonal
ferrites, crystal plates with the c-axis (easy axis)
normal to the plane of the platelet have an equilibrium domain configurOltion, consisting of an array
of domains alte.nately magnetized no.mal to the plane
of the crystal. The magnetic domain configuration of
thin films of cubic materials like spinel ferrites
and iron garnets depends on t.he values o£ K1 , Ku and
2
2 .
2rrM . When Ku • 2~MS and IK11 « Ku the film normal
s
is the axis of easy magnetization and a magnetiC domain configuration, as described above, results. The
di~tance
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d between the domain walJ.s depends on the

film thickn@ss D, the exohange stiffness A, the uniaxial

anisotropy constant Ku and on the saturation

magnetization Ms'

[49)
d .... 3.16 Ali Dl; Kl M- 1
u s

L1nen K

u

(VI.2.1)

< 2TTM2 the axis of easy magnetization will
s

be in the plane of the film. Yet when 0 < K

< 2TTM2

u

s

nowever, there can be a component of the magnetization
out of the plane of the film, A serpentine-like domain configuration can be

ene~getically

favourable

when the film thickness D exceeds a certain value,
sinc@ Ed deoreases with decreasing diD. In other
thick films approach the bulk state

50

wo~ds,

far that the

shape-anisotropY contribution decreases below the
value of 2Ir M2.
s

The magnetic domain configuration of a thin film
oan be made visible using

differ@n~ m@~hods.

In transparant film the structure can be made visible
USing the faraday effect. Under a transmission microscope, using nearly orossed polarization filters, the
domains with different directions of their magnetizations are seen as' light and dark areas. The faraday
effect involves the rotation of tne polarization
direction of light in a plane perpendicular to the
direction of the magnetization in the film. In adjacent domains with magnetization perpendicular to the
surface of the plate the rotation

d~rections

site. when the films are not sufficiently .

are oppo-

transparant,

which is the cas@ for most of our films, in principle
the Kerr effect can be used for the observation of
the domain configuration. The polar Kerr effect involves the rotation of the polarization direction of
light when reflected against a

sUr~ace

with a magne-

tic field perpendicular to that surface.

~owever,

the

angle of rotation is very small in comparison to the
faraday angle and it is much more difficult to use
this effect in order to observe the domain pattern.
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A very simplc method for the observation of the magnetic domain configuration near the surface of a thin
film involves the use of "Bitter-fluid". Bitter-fluid
is a collodial sus?ensiOn of fine magnetic particles
(e.g. Fe 0 ). When a small droplet is brought onto
3 4
the film surface and a thin glass ~late is put over

i~

a thin fluid layer is kept between the film and the
glass plate. The distribution of the magnetic particles in the fluid can be observed under the micro5COpe_ Since the magnetic particles in the fluid are
attracted towards regions with the highest magnetic
field gradients (= domain boundaries) domain boundaries are made visible under the microscope at the
film surface.
The magnetic domain configuration can be influenced by applying a magnetic field to the film (Fig.
,.~).

When a magnetic field is applied parallel to the

surface of a film exhibiting a domain oonfiguration
with perpendicular magnetization, the direction of the
magnetization is forced in the field direction. When
the external magnetic field exceeds the anisotropy
field Hk

=

2Ku/Ms no domains are present anymore. When

the field is applied perpendicular to the plane of
the film, the width of the domains with their magnetization in the field

d~rection

increases, while the

width of the other domains decreases with increasing
field. When 0 (K < 2rrM 2 , the domain pattern becomes

u

s

diffuse and finally vanishes when the field is increased above a certain value, When K > 2nM 2 however, the
u

s

domain pattern starts unwinding and the domains with
their magnetization opposite to the direction of the
field contract to cylindrical domains (magnetic bubbles). In Fig. 6.6 magnetic bvbbles are drawn schcmaticely. When the field is increased further the diameter of the bubbles decreases by about 25% and finally the bubble collapses. Isolated magnetic bubbles are
only stable, when the bubble stability faetor defined
as q
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K I~M2 is greater than unity. A maximum bubble
u

s

stab~l~ty

~$

~chieved

when the bubble diameter db is

about twice the film thickness D.
In connection with the bubble

d~ameter

length is

def~ned

db the

m~terial

material length 1 is of importance. The

as the ratio domain wall energy per

unit area/demagnetization energy per unit volume:

1 = E 12Ed = 2(AK )~/TIM2
w
u
s

(VI.2.21

Thiele [50] has shown that, with respect to bubble
stability, an optimum is attained far db

~

8 1.

6,3 Oetermination of the uniaxial anisotropy.
In order to

determ~ne

the uniaxial anisotropy

oonstant Ku as well as the saturation

magnet~zat~on

Ms ot a thin film different procedures can be followed.
A very elegant procedure involves the determination
of Ku and Ms from the dependenoe of the magnetic domain configuration on an external magnetic field
[51]: At first the film thickness D and the width of
the domains d in absence of a magnetic field is determined. With a magnetic field perpendicular to the
plane of the film the magnetiC field Hco1l is determined at which bubbles collapse. Ms can be caloulated
from d, D and H
' With a magnetic field parallel
co11
to the plane of the film, the field Hk is determined

Fig. 6.6

Schematic presentation of magnetic

bles in a thin plate of
the

magnet~c

ferrimagnet~c

~ub-

material with

field H perpendicular to the plate.

above which nO domains are present anymore. KU can
be calculated from Ks and H . 6y using this procedure
k
also tl1e material length 1 is obtained, wh:i-oh permits
the calculation ot A. However. when no bubbles can
be generated in the tilms or when the necessary stable
m.icrO$oope-magnetic field set-up is not available.
other prooedures must be followed.

~he

measurement of

Ms has already been discussed in chapter V (faraday
boJ<.n<;:e) .
Qualitative information concerning the value of
K

u

is obtained from the orientation of a thin film in

a magnetic field. When the film is broug11t into a
magnetic field in such a way that the film normal can
rotate freely in a horizontal plane (e.g. by fixing
the film to the end of a thin wire). the film plane
orientates itself parallel to the directiOn of the
field when Ku < 2TIM! and perpendicular when Ku > 2TIM:.
When magnetic domains oan be made Visible with Bitter
fluid at the surface ot the film, K must be , O.
u 2
bubbles can be generated Ku , 2TI1-1
s
Quantitative information on Ku is obtained from

\~hen

torclue analyses. Torque meas uremen ts co"n be perfol:"med
on films grown on a flat substrate. When as-grown
single crystals are used as substrates, the crystals
must be ground

in Su<;:h a way that one substrat.e fa-

eel, with a film on One side is left. The film is
placed vertically between the poles of an electromagnet. (Fig. 6.7). During the measureillent the direction
of the magnetic field rotates in a horizontal plane,
which is perpendicular to ehe surface of the film.
When the film can rotate freely 1n the horizontal
plane, the easy axis of magnetization of the film will
be parallel Co thu direction of the field and the
sMmple will rotate. In order to prevent the film from
rotating a torque L has to be applied to the film 152].
The actual torque measurement involves the recording
of L as a function of the angle a between the direct.eon of the n\agnetic field and the film normal.

"10

Consider a film with its easy axis of magnetization
pe~pendicul~r

to the

pl~ne

of the film (Fig. 6.1).

->-

B m~kes ~n angle ~ with the
+
->surface normal, M tends to follow H and the angle

When the

di~ection

o~

between the surface normal and
->-

->-

angle between M and H eguals
value Of H,

r;J,-f

M is

a-r.

denoted as,. The

With increasing
->-

aecreases. When H

..,.

Hk M and H will

>;>

be aligned parallel (a=f) and the torque L is given
a function of a by:

a~

aE

L ~ -KxV sin 2a - V aaa

(VI.3.1)

where V is the volume of the film and KX = K u

2

2rrM2.
s

torsion wire

g.hoto- /a,
rLQ.Q.~~- Ie..:

I
I
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I
I
I
I
I

---..-alundum tube
compensation

light*

L____________
fil m

~

~ coils
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\

o

,

180 rotation
Ji'ig. 6.7

Principle of the construction of the

torque meter.
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(S~~

Appendix D). It can be shown that

aEa/a~

~s

proportional to K , the first order crystalline ani1
sotropy constant:
(VI.3.2)
FO~

films with the [Ill] direction perpendicular to

the film surface,
(lill-pl~n~,

the angle 0 is the angle in the

botween the [112) direction and the pro-

jection of ~ on the (lll)-plane (Fig. 6.8). Th~s means
thnt for a given value of a, 3Ea/aa depends on the
orientation of the film in the torque m",ter. During a
measuJ:"ement the value of 8 is constant. In Fig. 6,9
f(a,O)

is plotted against a with 6 as parameter,

'I'he torque mete:c is calibrated by measuring the
torque fOl: a small piece of Ni wire, wi til known volume
and saturation magnetization. Since Ku

~

0 the resul-

ting 'torque L (N;i.) can be given as:

The factor 1/2 is the demagnetization factor for a ellipsoide with a=b and c="', which is a good approximatiOn for a thin wire.
The accuracy of the torquemeter is about 2% for
a film with

ILl

= 100 erg, but already IJI for a 10

Qrg film. The lower limit is about 0.2 erg, while the

-

01n

M

I
I
I
I

[11 OJ

I

11~

e

,

I
I

'~

~

"

The rill] , [112] and (I: 10 1 directions

Fig. 6.0

in a cubic material and the direction of the magneti~Dtion
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+

(M) which is defined by the angles rand 0-

highest torque, which can te applied in order to keep
the film in position is aoout 100 erg.
Ideally the torgue curve is recorded as a

func~ion

X

of u' for several values of H, and K and Kl are determined by a Fourier analysis of L(~). This method however, is quite time COnsuming. If the interest is only
in the value of Ku and when there exists already an
inaccuracy in 2rrM s2 , a much more simple procedure can
be followed, which resul~s in an additional inaccuracy
in the value of KU Of Up to abou~ 10%: The term aEa/au
is neglected and L = K~ sin 2u. When dE /du = 0, L(~)
,x
a
has the shape of a sine and K V is obtained from the
extreme values for lui ~ 45°. This Simple procedure
can be followed, since in most of our films K,x » Kl
and If(~,8)1 <0.3 for lui'" 45°. For 40° <:; u < 60 0
I (aEa/au) I is On average about 0.3 Kl .
NiFe~o4 films for instance, have a value
of +35 10 erg/ern). With Kl ~ -7 10 4 erg/om],

+

i

0.4

f«l(,9)

A;G=OG
B: 9- 30".90°
c: e",soll

0.2

o
0.2

0.4

o
Fig. 6,9

30

60

90

The fUnction f(u,B) versus u with

e as

parameter.
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I

(aEa/~a)

I is about 2 lO

4

:}

erg/em. For NiPe2_xAlx04

films it can be assumed th~t IKll decreases proportionally with M

Kl

~

-1.5 10

s

4

I (ilEa/:Ja) I ~

~

with increasing x. Por x
3,2

e.,g/cm, 211M

4

=

53

2

10

4

erg/em

3

0.5,
and

erg/cm" In t~ble VIol some
calculated values of K , 2~M2, KX and I (dE faa) I are
0.5 10

u

a

$

?re5ented, showing the inaccuracy introduced by neglecting the contribution of Kl to L(a) .
In practice the torque curve is recorded as

~

function of a, using the highest possible magnetic
field

(~

13 K Oe) in order to ensure that H
S~ne-like

most cases a

~ H . In
k
curve is obtained (Pig. 6.10)

with a maximUlt\ L

and a minimum L .
for
max
ml.n
0
40 < 10,1 < 60°. From the value ~(L max - Lmi n ) the
value KXV can be determined. By calculating Hk from

Ku and Ms

(H

k

=

2 Ku/~1s)

it COuld be shown that H > "'k"

An other method to prove that fl > Hk is performed by
recording L(a)

for several values of H. Above a cer-

tain value of H, the shape of L(a) does not change
,. in-

anymore and Lma~ - Lmin is a constant
dicating that H > H "
k

L

t

Lmax

1 H= 0.5 kOe

2
3

4

5

Pig. 6.10

1.5
3

::.~

The torque L as a function of a with

the magnetic field strength H as parameter.
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With the value K~ obtained from the torque
curve and with MsV from the faraday balance meaSurement, performed on the same film, Ku Can be calculated
when V or 00

5

is known. The film volume results from

surface area and film thickness. When a good knowledge
of the film composition is obtained, Ms can be taken
from l.iterature.
Although it can be calculated that neglecting of
Kl can introduce an error of about up to 10% in the
obtained value of K ' we have attempted to visuali2e
u
the influence of Kl on L(~). A NiFe _ Al 0 film
2 x x 4
with x ~ 0.17 and M5~ 175 Gauss, grown (~~O) onto
a spinel substrate (as ~ 8.336 A) was used:
K ~ +16 10 4 , 2noo 2 ~ +19 10', KX ~ -3 10· and
u

Kl

~

-5 10

4

s]

enJ/cm. With a film volume of 10

-5

em

3

the torque L(a) can be calculated as:
L

~

+0.3 sin

2~

+ 0.5

f(~,6)

(VI. 3.4)

TOrque curves were recorded for several values of
B. Since we were operating near the lower detection
limit of the torque meter, a value of L between +0.15
and +0.50 erg was obtained. For different values of
8, indeed'a slightly different shape of L(a) resulted,
but it was impossible to deduce Kl precisely from
3
the curves: -15 < Kl ~ +5 (10 4 erg/om ). For films
with IKXI»

IK11 and ILl> 2 erg no influence of

on the shape of

L(~)

e

and on Lmax - Lmin could be

Observed.
We have compared some of our Ku results, with
the results obtained for the same film, when the L(a)
curves were Fourier analysed (P@rformed at the Philips
Research Laboratories in Eindhoven, The Netherlands)_
Por NiFe 2 0 4 , CuFe 20 4 and Lio.sFe2.So4 films gro~n on
OOgO, the value of IKul is small compared to 2TIMs and
differences in K

E

are found between the two methods

from 5% to l5%. For AI-Substituted NiFe 0 and
2 4
CuFe 0 films, Ms and KL decrease with increasing
2 4
AI-content and K may even exceed 2TIM2. For thOse
u
];
films differences in Ku are found from about ~ero up to LO%.
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Table VI.l
Calculated values of K , ~M2, K

X

U

spinel Eerrite films

s

(Values in 10

film

and

4

I (dEa /OQ) I

for some epitaxially grown

3
erg/em).

substrate

K

K

u

x

8.385

MgO

4.213

+8

+29

-21

8.310

MgO

4.213

",+4

+3

+1

8.338

l>!gO

4.213

-18

+35

-53

+2

8.338

8.363

+23

+35

-12

+2

8.277

8.283

+6

+2

8.325

8.336

+8

+26

+2

+0.2

+0.5

-18

+l.8

CHAPTER VII.
RESULTS.

7.1 The choice of the film composition.

At the start of the research program LPE films
could only be grawn onto (laO) cleaved I4g0 substrates
of extremely poor quality. Later, (100), (110) and
(111) orientated MgO substrates could be cut from a
single crystalline boule of MgO and a good surface
quality resulted after polishing with Syton.
~nGa204 and Al- or Fe-substituted ZnGa. 0
2 q substrates with a variety of lattice constants could be
used in the last two years of the program.
The choice of the film material was governed to some
extent by the availability of suitable substrates.
The study of magnesium ferrite films was undertaken because 60rrelli [17] reported the existence
of magnetic domains and growth-induced anisotropy in
flux grown Mg(Fe,Al) 204 single crystals.
lnterest in cuFe 20 4 films resulted from the work
of Herman et. al. [29] and from the strong pOsitive
magnetostriction constant of Cufe 20 "
1
Lithium ferrite-aluminate films were grown beoause AlOO and AIlL were known from literature and
low values of the saturation magnetization can be
achieved when relatively little Fe 3 + is substituted
for Al 3+.
With the experiences obtained SO far, and with
the availability of Zn(Ga,Al,Fe)204 substrates, it
could be expected, that Ni~e2_xAlx04 films grawn in
tension upon spinel substrates must have a positive
uniaxial stress-induced anisotropy (K s ). Since KS
u
u
is proportional to the magnetostriction constant A of
the film, we have grown bulk singel crystals of
NiFe 2_ x Al x 0 4 and measured Alll as a fUnction of x.
Finally we have compared measured and calculated
values of Ku in order to see whether the experimentally Obtained anisotropy values can be explained
77

from the stress in the film. The

resu~ts

of our

research program are presented as articles
VIII -

(chapters

XIV).

Concerning the liquid phase epitaxial growth of spinel
ferrite films:
VIII

Ll'£

(in chronological sequence).

growth of indium substitu'ted magnesium

ferrite films.
~.

P.J.M. van der 5traten and
Mat. Res. Bull.
X

Metselaar.

Q 707 (1977)

I

LPE growth of copper ferrite films.
P.J.M. van der Straten and R. Metselaar
~

IEEE Trans. Magn.,
XII

421

(1978)

StresS-induced anisotropy in tPE grown
Ni(Fe,Al)204 films.
P.J.M. van der 5traten and R. Metselaar.
Mat. Res. Bull.,

IX

12

1143 (1978).

LPE growth of lithium ferrite-alUminate films.
P.J.M. van der Straten and R. Metselaar.
J. Crystal Growth,

XI

i1

l14

(1980).

LPE growth of Nn-, Ni-, and

A~-substituted

copper ferrite films.
P.J.M. van der 5traten and R. Metselaar.
J. Appl. Phys.,

xiV

B

3236

(1980).

LP6 growth and magnetic anisotropy
of Ni(Fc, fil)2D4 films
P.J.M. v.d. Straten, v.V. Bondarenko
and R. Meteelaar.
J. Cryst01l Grow,ttl,

",ccepted fOr publication.

Concerning the growth of substrateS:
Flux growth of ZnGa 0 single crystals.
2 4
~.J.M. V~n del: Straten, R. Metselaar and
H.D. Jonker.
Crystal Growth, 43 270

J_

78

(1978).

Concerning the determination of magnetostriction
constants:

XXIX

The

magnetostr~ct~on

o~

Al-subst~tuted

nickel

ferrites.
P.J.M. van der Straten, Th. Kwaaitaal and
W.M.M.M. van den Eijnden.
J. Fhys. and Chern. of Solids,

acce~ted

for

publication.

7.2 Contribution of co-authors.
In order to fulfill the requirement of article
l3 of the "Promotiereglement Technische Hogeschool
Eindhoven 1975" the contributions of the co-authors
are mentioned explicitely.
V.V. Bondarenko, from the Radio Engineering Institute
of Minsk (U.S.S.R.) has Joint in the research program
from 2/79 until 11/79. He has grown and characterized
non-substituted NiFe 0 films, grown On MgO and
2 4
Zn(Ga,Al,Fe)204'
H.D. Jonker, from the Philips Researoh Laboratories
in Eindhoven, has grown ZnGa 0 single crystals from
2 4
the PbO-B 0 -Si0 fluxes. He has also written the
2 3
2
concerning part of the article.
The magnetostriction meaSurements were performed at
the laboratory of electrotechnical engineering of the
THE. W.M.M.M. van den Eijnden performed the measurements and Th. Kwaaitaal interpreted the results. Th.
Kwaaitaal has written the text about the magoetostriction measurements.
The work described in this thesis has been supervised

by R. Metselaar. The discussions with him have been
of great help in the realization of the ?resented
articles.
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ClIAPTER

VIII

LIQUID PHASE E'ltAXIAL GIOWTa OF INDIUM SUBSTITUTED MAGNESIUM
FERRIT£ FILMS

P.J.M. v~n aer S~r~ten "~~ R. Mctselaar
L.buratory of Physical Ch~miBtry. University
Qf TechnolQgy~ Eirtdhoven, the Netherland~,

(Received

~y

20, 1977; Communioated by A, Rabenau)

ABSTRACT
Sinsle crystal

fil~$

uf Mg(Fe,In)204 have been grown

by means of liquid-phase-epitaxy on (IOO)-MgO substrates
v~~ng

a PbO-S 0 -Fe 0 1 solvent. The final polishing
Z 3
2
of the substrates ~p?~areG to be v~ry impotta~t in
CO~~l~ction with the n~cessary l~rge ~Upera&turation
of the flux. El~ctron ~~crop~obe analysis rev~~led Pt
and high Ph contents in ¢ur films. The easy axi~
Qf mHgneti~8tion ls in-pl.ne, prob~bly due to th.
compressiv~ strain of the f~lms c~~~eQ by the difference
in thermHl expan.ivn of MgO ~nd Mg(Fe,In)204.

Introiih)(:l;.ion
M~gnetic

filffis have ~~tractcQ much int~rest bc~ause of
their pgteutial ~pplicability in magnetic ~~d ma8~eto-opti~
Qe~ic€~_ Must studies concern thG liquid-phaBe-cpitaxi~l (tPE)
growth of g~rnet films (J) and recently the LPE growth gf
hex~g~nal ferrites h~s been (eported (2~3). C~n~erning the
gro~~'\ of ~p~~el ferrites most work, $0 far. has bee~ done by
meanS of ehernic~l vapor depositiun (CVP). In view of ~he very
limite~ amount ~f LPE spinel st~rliea {4~5) we h~ve Bt~tLect
~ program to investigate the gr~~th of s~~nel fu~rite fiLma.
In thi5 wurk we w.nt to r~port on the growth conditions ~f
indium substituted ~agneaiu~ ferrite by me~ns of Lr~.
A basi~ requir~m~nt for hetero-epitaxi~l growtl~ is a ~lo8e
m~tcll uf lattice spacing between ovetsruwth ~n~ subst~~te.
For tl.e growth uf spi~~l fer~ites non-magnetic compoun~g with
8pin~l structure e.g. ~~Ga204(~emNi,Mg,Zn,Cu) ~ould b~
suic~ble as ~~hstratcs.
HQwcv~r,
until now, ap~rt £~Qm MgA1 0 ,
2
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no SinSlc G~y5tals of adequate size have been available. For
mQst fe~rite. the uSe of MgA1 0
2 4 (a • a.09 1)is astQOa substr~te
is nQt aCt~active sinGe the latticeOmismatch
large.
i~$tead,we h~ve ~"e~ MgO which is commercially available.
Mague!i~

h~s

~

l~tCi~e

~On$ea~t

~f

A~

4.21

and eight unit

~clls

fit perfectly to a spinel cell with a
8.4Z A_ It one i~
interested in films which c~n sustai~om48~etic b~bble$ th~r¢
are addition~l requirements beth to the ~~b$trate an~ the ~vc~
growth itself. Far this purpose the film mO$t hav~ ~ ~~ia~i~l
anisotropy K with the preferred a~~~ per?en~ieul~~ to the
plane Qf theUfilm. The uoi~xi.l .0isoCropy field Hk a K~/2MB
has to be l~~ge~ than the demagnetization field 4rM s ' A low
valu& of the saturation magnetization Ms ~~ hel?fvl in th~S
r€sp€ct. The anisotropy can be either srQ~th-inQ~~cQ Q~ ~crc$S~
induced.
We have focu$seQ ~~r attG~cion to MgF€204 as ove~growth
and MgO as 8tiQs~r~te. The l~ttice conStant of MgFe
(high
2
temper~ture form) is a
- 8.39 ~, c10s. to the value of 8.42 1
for eight unit cell~ 02 MgO. A bett€~ fit of lattice constants
between film anci stibstrat~ ~~~ bo ~ooompli.hed by substitution
of In, Sn ur Ti in th~ f~l~+ A ~isadvantag€ of MgO as substrate
is its rather high tOerMal ~~p~nsion coefficient (6) compared
with spinel ferrites. Al$D in this ~~g~~d MgFe 0
approaches
2 4
MgO the beat (7). Compared to othe~ spinelf.rr~tes the 6aturat~QO moment Qf MgFe 0
is relatively 1" ... (4Tt'1. " 1500 G), linG
growthi~Q~eed uni~xial &nisotropy of flux-grQWn bulk ~ryst~ls
of Al-S~bst~tutcd Mgr"204 has been reported (B).
D

0.

Experimental
The therM~l expan.ion of MgO and In, Sn or T~ s~bstitutcd
MgF~204 has been determined vs~ng high tempecature diffractametry. Substitution is accQmplish€Q in such away that th~ r~Qm
tempecature latt~,e cQnstants are about twice the val~e 01 MgO.
From the results. summarized in Tdbl~ I~ it can be concluded
that th~ beSt thermal expan.ion fie with MgO i. obtained for
In-substituted MgFe 2 0 " The ~c~u.~cy of the determined lattice
41.
cO~$t~nts i. ! O.OOZ

TABLE I
Q€p€nde2ce of Idttic~ ~~r~~cte~s (A) expressed
..!:I.
.,.
hI • oI
(I in DC) of MgO ~nd In. Sn or Ti o
substitu@eo. MsFe 0
(20 - 1200 C).
2 4

re:Wl.pe:~ae.1,l!.""'

.as a

¢Qmpoun<l.

.

b
Q

"

,0 5

c

"

10

MgO

".212

·S.44

MgFe t .SIIn a . 190"
Mgl.tSFe 1.64 S0 0.18 0 4

8.425

7. 53

1.77

8.426

7.a6

0.83

Mgl.50Fol.oaTio.5004

B.424

3.98

4. t B

8

0.41
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We have ~$ea a PbO-B 0 2
F. 0 1 f!u~ for the LPB &"uwlh
2 magnesium ferrite. 1i&_ I

0f

gives a survey vf 1jterature
d~t~

co~p~$itions

on solvent

uS~~

f~r LPE growth ~f garnet
[,Im$ and for flux growth of
b,.1k MgFe 0
er:ntals (8, 9-15).
4
In the figuie the relevdnt
p~rt uf the pscu~~-ternary
phase rii~gra~ is shown. The
cumposition o~ the solvent
~$ed in our LPE stu~y of
MBF~~04 films, a. i~~icated
by puint H in Fig. I, is I PbO
: 0.081 8?03 ' 0.03, F~20
(~oles). To this 501v~~c a.066
moles uf pre-reacted ~8Fel.78

z

~n

2204 pawner waS ad~ed

p~~'one

mole of PbO.

The flux

constituentS ~er~ mixed and

premeltcd ~n a 75 ml Ft GrUcible. Actu~lly 1% PbO w~s
Lepl~~eci

tion o£

by Pb0

2

fo~

I.otherm~l

~ipping

strat€a is

pcr~~rmed

t~

prute~

the platinum (16).

~tandar~

LrE

of the $ub&ccorQ~pg

8~rnet

f. _~___.~G

________

~

FIG.
~~tt

vf the tern~ry phaae d~~
gram PbO-Fe 0 3 -3,03. Solvent
z
comp~$itionB 1n mol I USCQ fur
fl~x growth Qud solubility
studies ot MgFe~Oa ~~~ for
LrE 8~r~et stud,c$.
A ref. 10, B ref:. II; C rd. 8;
o ~cf. 12; E ref. 13; F Hi. 9;
G ref. 14; H ref. 15, this work

pro-

cedures in a vettic~l 3-zone resist~nce furn~ce.
~SO single cry.t~ls were obtain~~ from Spicer Ltd., Engl~~d
0
The c~ystal. were X-,"y ~riented withi~ 0.5
and cut into (100)waf~~s, with a diam€te~ ~f J2 mm and a th~ckne&s of 0.6 mm.
The ~liee$ were PQli$hed with di~~Qnd pastes with $~ccesBively
occce.Sing particle .i~es ranging £'Q~ 30 to 0.25 ~m. A. will
b. shown later, a final treatment with Syton-W-30 WaS
n€c~$$~ry. Prior to the film growth the ~ubstTateS were cleaneri
with organic solvent9. Afcer growth te~~ination~the ~~~~ring
flux dtopl~ts are dissolved in a mixtu~~ of hot dilyte acetic
acid with nitri~ ~~i~. Me~aurernents of the l~tt~~e constant
mi.match are mad. by scanning the (800l-spinel reflection .ad
the (400)-MSO reflection with Fe-K~ .adiation.
The misfit is obtQined from the rel~tion

b~tween

the unstt~i~~d lattice parameters of Sub~trate and
film, 9 i . the Bragg refleotion ~ngle ~nd V i . the Poisson
ratiu, whi.h is assumed to be D.25 (17). Film thi.kaess i .
me~~ureu by grinding a ~pherical hole~ just through the film,
using a 40 ~ru steel ball cu~ted with diamond polishing Cvmpa~nri
~~u me~suring the ct~ameter of the ~oncenttic elreles formed
by che film surfaces. Ro&ults were cheekeri by interferometric
1;I;l1!::t. SU remen ts.
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Results
---After stirring the melt for about

100 h at

looooa all .olid

dis801ved~ but after ~ooling to abo~t 900

particles were

tiny crystals could be
These crystals had

obse~ve~

an octahedral

shape

and

could be

Q

c

Melt,

floating on top of the

iae~tifieti

as slightly In, Pb and Pt substituted MgFe20~ (a" ~ 8.425 1:
OLOO~ A). Electronmicroprobe analysis indicated HgO inclusions
~n some ~f these erystala. C~ntinuous stirring of the melt at
ele~ate~ temperatures ~im~nished the amount of solid particles
at lowe~ te~~erat~re3 b~t the part~cle$ never disappeared
completely. Obvio~sly some spontaneous nucleation occurs riuring
~¢ol'n8 bel~w the li~~~~~$ eemperat~re of the melt.
From our tirst LPE experiments two features became clear.
Firstly ~ rdther ldrge svpersatvr~tion of the fl~~ is necessary
to nucle~te film growth,
and secondly the surface
finish of the MgO substrates
is ext~emely important. We
consider the latt~r point in
"
mo~e detsil
At tempeeatures
b
between 900 C and 850 G a

..

adnc,cnt Qve,g,Qwtn

ha~ly
obe~ineo ~n eh.
herl ~Ub~~rHCes,

~i~monQ

W~$

wh~l¢ on ehe
syeon PQlished subst,ates n~

ted

trun~ated

basal eages

pyr~miQes

~Ions

rii~ection8.oAt

•

•

p~lis

growth eould he observed. At
lower temperatures we achieveo
& firmly adheredt film ~tl the
diam~nd polished $ub$tr~tes.
Thi. oqe.srowth, hQweve.,
looked very rough and opaque.
fil~ 8'Qw~h on the syton
polishcci subSttates started
only at temperatures below
approKimately 7aOoe. Often
island growth was ocservea
(Fig. 2) with cry$t~llite$ in
the form of ideoti~ally uri~n

•

~~

Island

growth on

Lished MgO

sytQn po-

~

substrate~

g~owth

temperature BOBoC.

O.S

With

<100>

tempergtures

between 675 G and 750 G ~
close~1
rent~

S~QQth

re~

anti

~QtQred

t~Hnspa
OV€tg~owth

was obtained.

Suliciifi~~

adherent

droplet~

flux

lo~al-

the otherwise
co~pletely shiny surfaces. As
shown in Fig. 3 the growth
rates showed a quite 4ifferent temperature de~e~de~~e
for the syton a~d di~mQ~d
pDl's~eQ svb.t~ate •. On the
di~m~nQ polisheri substrates

725

ly spoiled

FIG.

Growth rates as

3

fUQttion of
" dia(dashed line) and for a syton poLi.hed &UbBtrate (solid line).

growth

~

tcmpe~ature for
'ub.t~ate

mond polished
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FIG .

4A

FIG.

4B

Stereoscan picture of a film grown on a diamond polished
substrate (a) or on a syton pulished substrate (b).

v

the growth rate decreasea linearly from 0.9 ~m/min at 850 C
o
to less than O. I ~m/min at 700 C. For the sytun polished substrates the growth rate showed a maximum of about 0.5 ~m/min
near 760°C (dipping time 5 min.). The difference in growth
behavior must be due to the surface morphology of the substrates. Stereoscan pictures reveal a much smoother MgO surface for
the syton polished substrates compared with the diamond polishea
substrates. This difference in surface morphology is clearly
refle c ted in the respective film surfaces. Fig. 4a shows the
surface of a rough, opaqu e film grown on a diamond polished substrate. The picture shows a rather open structure, looking like
a crocket-work, with needles
pointing along <100 > directions. Fig. 4b shows the surc 0.6
face of a transparent film
grown on a syton polished substrate. The structure is more
::-04
Q.o
dense and rather flat in this
case. The surface morphology
~
of areas with after-growth on
an otherwise smooth surface is
identical with that shown in
Fig. 4a.
Fig . 5 shows the growth rate
800 _DC
725
750
775
of films grown on syton polished MgO, by means of horizonFIG. 5
tal dipping at a rotation
Growth rate as a function of
speed of 125 rpm, or by vertigrowth temperature of films
cal dipping. Rotation of the
grown on syton polished MgO.
substrate during the growth
Circles, vertically dipped;
produces a much smoother overtriangles, horizontally dipgrowth ana less contamination
ped with substrate rotation
uf the surface by flux drop125 rpln.

E

E
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let~. The flatness of the hQri.o~tally dipped film w~s 1-2
£ri~se~ in Na-D light, compa~eQ with 5-10 fringes for the fil~s
8r~wn by vertical dipping, there ~lso is a different temperature
riependenee on the growth rates for the two case~ shown in th~

fi.gure.

X-ray 4iffraction patterns of the films ~ere iuvestigated by
of a Siemens texture goniometer. Pqle figures of one o(
fQ~ms of lattice planes c~n be obtain~d uf both substrate
~d film by a proper .election o{ the ~r~8g angle G. The {II I}poles of MgO cannot be distinguish~~ {rQM the {222}-spinel poles,
but the {220)-poles of the spinel app.~r alone. From the resulting pole figure we conclude that the filros are .ingle crystalli~~+ FQ~ the fllM~ grown on ayton polisheG substr~tes the <100>
~irectiona of film and Bubst.ate coincide. HQ~tv~r; the cpaque
films 8r~wn Q~ diamond poliso
hed MgO show a d1fference 1-2
between the <100> direotivns
of film and subs~rate. Due to
this difference the misfit

mt~n$

mo~e

c~nnot

be measured bceuuse MgO

and spinel ,.fle¢tion Oa~not
be achieved for the same platelet ~ettins in the diffraetion equi.pment.
The unSt~ai~ed ~istit Aa •
a~ - Sf, betwee~ substrate and
BOO_·C
72S
750
775
f<l~, i$ ~lotted i~ Fig. 6 as
FIG.
a function of growth temperac~re T~ for filmg groyn on ay·
Hi.fit, a (.ub~trat~)- ~ (fllm~
tud pulisheci M~O. All films
as a function of growth ternpc~re in ~Q~pre~sio~ i.e. Aa < O.
r~ture. Cir~les~ vertically
For films g~oWn withuut rotaGipped; t~ia~sles, horitontaltion the misfit increases from
ly dipped with sub~tr~te roAa --0.019 for Tg ~ 800 9 to 6a
tation 125 rpm; dipping time
o
--0.036 A fur T - 730 G. For
15 min.
eilm~ grown ~nri§r rotation the
Mi$fit is alw4ye O.Ol larger. Due to the difference in therrn~l
expansion coefficient of substrate and film, a ~ero misfit ~t
the growth temperature leads to a film under compt~$S~Q~ ~t
room temperatu~e. Fo~ Ig ~ SOOQ C the ~c.ulting rQO~ temperature
misfit is 6~ --0.0170 A, while fur t
~ 700°C 8~ --0.0165 A.
Frum Fig. 6 it f~11~ws that the filmf are ~lu$e to zero misfit
Dr $li~htly ~n eOMpr~$$~On a~ T . The h~sher eQMpre~~ive strain
~f the films growa under rot4ti§n is probably rel~ted to the
higher growth rate.
Microprobe

anal~s

Generally differen~eB in lattice conBtants are caused by differences in comp~sitiQn. Frum stu~ies on LPE grown 8~rnec tilros
it is known that appreciable amounts of Pb can be inco~porated

(18). In4eed,

~-r.y

fluoresceuee

~e~$ureme~ts

reve.led the

presence of a large amount of Pb in our spinel films. In order
to obtain more qu~ntit~tive information about the chemic~l
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Vol.

cumpusitlVO

w~

~n

mlc~oprube

~lectron

Th€

tl~V~

~

mio~o~~~~],Y$~r.

tion~
~id

ur

p~rrurme~

~

m~asu~ed

~cr~

The

coucentra~

~i11elll~ted

with the
~~ffip~ter progr~m using
incGusicies of pure

Were

Fe, ln~ ~b~ ~t ~O~ MgO as stanaards. To optimi~c the experi-

mental contlition~ ~~~ to cheek
the accuracy of the results
standards of

sint~~ed

In 04 (x-O, 0.1,

O~2,

MgFe2~x

."~

01 S

§

o

~

01

~

a

E
00.05
70

0.3) were

Fox' the Q,et~rl"':~
uE Mg a low accelerating

me1faured.

I 0.20

analysis.

perEormea
SEM Il A electronprobe

mea~~~emcnt$

u~ing

1',::1.tltl1'

ns

v~i

is preferred, hoW~v~r.
especially for Pb a high volta~e has to be applied. the
b~gt compromise ~as 20kV. At
this valtage the depth uf the
dn~ly8ed region in th~ film is
1.25 Um. From me~~~~~~~~tg on
the ceramic St~nd~rds the fullowing accu~~cy W~$ ~btdinea
(atums per fo~muL... ul"it) : Mg
~ 0.2 (due to high ~h~orption
correctiQn), F.:= ,. O. 05; III +
0.02. The esti~~E~~ acctlrac~ of
Pb dno Pt is : 0.01. All films
W€~e tou~~ to he Ph and Pt 5ub~
stituatcQ MsFe2_xI~xO~t with
x = 0.09 - O. I I. As sUo",u in
F~8'
7 the Pt content is ~bout
0.05, with slightly increusiog
concent(~tiort at lower growth
tempc(~t~r~$. the Pb content is
strongly d~pendent on the
gr~wth p~r~m~t~rs. At the lo~
w~st growth temperatures
th~
c~rtte~tr~tion increases to
about 0.2 atoma per fQr~~l~
unit.
So f~r Wd b~ve a~alysed
th€ ~ompo$iti~n of our films
normdl to th~ ~1~~~ ~f the plKtel€t wlth ~~ analysed depth g£
I .25 ~rn. X" "roer .t" study the
composition ~s f~netion of film
thickness we h~v~ eruwn ~ 27 um
thick film (60 min, 125 rpm,
760°C). Analysis are pcrfQrmecl
on the br~ken ~nd polished pl~
telet ngrm~l to the growth directian with ~t.p~ of ~.a ~M
fr~ffi substr~te to film svrface.
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~~u be seen from rig. S the Ph Hn~ r~ ~Qnt€nts decrease when
going to the f~t~ su~£ace while the Pt CQntent slightly increases. These ~~mpQsitional variations ~r~ probably relatea to
ch~nge8 in gr¢wch with dipping time.

As

Magnetic

paramet~rs

The 8aturatio~ ~~gnetiz~tion of the films was meHsured with ~
vibrating sample m~gnetometer. The 4nMs values aecrease contin~uu"ly from 2000 !
100 Gauss for a film grown at 7S0oC to 1300
G~~s" for a film grown ut 724°C. Rot~tiQQ of th€ substrate le~d.
to about LO~ lQw~~ v~lue8 of 4~ • Magnetic torque m~a~u~croents
revealed th~t the easy axes of m:snetization ~re i~-pl~n~. In
accora~n~e w~th this result no ~tripe domains wert ob~e~ved~
Discussian
seen that ~ r~thG~ high super$atur~tion of the flu~
(~I ~ 200 0 C) i . nece~'$ry t~ obtain film 8~~wth on (IOO)-~ytQn
pol~$hed MgO Bubstrat~s. An €xplan~tioq Can be £oun~ in th¢
hi~h€< surface free e~e~gy of $ (lOO)-plane of MgO cump~~cd to a
(11 I)-plane. Fil .. S~"wth on (111 )-MgO starts ab<>ut 100°C higher
th~~ on (100)-MgO .ubstrates (l~), So when an ins~fficicntly
po\i.h€d (lOO) s~b$t~ate i. dipped at a temperature betwoen these
a~tur~tion temperatureS I
initial growth ~~n QCCU~ on those pu~ts
of the surface which have ~ lower surface free energy (20), This
expL~ins why growth Q~ ~iamond poli~Q~~ $ub~tratea starts ~t a
h~8hc~ temperature ~h~n Qn syton polished subBtrate$~ As a result
fil~$ on diamond p~l~shed substrat~$ have an inferior quality
an~ <IOO~ dire~~i~nS Qf film and substrate ean ev~~ make ~ small
angle with each other~
w~ find an ~?prcciable drop of ~he Bsturati¢n m~gnetizati~n
with ~ec~e~sing g~owth temperat~~e. This effect can be attrtbu·
te~ to the in~r¢a$ing Pb concent~ation. The lead ions ~re p~o
b~bly substituted at octahedr~l .ites, which gives a rie~r.~s€ of
4iM s ' A~ th~ same time the Curie temp~r~tute aeereases due to
the ciecreasing magnetic i~t¢~~ction and thLS leads tD a fv~th~t
lowering of the mAgnetization. The infl~e~e~ of Pb i. clca~ly
prgvcd by the effeet of substr~tc ~QtatiDn. Fin.lly the eq~tli
brium distribue:Lon of Mg ions a.lso depen.d.1;l; Qn the temperatuJ:"e.
At lQwe~ temperatu~~s more Mg is p(esent at octahedral sit¢$.
and this also cUQtributes to the lowering 6£ 4~$' So f~~ we did
not s~~caed in grQw~ng films wich the preferred magneti~~tion
direction perpendiCul~r to the film plane. This is probably due
to the ~ompreasive stress in comh~nation with ~ negative m~f.n€
toatrieti~n con8t~nt ~}OO of the fe~~ite. AB$~~ing Young's mQduluB E ~ 2 x 10 1 ayn §m2, a misfit A~ • -0.02 A cQ~~eapOnd8
to " stress Q '\0 -0 "I~
dyn!cm 2 . If we further t~ke 41M. "
1500 G ~nd ~IOO '\0 -10- , the stressinnuced ani.Qt~opy field ,"
H • _ • ~ -1~OO.Oe. Acc~r~ing to.BQr"cll~ (8) the growth-in~u~
s r s
CeQ an1sotrQPY 1n bulk crystals , . Qf the order H
"
+1000 Oe. If.H rowtb h~S ~ similar magnitude in t~iO'iims a
Sllgbtly pcsltfve mlsflt ~s necessary. We have t~ied to achieve
this by lidding small ~ffiQunts of e~th"r Al20} ¢~ GaZO} tQ tho
flu~. However, the r€8ulting films alw~ys Showed 11Sht colored~
brQ~d, straight linea alo~8 ~IOO> dir~ctions ~$ soon as ~a ~
-0.014. This means that due to the Q~curen~~ Qf some atre$~
We

h~v€
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1~~chcln1sm nu perfect films
the gr~wth temperaturo.
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could be grown with

6~

>

Cunc.lusio'O.~

shuwn that it is posslble to grow epitaxi~l film~ ~f
magno.,uffi-inaiumforrite on (lOa) MgO substrate. by meana Df the
We

hav~

L'E method. T0 grow perfect films a good .urfac. finish of the
5ubstrateS is necess~ry. A serious rii8adv~rtr~ge of MSQ is the

large difference in thermal
As a con$~quence gOQd films

~~~~n~ion compared with the ferrite.
il~~ always in ~~mpre$~lu~ at rOQ~

temp€t~tl,lre.
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UQUID PHASE EPITAXIAl" GROWTH Of UTHIUM fERRITE-AI"UMINATE fILMS
P.1.M. VAN PER STRATEN and R. METSEf.AAR
r:.4~tory of Phy;fCdI

CI:Jt!tniSlry. tlnil'CT:;ity of TcchuoloK)l. Eh,dhQlien.

Ro(!:c;:eivlSd 7 M~y 1979; manuscri.pt recei. . ed i:n final form 9

A.uSI,J.~.

Th~ N~th~rland$

1919

RE:~ult!l.:lrt!! prll!!~ntl!:d coooernmg the gMwlh of Lio.sFtl2.S_..'t'AI..'t'04 (0"; x r.;: 0.68) s.ll1.{':k ct~ot;:ab and )o;ingle C:l"yst.\l1lim~ films.
Tho film, wen: vown hy mo,ns .f Liquid ~h.", '~iI""y. LP~. f<om ~iL"to PbO-B,Oj nu,,, on (Ill )·MSO ., (1L l),Zn(Ca.
AlhOli substrilte:;. It i:s. s.hown thai at teln'P~;Hl1re:i above at;u;mt WOOoC thin lithiLim ft:ttitC!i film::l. grown en MaO ,IU'~ contaminaled :ie'riQu:dy by the substrate due II) In.itr((lffusiurt.

rite are known flom literature [2,4-8l. The reported
li,O: h,O) ratio. arc only slighLLy differont from
the ratio applied by ,ef. (4). F", LPE growth no,mally Very dilute melts ate u"ed with reLatively low

I. Introduction
Sin81~ tty"tal. of lithium ferrite-alumin.te n\~y
find applIcation. in ferrite superhlgh-frequency tech·
nology [11. Pure lithium ferrite has properties (such
as high masnetization and hig.h Curie temperature)
which would make it .uperior to YIG ••• microwave
material. While YIC has become an important mittowave mate,i., lithium ferrite has not. Problems con·
cerning gr<)wth and f.brication of single cry,t.l, have
resulted in losoes much higher than expected [2).
We have studied the Srowth of lithium ferrlte~
lilumioate film, as a part of our ,e..,arch p'ogram concerning the LPE growth and characterization of spinel
ferrit~ film._ aUf interest io mainly aimed on films
with an easy axi:s of magnetization perpendicular to
the plan~ (If the Illm. Therefor~ a urliaxilil aniaotwpy
(,tress- and/or growth-induced) mu.t b. presel'lt,
preferably exceeo:Ling Ihe demagnetization energy
21fM; [3). The e~istence of a compensation point io
tho 4ITM,,,omp,,.;tion diagram of Uo.,Fe,.~_",Al~04
for.Y ~ 0.7 i" very helpful in thi. rc~ard.
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2. The growth of lithium ferrite films

FIs· L

Ryb.l'.kaya ~t al. [4] have determtl'led Lhe ,olubiL·
ity of lithium ferrite in a PbO-O.52B zO, solvent
using a Li;O: Fc,O, molar tatio of Z: 3 (fig. 1).
Melt cOmpo.itions for the flux growth of lithium for-

~;,o

.no ro,o,

(,tvra.tYrjO da~.!I
UV'''lJm 1l1rn"l

)( lithium Hlrrlltd
I:J. a-Fg:p~
-::":-_.~-..I--___"

D~
'QI'd(fnt

M

0.5

(m1;lllt!!1

_

<on\.m, in a PbO-O.529,O,

;/on!l,lbmty of lithium

line

(ll,.\x'

~t')g~ther With Som~ saturation lc!llnperar\]I~S (.) In "T'(.'.
!jymbob JroCl n~pf,=~~ntins Ut(ltatur~ data c(ln-ccrt'liI'ls (l"l~
~tuwth of li1hil,.\m fcttil~ :lnd rh~ various (omp'o~ittQn~

u~~(l

in thilii :l;tudy. Apploxlma~ed ~:at\lrMion tCffipcIo.t1ur-=~ are

Th~

r~rrit~

nux.

Th~

11115 given by tbc· st!,ai,ght

gj\lcn. FOI th~ 1t=lteJ.'; A-J::: MIi.:i:ult th~ text,
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sahmltioll ternperatures.. 'The melt cumpos.ition givi!:n
by Rybal'skaya [4J with a .. turati<m t"rnperat~r~ "f
740'C ,eellled a good ch.olce in this re.pect.
Tile melt w~s pr.p~rcct fr(ll11 reagent grado U,CO"
Fe,O,. 8,0, arId Fe,O,. Tile C(lmp(lMn(! were
melted in 3. 75 can;:! platinum crucible, whkh was
placed aflel'W'ltds In ail LPE g,'owth ru",",c a<
dc,cribed before [<)]. When the melt waS cooled 10
al)QlJt 700"'C 1 after ~tirring at elevated tcmpcrature!i,
crystals were observed, floating on the s~rrace or the
melt. tn'te.d "I' lithium ferrite these crystals
appeared tn oe O'·Fe,O, platelets with largo (00,1)
r"cets. OimenSlons lip to 2 ern with ~ thkkncss of
O.S min C<lllid be obtained. This mell composition
(A) ,e"m to he very ,uitahle I'm the Src>wth of
Fe--,!Ol cryst.als. hut not fm lithium ferrite-.
We have thetefote studied a nliml:>er <if I11.1ts with
"ifferellt LbO: Fe,O, tatlos as Indlca(.~d in fig. L
For melt cumposition. PbO-0,52B,Oj.-x(2 Li,O·.
3 Fe,O,) lithium ferrite crystalli,e. from the,e melts
0,06 alld ",·Fe,O, is produced when x ~
whetl
0.06. Lithium I~rtite ca,~ also be obtaitled fiO'" "'elts
with x :5 0.06 whon Ihe Li,O cOi\lMt of the melt is
increase-d. When too low Fe;;O:) cOI'lt':of:IltratiOr"lS Me
U$cd. (melt E) beside~ lithium ferrite another, so far
not idcn(jtjed phase is obtained, which ely,t.llil.o...
light green-coloured needles,
From melts B. C .lId D LPE growth was P~t·
formeo a(.:~oniin8 to 3tandard LPE proGcdurt:s
descrlbe~ pteviously [9J 01\ syton poli.hed, vCltie.lly
dipped (Ill )·MgO s"cstrales. DI.e to a small mis,
orientatio" of the ,ub,trate, ,mall terraces can be ob·
served. Prom the distance bctwce:n the ::ittpS aIlc.J the
Itep height the .nglc l>etween the terrace .nd the ,"bwate was determined as 0,44'. This il in good agreement with tho ",isodeillation (0,4') of the S\.bWMc
smfaco compared with the crystallographk (III).
plalle f which W:;k~ determine;d by rneans of an X-r:i!Y
f.6xture gOI\iorn~ter, The hHtice ¢otlst3.nU of the lith·
ium ferrite films were deterrt'llrl.ed by X·jay dU:
fractometry by Tru;~'~Sllring the Brass anglc from
plu"cs parallel to (Ill) using the substrate as internal
sunclaret. The ohtaincd value of 8.329 ± 0,002 " is
very dose to the value teponed in liwaturc: 8.334
[I OJ. ,[,ho film thickn". w.. determined by grinding
a sphetical hole ill the tilm [9J. With molt C for
instanc~ and using a dipping time of S mlI1 .a 8(owth
wt.r. of 0.7 Jim/min was. ohtained at 790"C and 0,1

X"
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~nfmirl at 820'C. Above 830'C no mm growth
,QI'ld be observed anY!n()[e. Our rc.uit, deviate ftOfll
tho result> obtained by GI~!s amt jJaw [2 [ in two
respects: l'ilStly only {III }.spinel diff'~~ti()n peaks
were observed, -rhe additional diffraction peak'
lcported cy the ~bove,mentioned .uthor' might be
attributed to a-Ft':lO,!\ ~s. a st;l!cond phuc 1 because:
tht;!\r melt compositiun is vfi:ry close t.o Ct1mpositions
at which a-Fc203 prccipitatioll can I.ake place.
Secondly our melt is not ,uffering frorn unst~bilily
and controlled growth can take place eyen for S"per'
!.aturations as high as 40<'-C,

3. the growth of lithium ferriw-atuminate films
Lithium ferrite .and lithium a1urninate ate ~om
plettly miscible at temperature. above 1200·C (10).
Below this temperature there Is a 1:>ro.d miscibility
~p, At 900°C lio.,Fe"~,AIo,,,04 i, in equilibrium
with Li""Feo,,,AI •. .,O•. Dut to lhls miscibility gap
problem, can be expected if Lio,sFe,.5_xAlxO. with
OOSS <x < 1.95 mu,t b. grOwi\,
For the growth of Hthium ferrite· ·aliunin.atc no
melt compositions (0"1<;1 be found ii~ lIterature
although in two papets the growth of ,ingl. cry stills is
report~d. Howeyer, there is a discrepa~cy between
tht reported AI contents and lattice constant" The
relation botwc<n composition (0';.-. ,,; 0.33) and lattice cOlistant reportod by Petrakovskii et al. [J] i, a
'traight line pelfectly fitting the Vegard rel.tionshlp
between lithium fettile ~nd lithium aluminate, Prom
the data of Schulkes illId B1asse (11] and from the
data of Strieklel artd Roy [10], however, it is known
that a .trong positive deviation from the Vegard
rciation i, pre""nt in this spill~l sy'tem. When the
data of Pelrakay,kii et al. ilre enrapolated to x 00,5
a lattIce constant of 8.245 A would re'~lt. Vakovlev
et al. [12J feport the Sr<lwth of single cry,t.l. with
0")( "0,5. A latti,e constant of 8.288 A is given for
x ~ O.S; in excellellt agreement with the tesults of
8ch~lk., and BlaW,.
The gtOwt!) of single crystals and LPE:: mm. of
hthium ferrito-aluminate was ",complished· ftom
molts Band D ~fter ~dditi"n' of A1,03 to these melt,.
(See tahle L) The films were grown by "ettitally
dippilig for 10 min u'ing .upersatutatlolls of apprOl<i·
nlately 20-40"C, With itlCf~asins AI,O, content of
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Melt oompoiition5 (mQle!.';), glOwth te:mperature~ 7',

ole) and growth ratos r (~m/min) f-or m~lts B :and D
MotlO,

Melt B,
Il'l>O-0.52B,Ol-0.135U,O-0.12SF.,O, _.vAl,O,

I 1'\>0-0.52B, 0, -0 .213Li, 0 -0.15 21'.,0, -z AI, 0,

y (mole,)

T.('e)

,.(~m/min)

i

O.Ol9

170

O,~3

Q.069
0-098
0.147
0.177

790

OAZ
GAO

0.030
0.1)49
0.(19B
0.147
0.162
0.187

805
821
829

0,41
0,48

(moles.)

r~ ('C)

T(j<m/min)

840
855
858
870
878
890

0.60
0.44
0.62
0,49
0.64
0.41

---~-

the melt tho .aturation tempera lure of tho melt
increases, Therefore the growth tomper~ture lias to be
increased iI' wdl in order 10 plevent spontaneou,
nucleatiun in the melt, M~lt compositions, corre,ponding growth temperatures (TJ and growth r.te.
(r) are listed in lable 1. Tho film compositions were
determined by oIectron microprobe analyse.. The

concenlrations were calculated with tho aid of a com·
puting program using the mea.ured intensities of pure
Fe, Al and Pb as st.ndards, Because lithium and Oxygen could not be measu~d directly, we have put
(Li + 0) .t 4.5 atoms per formula unit. The results
were checked by usIng sitltered LiO.5Fcl.5_~A1~04
internal standards with X" 0, 0.2~, O,~O and 0,75. An

III

t

~

'g..~

acC(lracy for Fe .nd Al o( :!:0,03 atom. per formula
unit Wit. obl.ined. The Pb cOIllimt of Qur !jlms was
lower Ihan 0,01 atoms per formula unie
In tig. 2 the lattice comtants of the film. are
plotte<;l versus tho Al-<;ontent. In agreement with
literalure a po,itive deviation from the Vog.,d law is
obSCrved and good agreement is obtained with the
values of Ihe sintcrcd internal standard •.
The segregation coefficiont for Al, defined as the
mole ratiQ

k"," [Al/(Fe + Al)lfltmf[Alf(Fe + AI)) ",.t.
is plotted in fig, 3 VerSu, tho growth temperalure. A
linear relationship is obtained: kAI inefesso, with
increasing temperature. An increase of the LhO corrlent ~auses a decrease of k A1 · It has to be noled that
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Fig. 4 . The saturation magnetization 47rMs at room temperature versus the aluminum co ntent x in Lio.sFe2.S_xAlx04;
(e) LPE films , (x) single crystals, (0) Dionne [18], ("')
Yakovlev et al. 1121.

the segregation coe fficients are calculated for films
grown with slightly different growth rates and grown
from mehs with different AJ 20 3 concentrations.
Films with x up to 0.68 could be grown at 900°C.
Attempts to increase the AI content by further additions of AI 2 0 3 to the melt were ,unsuccessful. A second spinel phase with a lattice constant of 8.03 A
(x - 1.95) was observed; in agreement with the compOSition data of the miscibility gap (0.55 < x < 1.95)
at 900°C. Obviously under conditions of epitaxial
growth a little more AJ (x = 0.68) can be substituted
than expected (x =0.55).
The saturation magnetization of crystals and films
is determined using a Faraday balance: the product of
magnetization and volume could be determined
directly. After determination of the volume of the
layer or crystal the saturation magnetization results
with an accuracy of 5- 10%. In fig. 4 the magnetizatization is plotted versus the aluminum content of
film and crystals .

4. Interdiffusion between nlm and substrate

In our attempts to grow nlms with x > 0.68, more
concentrated melts with higher saturation temperatures were used : At higher temperatures the miscibility gap is smaller and the segregation coefficient for
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Fig. 5. Bitter pattern observed on a Lio.s(Fe, Alh.s04 film
grown at I050 0 C on a (l1l)-MgO substrate.

AJ is larger. We have used tem peratures up to J050°C .
When an AJ-rich second phase was observed the lattice constant of the Fe-rich epitaxial layer was , however, higher than at temperatures of 900°C. When
Bitter fluid was ap plied to the surface of the film a
pattern looking like "broken serpentines" (fig. 5)
was observed. This pattern could not be observed on
fLlms grown at 900°C. Microprobe analyses revealed
the presence of Mg in the annealed film . Obviously
interdiffusion occurs between film and substrate
resulting in a solid solution between MgFe204 and
Uo .s(Fe, AI)2.S04 ' This interdiffusion causes an
increase in the lattice constant of the film. The observed Bitter pattern may be due to some stress introduced by the diffusion proces.
In order to check this , we have annealed lithium
ferrite films grown at 900°C on MgO substrates. The
lattice constants were measured as function of time
for a 3 /.1m and for a 22 /.1m film after annealing at
1000, 1100 and 1200°C in oxygen. Whereas the diffraction angle of the MgO substrate remained constant, the diffraction peak of the film , without mu ch
broadening, moved towards the substrate peak, indicating an increase of the film lattice constant. ·Fig. 6
shows the results for the 22 /.1m film . The rapid
increase of the lattice constant can be attributed to
interdiffusion of ions bwteen film and substrate , i.e.
the formation of (Mg, Li, Feh04.
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To verify this assumption microprobe analyses
were performed. After annealing at I 100°C for 4 and
16 h the f1lm was ground and polished perpendicular
to the film surface. The iron and magnesium concentrations were calculated from the measured X-ray
intensities, the lithium content was calculated by difference, assuming four oxygen atoms per formula
unit. The results are presented in fig. 7. The figure
clearly shows the rapid diffusion of Mg ions into the
f1lm and counterdiffusion of Fe and Li into the substrate. Apart from Li diffusion into the substrate the
possibility of evaporation of Li 20 is present. This
would result in the formation of r-Fe203 in the film,
which may precipitate asa-Fe203 [13J.lndeed, after
annealing at high temperatures we have observed a
second phase at the film surface (fig. 8). Both from
X-ray diffractometry and microprobe analysis the
second phase proved to be a-Fe,03. The formation of
r-Fe,03 (ao = 8.33 J\.) in the film could be the <:ause
of the slight decrease of the lattice constant observed
at 1200°C for annealing times larger than 10 h as
shown in fig. 6. From our diffusion study it can be
concluded that for temperatures above about IOOO°C
severe interdiffusion occurs during the growth of thin
lithium ferrite f1lms.
In view of this result serious doubt is felt concerning the composition of "lithium ferrite" films grown
by Gambino (I 4 J. since these films were grown at
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15
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Fig. 7. Concentration profiles in a 22 I'm "lithium ferrite"
film grown on a MgO substrate at 900°C after annealing in
oxygen at lIOO°C for 4 h (open symbols) and for 16 h
(closed symbols).

Fig. 8. ",-Fe,03 precipitates observed on the ,urface of •
0
"lithium ferrite" film after prOlonged annealing at 1200 C.
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1150"(: with. gr()wtit rate of ~b()ut 0.05 I-<i\\j.n ifl, We
str(Jrlgly belie-ve- that the various fenitc:: films. grown
oy Gambinu at ter))pef3f.ure, ranging from 1100J 250"'(.' must he S:lI ffcrir)g fl'Or'r"l :-'.€,Ve-TC intcrdiffusiOll.
This is in agreement with hiS <Jbserv~ti"n that "the
lattice constants of the as-grown films w~rt; consistently <lightly higher than their rep()rted values",

S,

Th~

magnciostrktloI'l

(:l)l1~t:mt:!i

of Hthium

ferrite-

~ll"m~n.;\te

uniaxial ilr~isOhOPY in thin filrns.
from rnagnetost.richon and n~is.nt, l . .ithium fetrite ~lo.dcrg(}mi .un ionic: ord~r-disord.er 1("tl.:!)ltion
Q
1151 al a temper.ture of about 750 C. Petrakovskii
Jnd Smokotin [161 found that the JJ\agnetostrietion
cOMlaJ)ts ~I 00 and Ai I ~ .are $cn!;1.itivc to lb~ change of
ionic on.1crirtg, These ~C:!iult:s wcr~ c,:ortfirmcd by Arai
and Ts,'y~ f17i, All' ordered ,tate: 3,9X 10-';
AliI di,ordered state: 2.7 X 10-', Th~ ll1'llnoloslrlc,
tion connant' of LiO.ll'e2.5_xAlx04 as f~nnion of x
are reported hy Dionne [18) and by Petrakovskii et
.1. [IJ, without mentiorlir)g tho order-disorder
dependence. In liS, 9 literature values of " " are
plotted v'''us the Al content x.
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[19

We believe that the compositiunS glv~n by Petra-

k" ..kii et al. [J J arc WrOl)g: Firstly, the reportod
linoar relationship betwoen lattice constant .nd composition is not valid In the lithium ferrite ..-aluminate
,yHem: secondly, there is a discrepanoy between the
data on ,at"ration magnetization at 7il K by Petra·
ko.,kii ot a!. [I] and Yakovlev [121, Both data Ca,)
be brought in .green,.nt with each other if the
aluminum contenlS given by PetrakoYskii et al. II J
are increased, keeping Ihe IMtie" constants unchan~ed,
unlil Tiley coincide with tile relation between alumirturil COiHl!'nt and iatti<:e con~tant as: shawn in fig_ 2.
Probably the compositions f,ivon hy Petrakovskii et
aI. [IJ were not actually determined, bul derIved
hom .the latlice COllStant data assuming ~ linear rela·
tionshlp between lithium ferrite and lithi~m aluminate; which Is reported to be no! true in this system.
When tho corrected compositions are inh'oduccd the
relation betwe~n magnetostl'iction conSlarHs: and
aluminum wnlenl becomes linear (fig, 9). Dionne
[18] also found a linoar relationship. Still the values
presented by Pelrakovskii et at [I) ~nd Dionne
118] differ by about 300%, The order-disorder transformotion as well as the method ,'sed for the determination of ~ may be the calise of this difference,
For instance the FMR method used by Dloon~ i. vory
scn,.,live to stresse, preseM In The sample.
In spite of the I).n~c::rtaintics in the 3Ctll31 values we
car'! conclude that /0." t > 0 for x ;; 0.35, Thi. means
that •• tress·induced anisotropy in LPE grown lithium
ferrite-aluminate (ilm. c.n be 8~n<'"tod for these
compo,itions if COlnprc5Sive films (ar > a,) aro grown.
However, MgO s~bstratc, (20, '" 8.42 A) are not
,uitable ii' this co.. : The large misfit would result in
slr<s.-rclief at the growth temperature [191. On
Zn(Ga, Al),O. subs\rat~s POI with lattke con.tant,
of 8.31 and 8,28 A compressive ))Im, c.n be grown,
for Li(>"Fe",O. (af" 8.330 A.. lwJ0, - 55 X 104
erg/em') a!S'lmlng "Ill - 4 X 10-., ~ stro58-induced
anisotrt>py Kt (a, '" g,31 A) [)f -4 X 10 4 erg/em' can
bo expected, For Li,.,Fe",N •. ,O. (af'" 8,305 1\,
4
21fM; - 30 X 10' ergfcm'l ."urning
I X 10 ,
a K':. (II, = 8.2B A) of ~I X 10' er~/cm) can b.
e"poeled.
Determil1.tion of these sm~tI ani.Dlropies from
torque me.aS\lrements i. quite difficult in films with
a high .aturation magnetization. With an Ulleert~inty
of about 10% in the M, values, an uneortainty of

A,,, -

01

np;. 9.

(Jr I,i fl:!.rrtre-iltf~miMale fllm~

12Q

about 20% results in the 21rM~ values, wbile the Kt il
less thSn 10% of the 211M; v.]oe.
As to be expected, in the composition range 0 <::
x < 05 nOne of the films grown during the study
iliowcd any eviden~1;! of ~ un~axj31 ani!l.otropy from
torque measurements. When Bitter Iluid was applied
to the surface no ",rpentine like domain pattern
could be observed either, indicating • Zero or
extremely low uniaxial anisotropy (in the case of
NiFe2_.A1.04 films grown Oil ZtlGa;O. substrates
(3) serpentine like domain patterns could be ob·
served when the K~ was about 10% of Ihe 2..Mf), In
conclusion we may state that we have not .ucceeded

Our ,earch ror lithium ferrite-aluminate films
exhibiting a uniaxial anisotropy wa. unsuGeesful.
No evidence for such an anisotropy could be found,
1>10st likely the stress·i~duced effect was too small to
be detectable.

to observe a uniaxial ani:mtcopy in lithium fcrritc-

[3) P.J.M, van (i!;r Strat~n and R. Me1~elaat. Mater. R-cs.

aluminate mms.
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We have estal>lishea compositions of dilute PhOmelts from which lithium ferrite
can be ~rown by spontaneous nucleation as well as by
Ll'E methods. Supersaturation! as high as 40'C can
he used. Compositions in tlils flux system are also
very suitable fOr tM growth of ,,·Pe,O,.
By adding AI,O, to the flux sy.tem lilhium fOfrite-aluminate can be grown. An approxirnately
linear relationship is fou~d between the ",greg.tion
~03-Li;O-Pe;03

<;:o~ffident

kAI for AJ and tho growth temperature.
The amount of Li,O in the molt ha•• ~tfong inOutnce onk"l_
Under conditions of epitaxial growth more AI coli

be .ub,tituted in lithIum fertlte than according to the
phase diagram.
When high growth temperatures are u.ed inter·
diffusion between substrate (MgO) and film is ob·
served resulting in an incICaiC of the I.tti~e constant
of the fihn.
Intcrdiffusion between MgO and lithium ferrite
has been studied by annealing experiments, from this
study we can conclude that spinel ferrite ftIm., grown
at temperature, higher than about 1000"C, must be
,uffering from severe contamination caused by the
substrate.
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L roum PIlASE EPI'l'AXIAL GROWTH Of' COPPER FERRITE FILMS
p_J_M_ van der Straten and R_ Metselaar
University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Single crystal C\lFe/'4 f.i.l,"8 weJ:"e gJ:"own
by the LPE method from a'
PbO-13 0
flux on
2 3

and (Ill) Mgo substrates_ Smooth
films were obtained only on the (Ill)
substrate orientation_ Temperature and time
dependence of the growth are described_ By
means of the Hitter method 5erpentine like
domain structures can be observed_ Evidence
is presented for the connection between
domain structure and tetragonal distortion of
(lOa),

(110)

the epltexiDl layer.
IN'l'RODUCTION
Ep1taxially grown spinel ferrite films
supporting bubble domains so far have only
been 9rown by CVD methods [lJRecently LPE
growth of spinel films wi.th good quality has
been reported [2,3]_ Though studius of single
cryst.alS indicated the pr.esenee Gf a growt.h
i.nducer] Ill'li.axial anisotropy in cubic 8pinel
ferrites [4J, attempts to grow LPE films with
uniaxial anisotropy werc unsuccessful_ Herman
[Sj has shown that copper ferrite i.n the
tetragonal phase is a good candidat.e in this
respect_
fILM GROWTH
We have grown epitaxial thin CuFc 0
2 4
layers on MgO subst.rates; which were cut
0
within 0.5 of the desired plane from an
x-ray orientated boule. Films we);"e grown by
vertical dipping of syton polished substrates
in a supersat_ura\:.ed melt of compo5it.iOn IPbo,
O_25F!.;10;pO_08CuO + O_20CuFe:!04 (moles) _ The
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excess CuD is needed in order to ensure that
cuFe 0 4 is the primary crystallization phase;
2
PbFe 12 0
crystallizes if the excess CuO i s
19
lower than 30 %, while an excess exceeding
to SO % causes CuO to crystallize.
With this melt LPE films can be grown
within the temperature range o f 8S0-900 0 e,
which is much higher than the cubic-tetragonal
transition temperature (about 400 0 C) so that
a good structural fit between the cub ic spinel
film and the MgO substrate is to be expected
at the growth temperature.
Three substrate orientations, (100),
(110) and (Ill) were used; however, smooth
epitaxial films were obtained on (Ill)
substrates only. Due to the misorientation
« 0.5 ) of the (111) substrates
small
terraces could be observed on the surface of
the films. Films grown epitaxial1y on (100)
and (110) substrates were rough with surfaces
consisting respectively of pyramids and
ridges (Fig. 1) composed of (Ill) facets.
Obviously only LPE growth on the habit spinel
face (Ill) results in a smooth surface. In
view of this result we have restricted our
efforts to (Ill) substrates.
For a given value of the supersaturation
(10-40 0 C) and for dipping times larger than
1 min. CuFe 2 0 4 grows linearly with time. For
shorter times the growth rate is higher while
the film lattice constant is larger indicating
the growth of a transient layer (Fig. 2).
The relation between growth-temperature,
growth-rate, misfit and 4 TIM is shown in
Fig. 3. The average film com~osition, as
determined from electron-micra-probe analysis,
is CUO.S7Fe2.07PbO.0604 with an accuracy

Fig.!. Surface morphology of (100),
and (111) films.

(110)
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of abou~ 0.03 pro atom pro formula unit. FOr
the eight analysed films deviat:i.Ons of the
eu and Fe contents from the reported average
value are within the limit of accuracy.
The Pb content increases slowly with
0
increasing supersaturation from 0.03 a b 874 C
to 0.08 atoms pro formula unit at 856 C.

Fig. 2. Thickness (solid line and misfit)
(dashed line) dependence with growth time
at a constant growth temperature.
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Fig. 3. Growth-rate (solid line) and misfit
(dashed line) as a funotion of ~rowth
temperature. The numbers indicate 4 nM values
in Gauss. Dipping time 10 min,
s
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DOMAIN STRUCTURE
Serpentine like domain structures with
a stripe period of 2-4 ~m could be obser ved
using the Bitter technique, revealing domain
boundaries (Fig. 4). When a magnetic field is
applied perpendicular to the plane of the
platelet the domain width can be increased
with increasing field, but above about 600 Oe,
because of the vanishing contrast, the
structure can not be observed anymore.
Torque measurements revealed negative
overall Ku* values (K, excluded from K:) ;
this has to be attributed to both the high
value of the demagnetization energy and the
negative sign of the misfit induced
anisotropy. (Using AlII = Ixl0 5 [6),
12
E = 1.5xl0
dynes.cm- 2 [7), as - a = + 0.02
f
R and assuming u ~ 0.25 one finds Ku = - l
AIII.o

~

-7x10

4

3

erg/cm).

5

2

From these data we see that a misfit
induced anisotropy can not be used as an
explanation for the ohserved domain structure.
To investigate whether a growth induced
anisotropy is present we have annealed the
films at different teffiperatures. Even after
annealing for 24 hours at 1250 0 C no change in
the domain pattern could be observed so that
a growth induced anisotropy can almost be
excluded.
A possible explanation of the domain
structure of the films is a tetragonal
distortion of the epitaxial layer. Up tc now
from x-ray analysis no evidence for this
distortion could be found. The film on the

Fig. 4. Bitter domain pattern on a 4,8 ~m
thick copper ferrite film grown at 859 0 C.
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substrate (texture goniometer method) as well
as the film removed from the substrate
(Guiner method) were found to be cubic.
Some support for a tetragonal tendency
of the films is obtained from the anisotropy
data. We have found a difference between the
overall anisotropy (Ku*) and the sum of the
demagnetization (2 TIM2) and misfit (Ku )
contributions.
s
s
In Table I some illustrating values are
reported.
Table I
Values in
-5
3
ergx10 /cm
as grown film
as grown film
.J'uenched from
0
860 C
cooled from
0
860 C

Ku

*

2 'I1'M2
s

KU

s

Ku

-2.06
-2.66

+1.75
+3.23

-0.76
-0.77

+0.45
+1.34

-1.58

+0.96

-0.76

+0.14

-1.95

+3.82

-0.68

+2.55

Wh en ta k'lng Ku

=

Ku * + 2 TIMs2 - KU

it
s
follows that Ku is positive; however, there
is a large uncertainty due to the inaccuracy
of 2 ~ML of about 4xl0 4 erg/cm 3 . The highest
Ku valu~s are obtained for the slowest
cooling rate. Such a behaviour would be
consistent with the presence of a stress due
to the fact that the film tends to become
tetragonal.
For comparison we have studied the
relation between domain pattern and
tetragonallity on bulk copper ferrite single
crystals grown from the same melt as the
films.

rig. 5. Bitter domain pattern on a (Ill) facet
of an as grown copper ferrite single crystal.
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On the (111) facets of as grovln single
crystals only a few isolated areas with a
domain pattern (Fig. 5) can be made visible
with the Bitter technique and no deviations
from cuhic s y mmetry are f o und from x-ray
analysis.

Fig. 6. Bitter domain pattern, running in
three directions, observed on a tetragonal
copper ferri te (Ill) facet. The facet
orientation is drawn in the inset.
However, when these crystals are quenched
from BOaoC to room temperature no domain
patterns are ob3ervable anymore.
On the other hand, when the crystals are
slowly cooled through the cubic-tetragonal
transition temperature they become tetragonal
and a very oronounced domain pattern,
resembling that of the films, can be observed;
but, also large areas with parallel domain
boundaries are ohserved. Three directions
with angles of about 120 0 to each other are
present (Fig. 6). When those three directions
are considered to be the projections of the
cubic < 100 > directions on the (111) film
surface, the areas with parallel domain
boundaries are single crystalline tetragonal
areas with a distinct [100] direction being
the tetragonal C-direction.
In view of these results we believe that
the se r pentine like ~omain patterns o~served
on the films can be explained by assuming
a slight tetragonal distortion of the CUFe 20 4
layer with the three <100> directions having
an equal chance to become c-direction,
resulting in a random distribution among the
three possibilities.
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CONO,USIONS
We have shown that smooth epitaxial
corper ferrite films can be grown by the LPE
melhod on (111) MgO 5ub5trates. Torque
meaSurements yielded p05itiv KU values after
correction for demagnetization and for misfit
induced anisotropy. In view of the doma~n
behaviour in the presence of an external
magnetic field there must be a component of
the magneti~ation perpendicular to the
epitaxial layer. The domain pattern can not
be explained by a misfit induced or by a
growth induced anisotropy. From the results
of our experiments We believe that the
observed domain structure is Caused by a
tendency of the layer to become tetragonal.
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ABSTRACT
Single crystalline Mn, Ni and Al substituted copper
ferrite films are grown by the LPE method from a PbO-B 2 0
3
flux on (lll)-MgO substrates. Solid solutions between
copper ferrite ano respectively Mn304, NiF@204 and
CuAl 0 are obtained. The segregation coefficients for Ni
2 4
and Al are shown to be linearly dependent on the growth
temperature.
From domain structure observations and from torque
measurements it is concluded that a positive uniaxial
anisotropy is present in the copper ferrite films. After
stress-relief at the deposition temperature a stress
develops ouring cooling to room temperature due to a
difference in thermal expansion coefficients of film and
substrate. This stress is responsible for the observed
anisotropy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a previous article concerning the liquid phase
epitaxial growth of copper ferrite films

1

we attempted

to give an explanation for the serpentine-like domain
pattern observed after applying Sitter fluid to the
surface of copper ferrite films

grown on (lll)-MgO

substrates. From annealing experiments, a growth-induced anisotropy could almost be excluded and the

misfi~

induced uniaxial anisotropy (assuming only elastic deformation of the film:) was calculated to be negative
(f~lro

under tensile stress together with a positive

magnetost:dct,\on constant for copper ferrite). We
believed that a possible explanation of the dOmain
structure of the film could be found in a tetragonal
distortion of the epitaxial layer, although from x-ray
analysis no evidence for this distortion could be
found.
In this article we present our results obtained
with [-:tn, Ni and Al-substituted copper ferrite films,
These results will shed some light into the origin of
this .. nisoh·opy.
II. 'l.'I-lB GROW'l'H OJ;' MANGANESE SUBSTITUTED COPPER l""ERRI'I'E
FILMS
A better fit between the lattice cOnstants of
= 8.3B A)
~ 8.42 A) and copper ferrite (a
o
o
can be obtained when eu or Fe are substituted by Mn.

MgO (2a

At the same time the saturation magnetization is lowered. The addition of Mn 0 to copper ferr~te pro3 4
motes the formation and/or stabilization of the cubic
structure 2. According to Delorme 3 solid solutions
containing 1.S - 55 mole i Mn 3 0 4 arc always cubic.
The films wet:e grown f.rom a supersaturated melt,
composed of lPbO, 0.25 B 0 , 0.08 CuO + 0.15 CUFe 0
2 4
2 3
+ x Mn 0
(moles), by vertically dipping for 10 mi2 3
nutes on syton polished (lll)-MgO substrates. Addition of Mn 0 to the melts results in an increase in
2 3
the saturation temperature. FilmS with a thickness in
tl1e range 2-9 IJm were obtained using growth temperatures between 820 (x=O) and 940 0 C (x~O.42).
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Lattice constants, saturation magnetization and
compositions of the films were determined as reported previously 4, In Fig. 1 we have plotted the compositions of the films versus the amount of Mn 0 in
2 3
the melt. With increasing Mn 0 -content in the melt,
2 3
higher growth temperatures are used and, as a cOnSequence, the Pb-content in the films decreases.
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Although manganese is added as Mn 3 + to the melt, the
composition of the film is a solid solution between
2+ 3+
Mn M0 04 and copper ferrite: From Fig. 1 it follows
2
that ~or eaoh three Mn ions two Fe ions and one eu
ion are replaced. 'J'he lattice constants and the saturation magnetization are plotted in Fig. 2 as a fUnction of the amount Mn ions per spinel formuJ.a unit.
The serpent.tne-like domain pattern, which can be observed after applying Bitter fluid to the surface of
copper ferrite films can also be observed for films
composed of a solid solution between Mn 0 4 and copper
3
ferrite. Although the pattern becomes more diffuse
with increasing manganese content, it is still present fOr those compositions, which are always cubic
according to Delorme 3. In v.l.ew of this result a
tetragonal distortion being the origin of the domain

,

pattern is difficult to believe.
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III. STRESS RELIEF OF EPITAXIAL FILMS
According to the stress model, developed by
Besser C.s. 5, two mechanisms are possible £or the
accommodation of the misfit between the substrate and
the film. For small misfit values the film is strained elastically to bring the lattices of film and
substrate into register at the interface. For hi~her
misfit valueS at the deposition temperature it is assumed that the film takes on its equilibrium free
lattice constant away from the interface so that
it is essentially unstressed at the deposition temperature. The misfit stress is relieved at the deposi~
tion temperature by the formation o£ misfit dislocations 6. When the films are considered to behave
elastically On cooling to room temperature a stress
~

develops as a result of the differences in thermal

expansion coefficients between film (a f
(as) .
The resulting room temperature stress

0

)

and substrate
in the film can

be. given as:
E
1- v

(1)

bulk room temperature lattice parameters
of substrates and films respectively
difference between deposition temperature
and room temperature
E

~

Young's modulus

Poisson ratio
fractional stress-relief (O<~<lJ
The stress-induced anisotropy energy can be calculateo
\J"

~

=

as
(2)

Since the strain energy increases with increasing
film thickness, there is a critical thickness, he' above
which it becomes energetically favourable to form misfit
dislocations. Matthews and Klokholm 7 have calculateo hc
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for garnet thin films as a function of the fractional
misfit.
f =

h

c

(b/8TIlfl)

(3)

(as - afl/a f
rln(r/b) + 1]

(1 + v)

where b is the Burgers vector,

\!

(4 )

the Poisson ratio and r

the dislocation strain field radius.
We have applied these equations to our spinel ferrite films.
At a growth temperature of about BOOoe there is a
large difference between the lattice constants of copper
ferrite (a ~ 8.45 A) and MgO (2a ~ 8.52 A). resulting in
3
a fractional misfit of 8.3 x 10- . When b is assumed to
be equal to the lattice oonstant of the film at the deposi tion temperature,

\!

is taken as 0.3 and r is taken be-

tween 0.1 and 10 urn a critical thickness between 2.5 x
[0- 2 and 4.5 x 10- 2 urn results. Since our copper ferrite
films have thicknesses ranging from 1-10 urn. stress relief will occur at the deposition temperature

(~~l).

Apart from the formation of misfit dislocations.
at sufficiently high misfit values, the formation of
cracks can contribute to the stress relief. This may
occur at the deposition temperature as well as during
the cooling to room temperature resulting in a lower
value of 0 than calculated from 6a. Commonly. 100% elast,icaLty deformed films

(rp"O)

are in compression when

and in tension when af<a ' However, when 100%
s
s
stress .. relief occurs at the depOSition ternperatur'e
af>a

only the

d~££erences

(~",l)

in thermal expansion coefficients

of substrate and film dictates whether the films are in
compr~ssion

(~f<as) or in tension (af>a ) at room tempes
rature. This meanS that oompressive films can be obtained

for n=) even when af<a '
s
In a preVious work concerning the LPE growth of
AJ. 04 films 4 we have shown that fil.ms grown on
2-l{ X
(lll)-MgO substrates (af<a ) are stress-relieved at the
s
dep0$ition tem}?crature. Due to the compressivG! nature of
NiFe

the fil,ms
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(lXf<asl. the room temperature lattice parame-

ters Of the films, ad determined from the Bragg angle of
planes parallel to the film surfaoe, are higher than the
room temperature lattice parameters of stress-free corresponding compositions. The Pb-content in the films was
shown to be lower than 0.02 atoms Pb per spinel formula
unit.

~he

difference in film lattice parameter however,

is smaller than expeoted from

~~

and

~~

when stress-re-

lief occurs at the deposition temperature followed by
100i elastic deformation of the film on cooling to room
temperature. Obviously some stress is relieved by the
formation of oraoks. Some cracking has indeed been observed at the film surface.
In our LPE study concerning the growth of lithium
ferrite-aluminate 6 stress-relief also has to be expected
when films are grown on MgO. We have found nO deviations
between the lattice constants of films and corresponding
spinel compositions although larger film values are
expected. Severe film cracking was also not observed.
Glass and Liaw 9, have found cracks in LPE grow~ lithium
ferrite films grown on spinel substrates even when low
misfit values were used. They found indications that thesa
cracks were formed during the cooling of the film and
substrate to room temperature.
IV. THE GROWTH OF NICKIl:L-SUBSTITUI'ED COFUR FERRII'll:

FILN~.;

The serpentine-like domain pattern observed on
the surface of copper ferrite films grown by means
of LPE on MgO substrates and the small positive
value of K

u

found from torque measurements 1 can be

explained assuming stress-relief at the deposition
temperatu~e

followed by elastic deformation of the

layer on cooling to room temperature, since af<a
-5
s
and Alil ~ +10 for coppe. fer.ite 10. Because Alll
for nickel ferrite 11 is -2.1 x 10- 5 substitution of
Cu 2 + by Ni 2 + in copper ferrite films should have a
pronounced effect On the stress-induced anisotropy
as well as on the domain pattern.
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The f ilnl c:p:owth was pel:formed on (111) -MgO substrates by vectically dipping for ,0

m~nutes

in a

supersaturated melt composed of , PhO, 0.25 B 0 ,
2 3
0.08 CuO + 0.20 CuFe 0
(moles) to which small
2 4
amount5 of NiO were added (0.003 and 0.006 moles).
These small additions of NiO had a very pl:onounced
effect On the saturation temperature of the melt;
e.g. the

add~t~on

of 0.006 moles NiO gave an increase

of about 100oe. With these melts very large supersaturations, up to about lOOoe, could be used. 'l'he
growth temperature has a strong influence On the
<~mount

of Cu which is substituted by Ni; e.g. with
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0.006 moles NiO (.) per mole pbO.
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= 0.006

NiD

CUO.63NiO.34PbO.02Fe2.01~

moles at 878°C

is obtained, while at 957°C CUO.3gNiO.S9PbO.OlFe2.01~
is obtained. The segregation coefficient for Ni, defined as the mole ratio
KNi ~[Ni/(Ni + CU)]film/(Ni/(Ni + Cu)lmelt
(5)
is plotted in Fig. 3 versus the growth temperature.
The same temperature dependence is found for both Ni
concentrations in the melt. It has to be noted that
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Fig. 4. Growth rate versus the growth temperature for
NiFe 2 0 4 -copper ferrite films grown during 10
minutes. I: copper ferrite, IX and III: NiFe204~
copper ferrite after addition of respectively
0.003 and 0.006 moles NiO to the melt.
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lhe segregation coefficients are calculated for films
grown with different growth rates. The relation between growth I:"ate and growth temperature is plotted
in Fig. 4.
'l'he very high value for kNi can be attributed to the
high

Cua concentration in the melt, which is neces-

sary to prevent nucleation of PbFe,201~' FOr the
growth of pure CuFe 0 4 fo:t' instance a CuO: f'e 0 mole
2 3
2
ratio of 1.4 is used while for the growth of NiFe204 a

~iO;Fe203 mole ratio of about 0.1 can be used 4
When the Ni content in the film is increased above
about 0.25 atoms Ni per formula unit the serpentine-like
domain pattern, as observed on copper ferrite layers, is
no longer observed. If a linear relationship is aSsumed
between composition and Al11 in the CU1_xNixFe204 system,
Aj II will be zero fOr )( NO.3 3. since the thermal expanS\.On coefficients for both CuFe 20 4 ano Nil'e;204 are smaller than for MgO a positive anisotropy will be present
for x i

0.33 and a negative anisotropy for ){

~

0.33. From

to.(ql)e Ii\(;asurcments we find a small positive anisotropy
for x

=

0 and a small negative anisotropy for x

(N~Fe204

grown on MgO

4

=

I

).

Yrom these results, evidence is found for the concept of stress-relief at the deposition temperature followed by stress-formation during the cooling to room
Lemperature.
v. THE GROWTH OF COPPER FERRITE-ALUMINATE FJ:LM$
Bulk CUO.95Fe2.05_xAlx04 cannot be obtained in th0
tetragonal phase by slow cooling for x > 0.3. By substitution of Fe by Al the lattice constant as well as
the saturation magnetization are lowered.
'I'he film growth was accomplisheo from a 1 PbO,

°

,0.11 CuO + 0.15 CuFe 0 melt (moles) to
2 4
2 3
which I)P to 0.105 moles A1 0 were added. For highe\:"
2 3
Al contents Pb(Fe,AI)lZ019 was obtained as a second
0.25 8

pl.asc. The addition of A1203 to the melt raises the
saturation temperature_
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At 80soe, w~thout A1303 addition to the melt,
a composition CUO.87Fe2.07PbO.060~ was found from
microprobe analysis, while at 865 e, after addition
of 0.105 moles A1 2 0 , a film cornposit~on of CU .
O 95
3
Fel.07A10.96PbO.0204 was obtained, The Ph content decreases with increasing temperature, while the eu content goes toward unity with

increas~ng

Al content. The

segregation coefficient for Al, defined as the mole
l:atio
~Al = [Al/(Al + ~e)lfilm [Al/(Al + Fe)lmelt
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is plotted versus the growth temperature in Fig. 5. An
approximately linear relation is obtained. The growth
rate5 of the films were in the range 0.3 - 0.7 vm/min.
The 5eg);'egatj,on coefficients were calculated for films
'jl;OWn

[rom m",lts with different Al conoentrations in the

melt.
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Th@ lattic@ constants and the saturation magn@tization are plotted versus the AI-content in Fig. 6 and Fig.
7. Since

~(CuFe204)

< a(MgO)

the lattic@ constants of the

films, as measured on the MgO substrates, should be lar'Jer than the constants for corresponding compositions
assuming elastic deformation of the films when cooling
to room temperature. The lattice constant of our copper
ferrite film (8.386 A), as measured on the substrate,
is higher than the value reported for cubic CuFe 0
2 4
(8.369 A) 12. This higher lattice COnstant, however, can
also be attributed to the influence of lead and ferrous
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ions in

th~

film. The lattice constants of the sintered

standards of cubic CUO.95Fe2.05_xAlx04' quenched from
o
1100 C, are very close to the f~lm lattice constantS. In
view of the variations in composition it is very hard to
conclude whether or not our

f~lm

lattice constants are

;ligher than their corresponding stress-free compositions.
Since there are very few cracks in the filnl we believe
that at least a large part of the streSS indUCed by the
differences in thermal expansion coefficients must be
~re5ent

in the film.
We have performed torque measurements on (111)-coppeI'

:eerrite-aluminate films. After correction for demagnetization

(2~2)
positive values for the uniaxial anisotropy
s

remained. When this uniaxial anisotropy Ku is plotted
versus the Al-content a linear relation is obtained (Fig.

J). For Al-contents larger than 0.6 atoms Al per formula
unit the uniaxial anisotropy energy exceeds the demagnetizatiOn energy (2~2). When the films with K > 2rrM2 are
s u s
brought into a magnetic field, the film plane orientates
itself perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic
'ield. This clearly shows that the film normal is the
Jasy axis of magnetization. In view of the very large
ruisfit in this systsm only the stress generated during
cooling from the deposition temperature can be the cause
of this uniaxial anisotrOpy.
The domain pattern as observed on the surface of
copper ferrite films becomes weaker when the Al content
of the film is inoreased and disappears completely when
the Al OOntent is increased above 0.9 atoms Al per formula unit.
This behaviour is

consi~tent

with the decrease of K

u

with

increasing Al-content in the film and with the decrease
of

4~s'

which approaches zero for x

=

0.9. The decrease

of Ku will mainly be due to a decrease of A
. This meanS
111
Lhat AlII for COpper ferrite-aluminate decreaseS approximately linear with increasing Al-content and becomes zero
for No.9 atoms Al per spinel formula unit.
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According to Arai and Tsuja 10 the magnetostriction
constant of copp€r ferrite is dependent On the quenching
temperature (T ). Using a capacitanoe methode they obq
-6
0
tained values ranging from 8.8 x 10
(T
~ 950 C) Up to
-6
0
q
13
1.38 x 10
(T = 820 C). Petrakovskii c.s.
o~tained
q
-6
0
a value of 4.7 ~ lO
(Tq = 800 C) using f€rromagnetic
resonance.
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We have determined the thermal expansion coefficients
for MgO and CuFe 0 using high temperature x-ray diffrac2 4
tometry. Values of (1.3 + 0.05) x 10-5 K-l and (1.0 + 0.1)
x lO

-5 -1

-

K

14

-

are obtained for respectively MgO
and CuFe:P4'
-5
0
When Alii is tuken us LO
and 6T as 800 C the

anisotropy, assuming stress-relief at the depOSition
temperature, is calculated for copper ferrite films grOwn
4
3
on (lll)-MgO substrates as +8 x 10 erg/cm . From the
torque measurements a value for copper ferrite is estima4
3
ted of about +5 x 10 erg/cm . In view Of the uncertainties regarding the ALII value for copper ferrite and the
\lncertointy ,i,n the amount 0:1; stresS' which is relieved by
the formation of cracks in the film, there is a reasonable
,lgreement between measured and calculated values.
VI.

cONCr.usIONs
Mn-, Ni- and AI-substituted copper ferrite films

are grown succesfully by means of liquid phase epitaxy
On (111) -MgO.
We have shown that when Mn 0
is added to a
2 3
PbO-B 0 -CuO-Fe 0 melt LPE films composed of a solid
2 3
2 3
Solulion betwe~n Mn 0 and copper ferrite are obtained.
3 4
The serpentine-like domain patterns observed On the
~urface

of

(lll)-manganese substituted copper ferrite

,':'ilms can not be explained by a positive uniaxial anisO~ropy,

ca~1SeO

by a small tetragonal deformation of the

layer, s,1.nce the pattern ciiln still be obse)C"ved on films,
'Jhi<,;h are reported to be cubic. Also a growth-induced
:nlisotropy can be excluded from annealing experiments.
'"e have shown that the anisotropy in all our films reBults from stress-relief at the deposition temperature
followed by stress-formation due to

differenc~s

in

lhermal expansion ccefficients between film ODd substrate
and the temperature diffe);ence between deposition temperature and room temperature. A positive uniaxial anisotropy i5 found when films, with a positive

magnetostr~c

tion cOnstant, are in compression at roOm temperature.
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11hen stress-relief occurs at the deposition temperature
(n=l)

compressiv~

only if

~s>af'

films are obtained at room

t~mperature

despite of toe fact that the lattice para-

meter of the substrate is larger than the lattice parameter of the film, woich would put the films in tension
when elastic deformation OCCurs at the depOsition temperature ()")=O).
DOmain structure observations and results obtained
from torgue measurements for Ni-substituted and Al-sub$tituted copper ferrite films are consistent with the
presented mechanism (0=1).
In most cases the uniaxial anisotropy energy (K )
u
is smaller than the demagnetl*ation energy (2TIM2), but

s

in copper ferrite-aluminate films with an Al-content
exceeding 0.6 atoms Al per spinel formula unit K ~2TIM2,

u

s

resulting in an easy axis of magnetization perpendicular
to the plane of the film.
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CHAPTER

XII

STRESS-INDUCED ANISOTROPY IN LPE GROWN Ni(Fe.Al)204 FILMS
P.J.M. van der Straten and R. Metselaar
Laboratory of Physical Ch~mistry. universLty
of Technology, Eindhovtn, The Netherlands.

(Received September 8. 1978: Communicl;I.te<l by A. Rabenall)
ABSTRACT
Preliminary results ar~

~cpo~tcd abo~t the srowth of
single crystal Ni('e.Al)204 films. grown by means of liquid phase epitaxy on (lll)MgO and on (11IlZnGaZ04 substratea using a PbO-BZ03-FeZ03 Bolvent. While films s~own
upon MSO show atress ralief at the growth temperat~~e.

film~

grown upon ZnGaZ04 possess

a

tensile

strain due

to

elastic deformation. Since All I fo~ NiFe204 is strongly
negat.ive a stt'eSs-:i..nd.u.ced uniaxlal anisotropy is ptesel"lt

in the films.
Bitter

Stripe domains can be

technique and wh~n a magnetic

obscrv~d

field

is

~ith

the

applied

perpendicular to the plane of the film, magne~~e bubbles
with a diameter of ~2 U~ appear. A bubble sc~bility factor q exceeding unity is obtained. For the first time
m~8netie bubbles are found in LPE grown spinel fe~~ite$.

Introduction
Single crystalline oxidic bubble materials

found and studied
far are orthoferrites. hexagonal ferrites~ garnets and spinet
ferrites. The 8?plicability of the orthoferrites has found its
li~itatioa$ in the too large bubble diameters (ll. The possibilittes of the bexa8on~1 ferri~e~ h~ve not been studied extensively
but extremely low bubble mobilities have been reported So f~r (2).
While the orthoferrites and the hexagonal ferri~es ~r~ roacerials
possessing a uniaxial anisotropy due to their crystal symmetry
the garnets and spinels are intrinsically cubic with four cquiv~
lent (lll) magnetic axes. The presence of growth-ino~ced an,sotr~
py in the garnets however~ tog0th~r with streSs-induced anisotroPY due to the lattice mismatch gives a Yniaxi~l magpet~e Material
S~itable for magnetic bubble applications.
P~Qb~bly e~v$e4 by the ~ucces~ of the garnets no extensive
studies have bee~ m4de of the spinel ferrites in this regaro~
~o

although

g~Qwth-indueed

anigotropies

are

reported

for

flux

grown

spinel ferrite. (3). Recently films of good quality have been
grown by CVD (4-6) ~~~ LPE (7-9) prooedure •. Spinel ferrite films
.upporti~~ ~asneti~ bubble. have so f~r Only been grown by CVD
methods. Preliminary experiments indicate that at least a stress
induced anisotropy can be gcn~ratcd in LPE grown NiFe2-xAlx04
films on (Ill lZnGaZ04 substrates resulting in an .a.y ;I,,;. of
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m~8~etization

mains and

perp~ndicul~~ to
cilyndric~l d~illains
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the plane of th~ film. Strip~ do(bubbles) cO~ be observed.

Theory
~or

the existence of stable j.s¢lat~d bubble domains a unique
.~i,~ of ffi~8~etization perpendicular to the plane of the film must
be reali~ed in ~uch 3 way that th€ st~bility factor q is greater
than unity, (q - 'Ku/2.lIM~~ where Ku is the uI'ti~xi.al s.nisott.c>py'
constant and Ms the 5aturatio~ magnetization)~ r~ order to
acl1ieve this the use of low moment spinel ferrit~~ is favour~bl~.
Low 4t~s vul~~~ ean be obtained when a part of eh~ Fe ions i ;
s~bstituted by Al ion~+ The e~istence of a (:~~pen8ation
point in
the ~ Ms-eompoaition diosr~~ is very helpful (.~ with the g~tn~t~
in this regard~ low ~o~ent materials with rel~tively high C~rie
temperatures are obtained when few Fe ions ~~e ~ubstitutod b~ Al
ions. Compensation points are known in seveT~l ~pinel sy$~emg
e.g. NiFe2~l<Al,,04' NiFe2_"V,,04 ,)ftd LiO_5Fe2.'-xAl"O~. In table I
the room temperature co~peosation points together wlth the C.lrie
temperatures and lattice eO~$taats are giv€~.
In this study we o~vc paid attention to the NiFe2_~Atx04
.ystem. NiFe204 is an i"v.~<. spinel: Fe[NiFej04' When parr of
the Fe ions are ~~b$tittlted by Al ions~ this ~ubstitutiorl is predominantly rnadu o~ o~tahedral sites (l3). For x = 0.7 tho cation
dilt<ibutinn eRn be written as FcO.gAlO. )[NiFeo.4AIO.6j04'
The Ul\ii~xial anisotropy can lIe both stresS and growth induced. Th~ ;t~e~s-i~du~ed anisotropy of ~ (Ill) film eatl be calculated from the magn~to$triction constu~t (Alll) and th~ stress
(0-) in the film aot.o,.di"g to K" = -3f2'~111'.r. Besser c ••. (JiI)
have ~evclopcd 3 stress model
hetero-epitaxial ~asaetic
o~ide fiJ.m8~ fO~ ~mall misfit val~e$ tl\e 2tress is e~used by
~lasti~ dtformation of the film ~t the deposition c~mperaturc re~.;\)lting ~~'1, ~l str"e$s'
a
- a
- - '0Fs
f

10r

1 = ~

at

Ii is Youngs modlilus. V the Poi~son constant, as the substrate
lattice paramet~r 3nd af the unstrain~d filM lattice l~~~ameter.
For higher misfi~ v~lue5 at the depo~it~on temperaturo the stress
is probably r€li~ved hy the formation of misfit dislocations at
the .ub.trat.-fi\& i~terface (15) relulting in a bulk lattice
constant of rile film. The str€ss of Cl)e film at roo~ temperatute
Lh~n resuttS (t0~ the differences irt expansion coefficients of
T~ble

t

Roomtumpet~ture compensation pQiats of spip~J. ferrite 5yst~~~
together Wi~~l Curie temperRt~~~s (Be> and lattic~ ecnstants_

D.(Oe)

ao(l\)

Ref.

~<Fe2-J(A1"()4

0.68

300

a. 23

(10)

NiFeZ_xRhxOr.

0.6,0

400

8. J 5

(11)

NiFcZ-"V"()4

0.70

400

8.34

(11)

LiO,5Fe2.5_"Al,,04

Q. 70

350

8. 26

( 12)

I.i.O. Sl'ez. 5~"Rhx04

0- SO

50

8.40

(II)

syst'€m
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film (~£) and $~b.trate (as) and from the temperature difference
between deposition temperature and room temperatvre Skving

~T

~2

A

I~V (at - a~)~f.

In the case of NiFe204 deposited on MgO substrates the films
predic.ted

to be in tension

(""""I>D)

ar~

when elastic. deformation occurs

and iu cO~F~essiod (~<O) when stress telief occurs at the growth
temperature. When only elast~c deto~mat~on oce~~s the stress-ind"ced uniaxial anisotrol'), for (111) fUl"s ell" b. written as:
a
- ~
KS _ -3/2.,
__
E___
s _____
f
u
I I 1 1-\1
af
for Nife204 :1111 ~ 21.10- 6 (16), while for )/'0.5)1"2.204 :1111 •
-4.10- 6 (17). Thi. mean. that nickelferrite films grown in te"5ion on (Ill) substrates will have a positive stress-induced anisotropy. For example NiFe204 with a first order anisotropy con$tant KI of -0.1 10) erg/ cm 3 gives a K~ value of about + 6,5 105
erg/~m3 while the demagnet<zation energy Z~~ , . ~bo~t 4.5 10 5
"S/cmJ. ij~rc w~ havo a$~~we~ E - 1,6 10 12 ~yn'/cm2 a~d ~ = 0.3
(lB). I~ v •• w o~ ~h~~ e¢"Biderat.Q~ one m~y e~p.ct stable bubble.
in Nife2-xAlx04 fil~, ~~suming th~t stre~~ ~elief can be Buppressed.

Experimental
LPE growth of NiFe2_xAlx04 layers is performed according to
Standard LPE procedure. described previously (8). The vertical
way of dipping was used without substrate rotation. MgO with 28 0 =
8.42 ! and ZnGa204 with 8 0 = 8.33 A are used as substrates. The
(III) MgO wafers were cut from a boule of MaO within 0.5 0 of the
desired plane and afterwards ground with SiC and polished with
~yton. fhe ZnGa~04 substrates were grown from a PbZP207 flux (19)
and were us.d in thE a.-grown .tdt. hdving {ll I} f~o.ts meas~,ins
about 5~6 mm along the edge,
The flux is based on PbO, 6~03' HiO, Fe203 and A1 2 0) all
reagent grade. The flux composit10n for the growth of pure
NiFe204 is nearly ~dentical to the one used by Robertso" (7) for
the LPE growth of NiFe204" Th. NiD Co"te~t Is ~uCh lower however
than used by Rybal'skaya in his solubility study (20). The saturatiDn te~~'~3tu~e Of the melt is strongly dependent Od the NiO
and B203 contents which can be va~ied over wide ranges. The melt
compositiDn. used by Robe~t.on and hy Rybal'skay& and the com~o
sitions used in this study are collected i~ table II.
The saturation temp~yatuTes of th~ M~lts we~~ nct actually
d~tcrminedr A temperature indication was found by observing the
~ur£ace of the melt ~hen the temperature ~ss lowe~~d at a rate of
~bQ~t ZOe/min after stirring at elevated temperatures. When cryat~ls

were

observed floating on

the

surface

of

the melt

the

cor-

~e$PQnding temperature Te was taken as the lowest temperature at
~h~~h LPE growth was to be performed. The actual growth tempe~a

tU~~$ w~rt ~ho~cn between T and Ie + 40 0 Cr The deposition times
were v~~ieo b~twcc~ 5 and
minutes resulting in film thicknesses from ob¢~t I ~~ to over to ~~T
Tho lattice constants of the spinel ferrite films were determined by ~-~~y diffraction by measuring the Bragg's angle from
pl~ncs parallel to (111) using the substrate as; internal standard.
The compositions of the films we~e c~lcul~ted f~Offi elect~oo
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II

Molt .Q~polltio.1 u<ed by Robertson (7) and Ryb.l'skaya (20) and
the compositions used in this study, together with the observed
T. valueS (ooDsult C~.t). Compositions normali.od to 250 g PbD.

?hO

8 0
2 3

F
G

250
250
250
2.50
250
250
250
250
250

8.33
5.26
10
10
10
15
15
20

H

2.50

I

250

Mdt
Robertson

Rybal'skaya
A

B
(;
J)

25
30
35

FeZOS

A1 0
2 3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

17

T (OC)
c

8.51

17
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NiO
0.81

IS.58
IS. 2 I

I
I

I

6
6
6
6
6

930
9100
965
91:15
995
930

aas

855

830

microprobe data using NiF~2-xAlx04 $ta~dard8 with ~ ~ O~ 0&5 and
1.0. Th€ ~ce~lr~ey appeared to be better than 0.02 ~toms per for1.1 r'i i ~ .
$iJ'ice NiFe204 is not transparent to visible light dom~in

IJ1\! j, ~

~trvct~t~$ w~r~ i~vesti&ated with the aid ot the Bitter techni~
quo. A rn.gn8lic field reaching up to 1000 Oe could be applied
perpendicular to ~.h¢ plane of the film using ~n electromagnet.

Film parametc.:r$
All film~ ~ete sho~n to be pure spinels with a Ni contc~t of
0.99 ! 0.02 atr)IDS per formula unit. Films grown upon MgO subst~a
tes ~xhibit more ~~~ck~ than films grown upO~ ZnGa204 substr3te~.
When the Al content of the film! inCrea5€S~ ciucking becomes mQre
~evere. When a high sup~rs~tur3tion ia used dUTing the growth,
.,pi""l growth and growth hj 11,(>ks 0"" be observe<\. (Fig. I). By
(~i~in& the Al content of the 1~elt (compositions A-E) the Al content of the film increaseS. The saturation temperature can be ds~
creased considerably by 3ddin$ B20) to the melt. Tlli~ results in
a decrease of the Al c¢rtte~t of the films. a~ ~s ~hown for ~om
?ositions E-I in 1"1>_ 2. (also of. Table 1).). The Pb content of
th·e fi lm dt~t:I"e;l.,,;e~ with increasing S,!:"owth temperatuI'e from 0.02
PlQms Pb I]~r formula unit at 840 Q c to less than 0.005 atoms Pb
,'" I020 0 C
When the AI ~~ontent of the films is plotted V~TSUS the
strained film l~tLiee coastants as in FiS' 3~ all point$ are
close to ~I ~lrBigllt line resembling v~s~rdIB r£la~iQrt~hip between
l!nstt~i~led (bul.k) lattice con~tantS
~nd Al contents in
NiF"Z_xAlx04 ., reported by SqhulkOI c.s. (l~). Th.le bulk values
w~r~ co~firmed by our own m~a~~tement~.
Bt~eau~e there are distinct doviations from vcg~rdl8 relation
dcpe~ding boct! ~~ the type of sub~trate used and 00 the Al con~
tent of the film~ we will ~ompare our data with calculated valueg
assuming either 100~ el~$tie deformation or 1001 stre55 relief ~t
the depo~ition temp~ratur€,
II, illg " Poi . . on constant O( 0.3 for the NiFe2-><Al,,04 system
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and x = 0.6 (a o = 8.249 ~) the
strained lattice constant, assuming 100% elastic deformation,
,,'ould be 8.08 1\ on MgO and 8.18 )\
on ZnGa204 substrates. The conn e ction between the strained lattice
constants and the Al content is
drawn in Fig. 3 for MgO and
ZnGa204 substrates.
When stress relief occurs at
the growth temperature the resulFIG. I.
ting room temperature stress 6"2
can be calculated from the known
Surface morphology of a
expansion coefficients for MgO
(8), NiFe204 (17) and ZnGa204 (18) NiFe 2 _ x AI 0 4 film with x = 0.26
of respectively 1.34 10- 5 , 1.00
grown on f l ! I) ZnGa204 from
10- 5 and 0.9510- 5 oC- 1 (20-900 0 C). melt G during 5 minutes at 894
Films grown upon MgO will be in
°c. Small cracks and spiral
compression while films grown upon growth can be observed.
ZnGa204 will be in tension. If one
aSSumes that in the stress relieved film elastic deformation occurs during cooling to room tempe1.0
E
rature the strained lattice constants can be calculated. Using a
c
LI T 0 f 900 0 C ( a s - a f).J. for Mg 0
::> 0.8
E
substrates is -0.047 ~ and +0.007
~
:>
1\ for ZnGa204 substrates.
0.6
Now from Fig. 3 it can be
o
concluded that in the case of MgO
F
substrates stress relief occurs at ~
a. 0..4
~
the growth temperature. The mea<t
sured values for (as - af).J. are
about -0.01 A, compared to -0.047
E 0..2
o
theoretically. Obviously some
strain is released by cracking of
DL...L..._-'-_-'-_-'-_--'-----'
the film. In the case of ZnGa204
80.0. 850. 90.0. - 950. 100.0.
substrates our data are consistent
growth temperature (OC)
with the values calculated assuming 100% elastic deformation up
FIG. 2.
to x = 0.16 in NiFe2-xAlx04' This
corresponds with a room temperaAl content versus growth temture mismatch of 0.02 A in tenperature for NiFe2-xAlx04
sion. For greater misfit values
films grown on (II I) ZnGa204;
( x > 0.16) stress relief occurs
E-I indicate ' melts with incre~
at the deposition temperature and
sing B203 content.
film cracking is also observed
which explains the fact that our
data are a little higher than according to a 100% stress relief
model. The films grown upon ZnGa204 with x = 0.78 and 0.94 are
grown at relatively high temperature and as a consequence interdiffusion between film and substrate can occur resulting in a
higher film lattice constant. (The occurence of interdiffusion
can be shown by annealing a NiFe204 film on a MgO substrate at
1100oC: A solid solution of NiFe204 and MgFe204 is formed with a
higher lattice constant than pure NiFe204)'

E

'"
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Domain structure
As expected from the stress
considerations no domain structure could be made visible on films
grown upon (I I I) MgO substrates.
Whereas pure NiFe204 deposited
upon ZnGa204 showed a pattern typically caused by the first order
crystal anisotropy (Fig. 4), AIsubstituted Ni-ferrite films
grown in tens ion upon (I J I)
ZnGa204 substrates exhibit stripe
domains resembling the patterns
observed on uniaxial garnet films.
The best develloped patterns are
found for NiFe2-xAlx04 films with
x = O. II and 0.16; films which
are elastically deformed. Films
with x = 0.26 and x = 0.44 also
show sharp stripe domains but not
over the entire surface; in the
neighbourhood of cracks the structure disappears. The strip period
ranges from 1.6 )lm for x = 0.11
to 2.3 )lm for x = 0.44. Films
with higher Al contents show more
diffuse domain patterns. When a
magnetic field is applied perpendicul~r to the plane of the film
the strip width increases with
increasing field. Stripe domains
occurring in films with x = 0.61
(Fig. 5) and x = 0.78 can b e contracted to c y lindrical domains.
For x = 0.61 bubbles with a diameter of ~ 2 )lm appear at about
550 Oe bias field and when this
field is increased further to
about 6 00 Oe the bubbles contract
to about 75% of their original
diameter and c ollapse. For the
film with x = 0.78 the s e values
are respectively 350 and 400 Oe.
Bubble observat i ons in the films
with x ~ 0.44 (Fig. 6) could not
be made. With a biasfield larger
than 600 Oe the half domain period
becom e s too small and the domain
boundary becomes too diffuse to
follow further contra c tion.
In Fig. 1 we have plotted
the Al content of NiFe2_xAlx04
versus cal c ulat e d values of 2 1M~,
K~ (ED)
(due to elastic deformation) and K~ (SR) (a s suming
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3.

Al content versu s the strained
lattice constants of NiFe2-xAlx
0 4 films grown on (I J I) MgO (0)
or (J 1 J) ZnGa204 (.) . Also the
measured unstrained lattic e co~
stants ( x ) are plotted. Solid
line represent Vegard's relationship, whereas the dasheddotted line and d a shed line represent calculated values of
strained lattice constants for
respectively films on MgO and
on ZnGa204 assuming 100% elastic deformation.

FIG.

4.

Domain pattern ob s erved o n a
(II J) NiFe204 fi 1m grown on
ZnGa204. The film ex hibits a
s mall compressive strain (0.003
~ in compression).
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s tress relief at the depo s ition temperature and subsequent e lastic deformation during cooling). The values of K~ ar e calculated
using the value of A III for x = O. Up to x = O. 16 K~ (ED) is valid and a stability factor q of 0.54 is found for x = 0.16. i'or
x >- 0.44 at which stress r e lief occurs at the growth temperature,
we calculate from K~ (SR) a value of q = 1.7 for x = 0.44 and
about 7 for x = 0.61, but an uncertainty due to the fact that
AI I I = f(x) must be kept in mind.
The occurrence of str es s relief in films grown on MgO may
also have consequences for the interpretation of our results on
CuFe20
films reported in ref. (9). The reported calculated values o~ the stress-induced anisotropy constants might be in error
since we did not account for stress relief.
Conclusions
We have shown that stoichiometric NiFe2-xAlx04 films can be
deposited on (111) MgO and on (III) ZnGa204 substrates. Films
grown upon MgO are suffering from severe stress relief and as a
consequence MgO substrates are entirely unsuitable for growth of
AI-substituted nickelferrite films with bubble applications.
Films grown upon ZnGa204 are much better in this regard; up to
0.02 ~ in tension elast~c deformation occurs. Films grown in tension with AI I I < 0 have a uniaxial anisotropy perpendicular to
the plane of the film. Due to the existence of a compensation
point low-moment films can be grown with a stability factor exc eeding unity. Stripe domains can be observed with the Bitt e r
technique. By applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the
plane of the film magnetic bubbles can be generated.
Since t~e results obt a ined so far are very encouraging the
work on the nickel ferrite system is elaborated further. On
Zn(Ga,AI)204 substrates with lattice constants ranging frem 8.288.23 ~ it should be possible to deposit elastically deformed
NiFe2-xAlx04 films with a bubbl e stability factor q reaching up
to 5 or even higher.
The dep os ition process itself can certainly be improved: By
lowering the NiO content or by increasing the B203 content of the
flux the saturation temperature can be decreased considerably.
Film growth at lower temperatures is less influenced by differences in expansion coefficients of film and substrate. Also problems arising from interdiffusion between substrate and film are

fIG.

5.

Dom a in patt er n observed on a NiFe2_xAlx04 film w ith x = 0.61
grown on (III) ZnGa204' A magn e tic field is present perpendicular
to the plane of the f~lm a) 0 Oe, b) 250 Oe, c ) 500 Oe, d) 560 Oe
and e) 590 Oe.
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eliminated when low temperatures can be used.
Knowledge of the expansion coefficients of film and
substrate and knowledge of the
magnetostriction constants of
the NiFe2-xAlx04 series are
essential in order to calculate
the stress-induced anisotropy.

(a)

J

10'erg/cm

s

,/
I
,,

40

KU (ED)

I

I
I
I
I

,

I

I

,,

I

(b)

K~ (5 R)
OB

1.0

atoms AL per formula unit
FIG.
(c)
FIG.

6.

' om ain pattern observed on a
' iFe2-xAlx04 film with x = 0.44
~ rown on (II I) ZnGa204' A mag~~ tic field is present perpendicular to the plane of the
film: a) 0 Oe, b) 250 De and
c) 500 Oe.
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7.

2 Ta-I~ (10) and K~ versus the Al
content of NiFe2-xAlx04 films.
KS (ED): calculated assuming
1~07. elastic deformation.
K~ (SR): calculated assuming
IUO% stress relief. Calculations are p~rformed using Al I I
for pure NiFe204 for all compositions.
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JUndhOV'en

tjnivE!r~ity

and Dcpar'tl'!'l.C!nt of

Elcctri;~.d

I!:nginccring

of i),'I!:!c:hnology.

E:!.ndl1Qven r Netherlands.

Ab~tl::'a;:t,i\h~

a\l:rt!em~nt.

room temperature

magncto~trict.ion c:;oli.~tatl.t

!o.lll

or

the eyatem

wi th lho8e qiven ill the 11 teJ::atut'"e. The ::;",t1,1l;";"tiI;lTl maqIlRtos;triction

in troduc: tion

In

a

r'Cc~nt

article [1] It

n~l3 b~cn

=:ohown that in

fIlQno-=ry!:ptallin~

Ni(~'~rl\l) 204 film~1 {fCOIIJ'(J. i.n t~n!M:ion by liquid ph~~~ cpit~xy (LJ?E)

(11lJ-7.nG(l.:;t4 !::ub~trt:lt~8, .). st:t:e.;~-induced llil.ir):d",l ani:.ctropy

'l'hi~ IJl'li""xl~l anll;1Qtrapy K~ ~c~\llt~ [rom the: ~tl:."C~~
tl"le

m;::lgnoat.o~trit:tiOr"l.

COI"lst·..,nt:. "111 u£ the film:

K~

(J'

on

j:;;l prc~eIlt.

in tile film ~nd from

"" -3/2).1110", In

ol:."d~r

mt.l~t know :\ 11)" ~~ a
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1:0

;\100 ,/inc >'111 fo~ pl"I;r;'e NiFI3I,20 ... [2] ~Ie Known from literature- Whlle- OI1ly
infQ~t.:l,cn

gualit;,.tivQ

i~ ~v;::l,11ol1ble

fQI!:"

the ",lwnlnum

8ub8t:.itut.~d

nickel

ct.rticlc t~ rl;l!;lm-tampe;nl,ture ffia\lnetoetrlcUon consta.nt. ).~ 11 i~ dct~rmin~d

;j,8

.a

!UI'lctior'l of the alwninum ~QnU::nt in NiFQ:Z_XAlx04 sinQl€! crysta18, U8iI1~

an inte;r;:J;:erQrnetrlc methoil L4].

Sing!.~ cry.s;;t;,.l~ W-8;t;"e" qXQW1\ t:rom ~ PbO-e:zo~ ~1\J.X b~ :9l0w c::oollng. Th~

melt compQ~iti9Jll ilbO-Or32 E'Ii:;,'l;03-0,23 NiFe2_xAl~.P!l (mole!!:), contain!:
~n~i~rably

growth. of

lIl9rljl B2 0:;!'

t.h~

pur~ t-liF~Z04'

the one used by Rybaljs.k..aya et.al. [5J for

th4t

i~

th~

1 PbO-O.07 B 0 -O.:U N;LFe:P4 (moles). The
2 3

sat.u.rat.ion temperature of thi!!: melt i!: r~port~d to b~ 12S00c. w~ h;,.v~
cho!:t;'n a hiqhe:r 820) CQnten.t in order to re(]uce t.ho!!! evapOration of
to

dimini~h

the

oo:r.ro~ion

wlth composltions or x -

By c::ooling

of

th~ pla~inUIII

t;.Q

eoooc .,t

and

We h.o,ve tlBe<l melts

0, 0.15, 0.30 and 0.45 in 2!;iml P;!,a.1;.:!,111,lffi

th~!:Oe melts from l~OO

le,,-chlll.q away flUM

~r1,1~,:I,b""3::!;i..

~bO

C)rl,lc;l,~l.es.

~ I.tI.te of ZOe/hr and after

resid~~ in a mixtl.lr~ of h!;lot. Q~,).I.,It.e ;:,,~et1c acid .an~ nitric:

at::ld, octa'heg:r;.."lly shaped cry~t.lll~ up to 4. rmn ip. Q:;i.mens;l.Qn o!I.long the edge

lAl!

M..!::;L.:l,'

melt

cAl!

---.--.---

("'toms Al par form. unit)

A

~

'\)l,llk

~ry=-tal

ll'l.m)

)U

J

Am

• I

0

O.lD]S

0.B'J6
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0.15

0.09

O. B321

0.8321

201

a.8l06

14S

C

I).

lO

0 ...

O. !)103

0.15

0.38

0.8281

~

0.1;0

Q .23

0.92%

r;

mdgn~tl.z.dtion

0

D

tdlJ.l~

~urfal:c

Ddtd on

t.:umpo~ition,

latti~e:

t::on!:;t.drlt.

(-G~\.,lS;)

93
O.S~OO

120

I

and ml:l.gneti:z.dtion for
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0.4 Pbl207""O.6 N1F~1.1~).Q.6Q1 wa~ u50~d. Sinl1le (a:ystAAts with dimcn:=;iOr'!.!1 up

t<? J

mm ""'~Y,"~ ClI)t:.•~.in~cL

ill Tabl€.- 1.

'=onOl3nt.ration!:i
mea.~'.lI:·~d

tl~-e

w~re

...::alcl.1.lat€.-rj "f:l,t;.h the .aid of

intensities of

pur~

F~r

Al and fib

Gomput;Lng program u!!;iil.<l t-liE4

&.

~~

~til..r'I.da~a8.

t.hu~ oot.aine/.l with sint-€Iyo;:::d internal ~t~r.<?ard~ of

y.€I;S.l,l,lt==ll

w~th

x - Q,O, 0.5 artd 1.0

0.0),

.~tom!M

t.he

Ni,

tn~

degree: of

ar.ccm;;:1~y wa~

On .:;omparin9"
Nil"e2 .. i~txu4

found to be Jj4;t.ter th-tl.ll

,Per for-mull:!. I.}.nit..

.ac:cur~cy

lililit.

Th~

~.l.UII\inum

is fOl.Ind for the ~b2P207 f'll).x.

con ..... /!"r'lt.ratiOZ1==l1 ;LII the

cry~tC\l~ o'));"oE!

1.ower

A1 U ;("e:;p) t'"~t\o in tho!!:: melt is o)):)out
2 3

T)i<?

twic€- ,Jl?- high a~ th~ to?\tio :i.r\ t-l"\e c:ry~to/1l~. The P"b ~oIItcnt o[ the ':;:t;"y::;;t.al~

A12Q);F~2QJ

ro)t;.io of the melt lnc;(l3as.C!~ dudIl<;l <:3'~o"'th.

;S.~I"jr.~g;!l:t:.ion c:o~fficle"t £Ol-:" Al,

jI.).

~.::r-e.tl.l"e

or

tn-t:!

defined a8 the mala: HLtio

Ir

k/II. 1 " rA)!I"'H'O)]1
["VI"lH'C}] m~ 1t
crY!:ita; l

Cr":l8t~,L

t.h~
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can c:x.plo/1in

(1tl)

th~

f.ac:~t f-!:l.e!:!,

abElel"lce of c::onc:entto!l.tion

and qiv:Jng

-1:1.

gr~dicnt~.

!:iurf&.c-e- l""t-tic::c c:on!:lt.a;)t ,

."nd from

powdered

8aItlpl~~.r

thi5 .z:cs.ul1;.ing .t.n a b~l~ l~ttic-e constant. uall'1Q

s:otMd&:rd the obtained accural:!Y was: .)bOut

up to 0.4 pm lli9her t.han. the bulk

AI, content on thG'

s1,J,~face c~n

~lightly

L'~spon:;;iQI~

'f~QPl

conoentrat.loI'l.

tne

Ve{la.~d

th;t.::;;~

fer

gradi~nt

in th-e

pm

a.oj

at:o~

highl;!:%' pb

.a .8102

o

~a.002

18tt:.ic::~ con!Otant~_

be up to

tho)n in the bulk. althoU9h a
als() be

a.~

A,.

Th.:l,$ !IMEl;:t,ns

tn~t

the

pl!:r formula \mit higher

~ontent

on

t.h~

sut".face ean

literature it is kr'lown that :E>b

~;rySt"'l8.

l'he relation

b~twe~I'I.

r.l cont!3'nt .5ng

:re14tion in tha: N.iP'El2 .. /,1~04 8ye:telll [7].

'rhe :::!-atu.z:ation magn.;tization M8

ot

the G.ry!?Pt.i1.115 il5

dctarmi:n.~Q.

u.;:1.ng

~

0.834

E

S 0.832

.....
c:

I'll
..1/1

c:
0

'-'

0.830

<I,J

u

.....
rtf

0.828

o

0.10
0.20 0.30 0.40
x .
atoms Al per formula u nl t

l;;L9'U:re 1;: Bulk lattit=c I;on~tant VB. aluminium I;ontent
Str,,-lQht li.rt.e

.r~pr~s.cnt~

~e8ult8

or

Schulk~s;

.l<.

in NiEoR _ ,ll,;I.:x0 4'
i x
an~

el..;).sse [7].
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fo·~r~a.sy bal~m:c.

fTom tho.::

~.amo.:

~"\bO\.lt .!. :'1':tc..J"~ :..m -1 (±

5

2:. The

plott,=d .in figure

th~

~:::ain'le

Cau~~).

order- ae the-

'rhe: rch.tion

ree.~).t~

.,.r'l:

from th~ data of In4~~~ and Gorter

N.1.f03;e0.:l.

~.35;W:105

W~

find 2.29HI05

Am-I

~

'rho: VdL'il2liOn 111 Ms 'I'1:i.th1n

m.c:lt is of

'2.1~

Am-~

/229

5ingl~

c~yeJta.ls

M.5

q~o~n

thii3: l:w:!ing

.'lna I'll c:onl:~l1t is

l.ow,e,.l' than the

v~ll,l~!;

c.slc:ulated

~;sing x-ray dc:n:;itiei3:. For P~x"€1

G~I,lS~)

Gaus;s), obtb.intE!d

of

")'CCl,l~"'~y obtained~

b~t~,=n

~omcwh~t:

1.9.1

b~t;.~h

tor

I

which

i~

vtE!ry C10s.e: t.o. the

LPJ:;-gXQWn nickel ferrite filll18 on

o
(111) -M90 ~\.lb8tril,t-e9- P'.'='r PQlycrys;tallin~ NIFe 0 41 :~d.. nt€lrl.3:d .st 12S0 C ll'l.
2
1
S
o~ygt3'nr w,=, Hnd 2,1;iSt;lO AilI- (26s. Ga~9.9) ". little hightE!r t.han XePQrt4d. by

Bli:'&~:;;.r:- and

I:.h~t 1a :::,S9>c~05 ;un-I

GOrter1

.....,.
Vl

{25B

G;1!L1i~!!I).

xl0

2.5

250

UJ

'iE

::J
I"\l

8

2.0

200

c

s

S
c
0

0

......

.....

III

III
N

.....,
cI.!

150

1,5

+

c

Q)

c

+

O'l

III

E 100

D'\

III

1.0

+

c;
0

E
c

-....
0

III

rQ
L

::J
.....

N

0.5

50

L

:::J

rn

ro

Vl

Vl

o

0.1 0 0.20 0.30 _
0.40
_x
atoms Al per formula u ni t

'f'i,)I)'('e 2: :!i:.)tl.u':;;I,tiQn m;,.got=':ti:r.:ation v,,_

SttCli9hl
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lin~ toE!P:t'oE!8.:tl.ta

~lu.miniUIII cont~nt

r-e9u:tts

c,t

x Itl. NU''=2_ ill.l Q4x
x

B).J!I.:;'::;~ and Gorter [9)_

W~8

~a.er1

for t:hll!!: atriction ItIe4S\lrcment~. A!: thi:: !:ys::t.;!:m i!; tr'9at~d ;1.11 d~tail

in re£e:t'emc:e [4 :1, ~ confine Dur~clvq:~ to

~ri~f ooJ;O~;I:;";lption of the pr111~:I.pl~,

;'!

In this; moetMQ, thIS $..,.mplE! 1s placE!a 1n a Mgnetic field :1 , the induction
0
ba1ng slowly increaeed.

f~om

Te~l8.

0 t.o .2

h sm8ll a.c. modulatip.g fiq:l¢

of th. o<oe< of 100 A.m"1 i8 81.\\""'1'<>8ed on <hi8 Hell!. The

f~~q""noy

~1

fl of

the rtIOdIJ1Eltin9 field i!:S of the order of 100 H!l!:. TwO :;.t1:ictions w1tl .lrise
ouf;. Qf thesE! Ueld,s,
8.r'I.

a.c. s;triction ).1

;;J.

slowly changing >'0 corre8pO:nding toO the field fiQ"lInd

cQ~;(€IsponQinQ'

:tn rir,p.lres 3a 8.J'J.d 3b. We .now

to. the:- field H1 • This 8itUCitHm

~a!mr~

\

il:i pre!>cntcd

.a.!: a function Qf HQ witt! constil.nt

amplitu~ of 1:11 .and i t i!:O cas;y to ~how that ~l/H~ Gq1,l~18 the tjerlv.o.tive of

the AO -Ho wur .....e !So thl!t, upon int~gration of thi-io qual"l.t,:!,:I;.y wit1"l r<El8DE!ct t.o Eo
~itt:.

the ori9indl C1.l.rVt:: i:; re.:;torcd. The m.c:.asurc;:_nt of ),,1 1s done
Michel!;on

int~rflSromate:;t;.

a

Its sensitivity i8 stabilized &98.in8t t:..II!!:mperaturc

mod1.l,l.ating fi~ld. Thi.;. rti!;l,l,l,ts in

Qf f~equenGY :f1 as tow a.s 10-

14

Dl..

1;1.

s-ensitivity to vi.b.ratiOuELl

.a1n~litlJ.de:8

ThiH i~ HlJ.f£i;:;ient:. t.o ~t~rmi~ !Mgn~t.o

at:rict1otJ. in very 8ma.ll 8a.t1:1plea.

A

I

Ho

0

pole

pole

I'll

-----+

H,

A

-H
mod.coils

Fi9U~EI

3;:l~ The.

FigLlr~

]Q~Th~ r~lat.;t.Qn
~t

Oj1;t;;t;.;mqernent of the sample between the poleH of

bl8't.w'3el1 thi3' :it;(;\.ctiQn A. Q

,reSP<elctively.

~n~

th~

el~c:tro-

"'1 'l\nd the fiel(]s 13

0

lind

unt.il t.he s:"mpl.e 18 BatU:t.&.~t!;d, ilnd stating th,,,,t;. th~ ~I;I;Qmp(l,nying e:triction

i;S:i. 1.dEl'l"I.ti.cnt with tl"te: s~tur./:ltion ~tri.ction A~(or :A

i t

i~;

pol~s

put. between the

of the

ma'1n~t..

100

, Alii' etc. in the ca!Oe

We did, in fact,

j.H'ecaotions to ensure this assumption to be o;orrl?-ct. Th.e

tOf,l.~e

80m..;!'

~tri,=tiOrt

of tho:,

~:5l

':lrown cry~t~l~ w!!i!:< rlet~rmined t.h~ fir~t tlm~ they we~o:, p~t. ~flt.o t.he magnet.it:;

v~t1)'3'

l:\llt :i.:ra

g~n~r.'il

not to t.hor;:

l\ ~~cond I:"'ompli{;~t.ion

(ii)

il)9.id~

'\]al~

found from the firBt

mo:,~51.1!;,G'~nt.

!!irises from tho:, differenc~ in fi.cld ~t:r~I'I.gth Hi

a(ld Hu outeHl,o€' tho:, Gt:lmple; dl,Uil to the! magn.ctic pelt:!:!S fot'med

:::;\Jl"faC'~

magnC':'ti~at.ion

on

~t

th~

of the ::l-a.mple. The relation between the? two fie Ide.

i8 19j

;r "

(I+N III -1)

r

Th~

("Jf t'he Silmp),l?

~~

1

ri7.:1ativc permeability \.I

III 1:1)-e ('·."et! 0': tho:, ¢.
['"lJ

lit.

~

r

ie. different ror thl';; two

~

1J

':':'

Oenneabi~:tY

f..2

perro.€1011b~,

_ fic:lo w.c must u!;!: the normal

imd in t.he case or the ,.J,.C.

H': ....!.. (~)
rnu.!:<t b~ u~-ed.
rr
H
Bor lio

fi~ld

O

U

During

U. ty;

fi!:ll.l~.

~fined

the rever.sible

mo!l~~l,lr~mcnt th~

va.lueB
\-1 0
t
of t.h8 H~lds; outdJe the ::;.&.iD.ple a.re me~s~iI:'@O, but t.he ~t..ril::t:.H'fl is detepninc:d

IJ

rr

On the- f.io:!ld at);"o:,\~9tli 1~ different, the ealculat1(J11 of thl;! intc9t".t:I.l

f ~
HI

dH
0

m~lst 1.no;l\Jd~

a corrc:ct.lOn [0:':: tl)ia

t!f.:to:,~t.

=:;.e.rnpl~:iI used tl)<;E! ct.:,.m".gl"\~tizing fac:tor N is about 0

lC::!::!5- them 10'\ [or al.l..

p:z.-opc~tion09.1
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t.o t.hl"l

In thc

ca!5~

Ijf the

_:2, ;"no the: valut!: oJ: 1.1.rn

Cr.Y5t~1~.

1;.~8cl"lpt:l..td.l

i ty X of. the m;:lt€l:(t.1.l.

'!')~e

fo:rce f:x :1.0 the

X-dlk"ection on il 9T11...'l.U (:!J:'Y9t")'l in

.!l.

non-uniform fiQ:ld 8 i!: qivc::!n by

- d~riv~u [10] that th~ elOtlgatiot"l u rea~ltinq from the fo,;cEt P wj,ll, b~
x

"X

UTl'..s...

28

the: :.:oung'

~

(~H
H
~
ax

Q

~H
+ H ......2

6

.and 10

of the 6usooptibility .of X
a sample lenc;th of 1

~nQ
It

fQI),GQ lA =
i~

=

3

i t.ion

0.0

.

We

-2

for

O:;.5lo:;ulat~d

~Ho

Tx

and

t.hi~

~fll

Tx

~lon9~tion 8.!i~umin9'

.

.l:"e~pe~tLv~ly:

10 1 the Young's mol;1lJlu5 v;:t.lue ;"5 1.0

n

.a

11

v~lue

Nm-

2
J

~n~ the ~9~;t;e-9P9nQ.;I.['Ig ,';lot.~;!,t;t;l,Qn),!: ~_~xl0-1D_

obviou!s that thi!S e£fe.;:t

COrtlpO~

r.m

l~

1
4
and field :strengt.h 110 - 1015 Am- and I:ll - 10 Aro-!

Il:im

~_2)(10-13

)"

~oIlmple:.

modl.llu!O of the:

fie:ld gr8.dic:nt.!O of 10

ax

1

i~

n~gligible

for Our

m.)9neto6tri~t1Qn

ml.!.:ln

....-I:Ilu.c

(;UI~t:!.UU\t

"II

;.

'111

2:1. 3

III

of

!se.mpl~~ r

'lll

but .l.n

~t~l".Ida.rd

devloi'tion
21.9

1.4

20.9

o. ")

1"1.1

O. ,

16.1

Q. )

"

20.5
0.10

21.0

22.0

19.9
20. )
~1.3

0.:;;)

17.9
16.9

0.28

16.2
I "S.• 7
I

~.~

Ih,

~
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':'r"lCl i.n figure: 4. Th~ me.an valUl=l of ).,111 wa.s c«l~ulatcd from the value~ £01..Uid

rl::om

ol t; fl";l rent

tl:lbulateo

~-t:l.lllfll~~ or E:.,.~h c:ompo!5iton.. The .standard do!:lVi~t.iQn 0' i~

give:

t.Q

8.1'!

im.l.n"eBs;l,~n of th~ :Sf?re~.:s of th~ results.

HOffiOqp!!I'I.~OU;s' NiFP!!2_xA17.o4 81rtqle crystals

(0 :::; :.c :5 0.39)

aroF'.; obt~ine:d

fl:::"cm a PtG-B2Q3- ~nQ f);"om ?J. "b"P~07 fl.~x by ~).Qw C;Q~ling.
~he

{'"on.st<lntl;..

1l:l.t1:ice

saturation magnet.it.8.tiofl and

mtJ,!Jnetof.lt~iQtion

(I-. 1111 acc:rca~c: with incrca=:oing aluminwn cont.ent. FoOr

C:;'.m!j:t-t::t.nt

6
Ni.Yc 0.:j. ve.ry good agreement is found with the v'lll\le (""21.6:.:10- )
2

lit~rat\JrGi:

!')1..\.l::'PE!-

q~v~n

C21. This prow:s that la:::;c::r intcrfcrom<:try i:::; well a.ult.ea

tna-gnetoatxictlon rneaau);"ementa. in the C;t1!;13 of s;;mall
c:rys:;tal::;" 1n most

t:lxp~riHll.'!"nt.s;;

it

i~

f~rro-

in

fQy"

and ferrit'Oagnetlc

po=:o:::;iblc: to !!::ol=i'e ......1 th the -compl:!.c;.,.t;.;\'ons.

·6

xl0

-24~·----,-----,-----r-----"

c
0

...., -22
<.J

....,
u1

0
....,

-20

«J

c
~-18

E
c
0

-16

-t--'

It!
L

:::J

..-

ro

14

u1

o

0.1 0
0.20
0.30
O.Li 0
"'toms Al per formula unit - - x

l'"i(jl"\r~ 4: Tl'f": :::;atura.tLol'! m..J,gro~tos;triction AUl v~. aluminium content ~ in
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S.inc~

the

d~eI~a~~

of A111

i~

l~!5~
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ABSTRACT
Results are reported about. the 1..PE growth of
Ni(Fe,Al)204 films 9Town onto (100),
and On

(110)

and (Ill) MgO

ZnGa 0 4 , Zn(Ga,Al)20ij and Zn(Ga,l:'e)204 sub2
strates using a PbO-3 0 flux. For small film thicknesses
2 3
and small lattice mismatches elastically deformed films,
(Ul)

showing no stress relief, can be grown on the spinel substrates, Interdiffusion between film and substrate occurs
to a small extend when spinel substrates are used. Far
films grown in tension positive .uniaxial anisotropies are
found and stripe domains are observed at the film surface.
It is shown that the anisotropy can be explained by the
5t~esS

in the film and the negative magnetostricticn con-

stant of NiFe _ Al 0 . Crack-free films with "- uniaxial
2 x x 4
anisotrOpy energy exceeding the dcmagneti~ation energy
arc obtained when the misfit is lower than 0.03 A and
0.50 c x ( 0.65. For those films the stripe domains can
be contracted to bubbles with the use of a bias field.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A stress-~nduced anisotropy N~ is present in
spinel epitaxial films when a stress

0"

is present in

the spinel film at room temperature. When A is the
magnetostriction constant of the film, the stress-induced anisotropy can te caloulated as

K~ ~ -3/2 • AlII • a

(1)

for films grown on (lll) substrates.
The stress a at room temperature [1] can be calculated
as
0" =

a -a
~
a

[(l-n)

f

+ n (a f -a s )lIT)

l~

v

(2)

tulk room temperature lattice parameters
of substrate and film respectively.
thermal expansion coefficients of substrate and film respectively
liT

difference between d@postion temperature
and room temperature

£

Young's modulus

=

Poisson ratio

"oJ =

n = fractional stress-relief ( 0

t~ ~

1).

For small misfit (as-a ) values and thin films,the
f
film is strained elastically to bring the lattices of
film and sutstrate into register at the interface

(n=O).

For higher misfit values and thicker films it is assumed that the film takes on its equilibrium free lattice
constant away from the interface so that it is

essen~

tially unstressed at the deposition temperature. The
misfit-stress is relieved by the formation of misfit
dislocatiOns. Since the strain energy increases with
inoreasing film thiokness, there is a critical thicknesS, he' above which it becomes energetically faVOurable to fOrm misfit dislocations [2).
b

'1+ lIlla

f

(Sl1(a -a jJ
5
f

[In(r/b) + IJ

(3 )

where b is the Burgers vector and r the dislocation
strain-field radius.
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When stl:ess-l:eU,ef occun, at the depostion temperature
(11=l)

anO When the film is considered to behave elasti-

cally on cooling to room temperature a stress develops

due to differences between
Intermediate situations

and CIs.

Cl.

f
(0 <

n

< 1)

are also possible.

In a previous article [)) a stress-induced anisotropy was reported in LPE grown Ni(Fe,Al)Z04 films. On films,
grown in tension (as> af) upon ZnGa 0 4 substrates, a 5e:<"2
pen tine-like domain pattern could be made visible with
Ditter fluid. Since for these films cr > 0 and All1 <

0

a positive stress-induced anisotropy results. In this article we report about the growth and characterization of
Ni(Fe,Al)204 films grown upon MgO, ZnGa 0 , Zn(Ga,Al)204
2 4
and Zo(Ga,Fe)204 substrates.
II, THE GRONTH OF Al- AND Fe-SOaSTITUTED ZINC GALLATE

SUBSTRATES
In order to grow compressive and tensive
Ni(F'e,Al) 204 films,substrates are needed with different lattice COnstants. The substrates are based on

A)

ZnGa 0
(a ~ 8,336
which can be grown from a
2 4
o
ZnO-Ga203-Pb2P207 melt bY'slow cooling [4]. Octahed~~lly shap~d crystals with {lll}- facets o~ dimens ,ions up to 6 nun along the edge could be obtained.
When A1 0 or Fe 0 is added to the melt doped zinc
2 3
2 3
gallates are obtained w~th lattice oonstants respectively lower and higher than 8.336
lattice cOnstants of the

crys~als

~.

(Table~!).

The

were determined by

x-ray diffractometry by measuring the Bragg's angles
from planes parallel to the (111) " facet face.
from polycrystalline standards a
found between composition and

l~near

latt~ce

S~nce

relation was

oonstant in

the Al- and Fc-substitvted ZnGa 0 4 systems ... the compo2
sition near the surfaoe of the crystals could be determined from the lattice oonstants.

Al~hough

the

surface compositions of crystals obtained from one
melt. composition are rather cJ.ose to each other, we
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always find some composition range. Concentration
gradients in the melt during the growth or slightly
different growth rates must be the cause of this.
Wh~n

the surface compositions of the crystals are

compared with the melt composition we find for Fe a
60% higher and for Al a 40% lower concentration (Fig.
1). Also at the growth of Ni(Fe,All 0 single crystals
2 4
[5J a lower cOncentration of Al was found. The effect

!II
+-'

c

....J

ro

1.2

+-'

::::J

!II

ro
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(lI
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en
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CI)
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atoms per spinel formula unit

Fig. L. Surface

com~ositions

of Zn(Ga,Fe)204 and

Zn(Ga,Al)204 crystals versus the compositions
calculated from the Ga/Fe and AI/Fe ratios in the
melts.
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Table I.
t compositions (moles) for the flux growth of ZnGa _ Fe 0 and ZnGa _ Al 0
2 x x 4
2 x x 4
single crystals and surface lattice constants of the crystals a
(X) •
s

~Iel

x

Pb 2 P 207

ZnO

Ga 0
2 3

Fe 2 O]

Al203

a

S

0

0.40

0.48

0.120

0.20

0.40

0.48

0.108

0.012

8.348-8.351

0.38

0.40

0.48

0.097

0.023

8.36Q-8.367

0.046

8.336

0.76

0.40

0.48

0.074

0.35

0.40

0.48

0.099

0.021

8.310-8.300

0.70

0.40

0.48

0.078

0.042

8.286-8.270

8.392-8.397

was more pronounced with a

~b4~207

flux (-50%)

than with

a PbO-S 0 flu~ (-30l).
2 3
We have performed microprobe analyses on crystals
cut through the centre. Up to about 1 mm from the surface
the composition remained rather constant and was in excellent agreement with the comvosition determined from the
lattice COnstant of the crystal. However, more towards
the centre of the crystals a distinct concentration gradient was found. For the Zn(Ga,Pe)204 crystals the Fecontent decreases towards the centre, while for the
Zn(Ga,Al)204 crystals the Al-content increases. In a large
ZnGa2_xFexQ4 crystal (7 mm) grown from a melt corresponding with x

0.38 we find a value of x = 0.60 near the

surface and a value of x

~

0.3l in the centre.

the cOncentration gradients in the crystals must be due to
a strong temperature dependence of the segregation coefficients for Pe and Al, defined as the molar ratios,
kM

[M/(M + Gal]orystal /

where M

[M/(M + Ga))melt

(4)

Fe or Al respectively.

Since the crystals are grown from the melt by slow cooling
with a rate of approximately lOC/hr from 1300 o -aOO o C the
J

material in the centre of the largest crystals will be
grown at high temperatures while the outer part of the
large crystals ano the entire small crystals are grown at
lOwer temperatures. In the high temperature region
< 1; the reverse will be true
Fe
in the low temrerature region.

kAl must be > 1 and k

The presenCe of concentration gradients in the crystals is not serious when the crystals are used as substrates in LPE spinel growthJsince the composition at the
surface of a crystal is constant. The misfit between film
and substrate is dictated by the difference between film
lattice constant and surface lattice constant of the
substrate.
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III. THE GROWTH OF Ni(Fe,Al)2 Q4 FILMS
For the LPE growth we have used a melt composed
of 1 PbO, 0.13 B 0 , 0.013 NiO and 0.11 Fe 0
2 3
2 3
for the growth of pure NiFe 0 films. For the
2 4
of h1-substituted films 0.05 moles A1 0 were
2 3
to the melt per mole PbO and the 920) content

(moles)
growth
added
ranged

from 0.13 to 0.45 moles 9 °3 per mole PbO. The flux Con2
stituents were mixed and premelted in a 75 ml Pt crucible;
the total load was about )00 gr. Actually 1 wt% of the
PbO was replaoed by Pb0

for protection of the crucible.
2
The crucible was placed in a vertical )-zone resistance

furnace having a large isothermal area. The film growth
is performed by dipping a substrate fOr a certain time in
tbe supersaturated melt at a constant temperature. Afterwardz, the substrate-film combination is Cleaned in a hot
dilute aCetic-nitric acid solution. When spinel substrates
are used, the films are grOWn directly on the (111)
facets of the substrates with no other precautions than
cleaning of the SUbstrates. MgO SUbstrates are cut from a
boule of MgO using an internal diamond cutting blade.
Substrates having (l00),
cut within 0.5 0

,

(110)

and (111) orientations,

were used. Cutting damage was removeJ

by polishing with SiC and syton.
The LPE grown Ni(Fe,Al)204 films are oharacterited
using three parameters; the AI-oontent, the thickness and
the lattice constant difference between film and substrate
(misfit) .
From microprobe data all films were shown to be
spinels with a Ni content of 0.99
l?b

COr, tent

~

pu~e

0.02 atoms Ni and a

less than 0.02 atoms pb per spinel formula unit.

When the PbO, 8 2 °3 and NiO content of the melt is kept
constant,the Al-oontent in the films increases when the
A1 0 :Fe 0 );'<It;io in the melt is increased. When the
2 3
2 3
8 2 °3 content in the melt is increased, keeping the other
components constant, tbe saturation temperature of th« melt
and the Al-content in the film decrease. In Fig. 2 the
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relation between the AI-content of the film and the EZO)
content in the melt is plotted. saturation temperatures are
determined by extrapolating to zero growth rate. Supersaturations up to 60°C are used. When the melt composition
is kept constant, the Al-content in the film increases by
about 10~ when decreaSing the supersaturation from 60 to
looe •
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Fig- 2. Aluminum content in Ni(~e,Al)z04 films versus
the amount of B 0 (moles) in the melt per mole
2 3
FbO. Supersaturation during the growth of the
films between 10 and 60°C.
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The film thickness can in principle be determined by
gri.nding a steel sphere, cOated with diamond paste, through
the film. This methode, however, can only be applied succesfully when the film thickness is reasonably constant
over the substrate surface. Films grown on (100) and
(110) MgO were rough with surfaces consisting

~espectively

of pyramides and ridges composed of (Ill) facets. Films
grown on (Ill) MgO substrates are reasonably flat, but due
to the slight misorientation

«0.5°,

of the substrates

small terraces can be observed on the surface of the films.
Obviously only LPE growth on the habit face

(111) results

in a smooth surface. For films on MgO substrates the film
thickness could be determined within 101.
When films are g-rown on the natural (Ill) facets of flux
grown

sp~nel

substrates,hilloCkS are observed On the film

surfaces with he,ight up to 4 \lm and base cross sections up
to 200 11m. The hillocks are observed over the entire supersaturatiOn range used (lO-60 o e). Since for spinels (Ill)
is a habit

face~growth

may occur by two dimensional nu-

cleation or by a spiral growth meChanism. The hillocks
grow by meanS of the spiral growth mechaniSm, in which a
screw dislocation, with its Burger vector ending on the
surface, acts as a continuous step sourche. 10 literature
growth hillocks are reported in (111) spinel (6) and (110)
garnet [7,8] films, orientatiOnS corresponding to habit
faces of spinel ana garnet respectively. Since surface
irregularities seem to act as step sources the density of
the hillocks, especially when low supersaturations are
used, could be reduced by boiling the substrates for a
H P0 , but we did not succeed in removing
3 4
them completely. DetermSnation of the average film thick-

short time j.n

ness is very inaccurate when large hillocks are present at
the film surface. when the surface of the film is illumirwted with Thallium light (A " 0.54 )Jm);o thickness variatiOns are made Visible. In figs. 3a,b and c Thallium light
photographs are shown for films grown from toe same melt,
with the same dipping time, grown with increaSing supersaturation and as a consequence with increasing average film
148

thickness. At the highest supersaturation

crack~

oan be ob-

served,while at the lowest supersaturation individual
small hillocks are present.

z_x Al x 0 4 films with
grown onto ZnGct204 substrates,

Fig. 3. Thiokness variations in NiFe
0.16

*x

~

O.~8,

visualized by interferrometry

usin~

Thallium light

(A=O.54 A). Depostion time 10 minutes and growth
temperature; 92SoC (3a), 947°C (~b) and 975°C (30).
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The stress in the film results from the misfit between
film iJnd substrate as described by Eq.
tl,on"l stress-relief

'I

(2). l'llien the frac-

is zero the growing film

elastically and the substrate remains unchanged
thickness »

~s

deformed

(substrate

film thickness). The lattice constants are

deho,rmined, uSing double crystal x-ray diffractometry,
[rom the Bragg's angles of planes parallel to
When a

f

(111).

and as are the bUlk room temperature lattice con-

st,(lnts of film and substrate resl?ectively and

a~ is the

me"sured lattice constant of the film on the substrate,
uetermined from a film plane parallel to the film surface,
it can be shown that for n-O.

(a~f -

as) = ~(a
l-\)
f -

a~)
~

(5)

Since for spinels the Poisson ratio is about 0.3 it follows that When

~=O,the

../..

measured misfit 68

1.86 da, in

which 6a is the bulk misfit.
When 100% stress-relief occurs Ott the depostion t@mp@ralure (n=l) a stresS devellOps due to Acr en AT which also
causcs a deformation of the spinel film. Using high temperature

diffractometrY,we have d.,termined the thermal ex-

pansion coefficients for MgO, NiFe 2 0 4, NiFeL.SAIO.S041
l.nGu 2 0 4 and ZnGal.SAlO.504. (See Table l).
Table II.
I
a(oC- )

Thermal expansion coefficients

for film and substrate materials (20-1000
compound

MgO

x 105

1.30 ~ 0.10

ZnG<l 0
2 4
ZnGai. SAIO. 5°4

0,95 ~ 0.05
O.!lO ~ 0,05

NiF"'204

1. 00

l'IiFe 1.51\.1 • °4
0 5
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Cl

! 0.05
0.95 :!: 0.05

o

e).

For the substrate-film combinations used in this study
a f -as is

-5

a~out

-1

0

+ 0.05 10
C
(spinel substrates) or
about -0.3 10- 5 °C- 1 (MgO substrates). With ~T
900°C
12
2
and E - 1.6 10
dyne/cm [9] a stress in the film of respectively +0.1 10 9 and -0.6 10 9 N/m2 is calculated (n=l),
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Fig. 4. Lattice parameters at for NiFe2_xAlx04 films
with 0.16 ~ x ~ 0.18 versus the growth temperature
for films in tension (0) and in compression (e).
Solid line indicates af' determined from the
relation between composition and lattice parameter,
dashed line at (n=l) and dashed-dotted line at
..i.

(n=O). The values of a f are calculated from the
stress in the film for the two extreme situations.
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at

r.esulting in a lower, respectively higher value of
compared with a .
f
In conclusiOn: when the misfit is not too small;the state
of stress can be followed, for a film with a fixed COmposition, grown upon a fixed substrate, by measuring a~
and knowing the values for

n-O and

f

n~l.

In Fig. 4 experimental and theoretical relations between
.L

as' a f and a f al:e presented, clearly showing the change
of atwith changing n.

IV. THE DOMAIN STRUCTURE OF THE FILMS
When a stress is present in the film at room
temperatu~e)a

uniaxial anisotropy energy results ac-

cording to Eq.

(1). From magnetistriction measure-

ments performed on NiFe _ Al 0
Single crystals (for
2 x x 4
x=o to 0.3) by means of laser int.erferrometry [5,),0],
A~ll

it i5 shown that

is negative and /Alli/ decreases

0.

with increasing Al-content. For pure NiFe
2
6
Al1l
-22 10- and from linear extrapolation it is found

=

that Al11 approaches zero for x

tv

Alll as

0.8, Knowing

a function of the AI-content x in the film)we are able to
S

calculate the stress-induced anisotropy energy K

u

Eunction of x for different misfit values assuming
The

resul~s

as a
~

o.

are presented in Fig. 5 with the lattice con-

stant of the substrate as a parameter. From this figure it
cf~n

be seen that when the misfit is hi.gh enough the stress

induced-anisotropy energy exceeds the dernagneti>.<ation
energy 2TIM2
S

sing Al

(M

s

conten~

=

saturation magnetizatiOn). With increa-

in the film the miniumum misfit required

to aohieve this situation decreases.
When Ni(Fe,Al)204 films are grown on MgO (2a ~8.42A),
o
no domain pattern could be observed. Obviously stress-relief occurs at the deposition temperature due to the very
large misfit and a compressive stress is present in the
film at roam temperature, resultlng in a negative stresstnduced anisotr·opy. On spinel substrates however, were a
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Fig. 5. Theoretioal values for the stress induoed anisotropy versus the aluminum content and the lattioe
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the aluminum content in Ni(Fe,Al)204 is given.
The dashed part of this relation are the values
obtained by extrapolation. The values between
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u

s
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closer lattice fitting is obtained, serpentine-like domain
patterns are observed when films are grown in tension
s
s
(K > 0)
while for films grown in compression (K < 0)
u

'

u

no domain pattern is observable anymore. When cracks are
present in the film the stress is relieved along the crack
and the domain pattern vanishes (Fig. 6). In all
NiFe _ Al 0 films with x ranging from zero up to 0.65
2 x x 4
domain patterns are observed provided the films were grown
in tension and not too large misfit values were used

(~a < 0.05

1).

In general the

width of the

magnetic

domains decreases with decreasing film thickness and with
increasing

~aturation

magnetization of the film (Fig.

7a,b) .
When a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the
plane of the film,the width of the domains with its magnetization in the same direction of the field increases,while
the width of the other domains decreases with increasing
field. When 0 < K

u

< 2rrM2,the domain pattern becomes difs

fuse and finally vanishes when the field is increased
above a certain value. When Ku

>

2

2~Ms

however, the domain

pattern starts unwinding and the domains with their magnetization opposite to the direction of the field contract

Fig. 6. Bitter domain pattern observed on a NiFe 2 _ x Al x 0 4
film with x = 0.11 grown onto a ZnGa 0 4 sUbstrateJ
2
showing the vanishing of the pattern near the
crack.
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Fig. 7. Bitter domain patterns observed on NiFe
films with x

=

0.58 (7a) and x

=

Al 04
2 -x x
0.63 (7b) grown

onto Zn(Ga,Al)204 substrates.

to cilindrical bubbles with increasing field. When the
bias field is increased further)the bubble diameter decreases by about 25% and finally the bubble collapses.
(Fig. 8). Given a certain film, the field at which the
bubble collaps is not very well defined. When some serpentine-like domains are still contracting towards

bubble~

other domains are already in the bubble state, while some
bubbles are already collapsed. Some bubbles only collaps
when much higher field strength are used. When, after
complete saturation of the film, the magnetic field is
reduced to zero,the serpentine-like domains become visible
again, but in some areas they are completely absent.
When the film is demagnetized by heating for a short time
above its Curie temperature or by moving a demagnetization
pen over the film surface)the original domain pattern is
obtained again. In general, crack-free NiFe _ Al 0 films
2 x x 4
with K > 2~2 are obtained when 0.50 < x < 0.65 and the
u
s
films are grown in tension with a misfit lower than about
0.03 A.
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Fig. 8.

Bitter domain patterns observed on a
film with x

=

NiFe2_xAl~4

0.52 grown onto Zn(Ga,Al)204

without (Sa) and with an external magnetic field

H perpendicular to the film,
H
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=

95 Oe (Sb), 190 Oe (Sc) and 290 Oe (Sd).

V. ANISOTROPY MEASUREMENTS
The uniaxial an~sotropies in the Ni(F@,Al)204
films are measured using a torgue meter. Therefore,
after the growth of the films on the (lll)-facets of
flux grOwn substrates, the crystals were shaped in
such a way that one substrate facet with a film on one
side was left.
The anisotropy is calculated as
2
). M ' + 2 TIM
(6)
M.V
s
s
s
Theoretically Eq. 6 also contains a contribution of
the magne~ocrys~al anisotropy Kl [11J. This contribution
however, is very small and falls within the limits of
inaccuracy.
:!\.V. is obtained from the torque measurement. Ms'V, is
determined using a faraday balance and Ms can be calculated when the volume Of the f~lm is known. For films
grown on spinel substrates however, inaccuracies up to
25% are present in the calculated Ms values caused by
inaccuracies in the determination of the film thickness
(growth hillocks).
K

u

=

(:!\ • V

When the composition of the film is know Ms oan be taken
from li terature.
In calculating Ku from Eq. 6 the small dimensions of
our sp~nel substrates results in large inaccuracies. A
2 ~m thick film grown on a triangular facet measuring
5 rom along the edges has a volume of about 2.10- 5 em]. When
films are grown in tensiOn with a misfit of 0.02 A, K.V.
ranges from about -2 erg for NiFe 20 up to about +2 erg for
4
NiFel.4AlO.604 films. The inaccuracy of the torque meter is
2% for a 100 erg sample, but already 10% for a 10 erg
sample. The lower limit is about 0.2 erg. Inaccuracies of
10-20% are to be e~pected.
For po~ycrysta~line N~~e2041Ms = 258 Gauss according
to Blasse and Gorter [12]. For pOlycrystalline NiFe 0 ,
2 4
0
sintered at 1250 C in oxygen)we obtained 265 ± 5 Gauss.
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For NiFe204 single crystals however, grown from a PbO~B203
flu~ [5] a value of 229 ! 5 Gauss was obtained measured
over more than 10 crystals. Since the PbO-B 2 0 flux is
3
strongly oxidizing we believe that the higher M values
}
s
2+
found for polycrystalline samples are due to some Fe
in the sintered material.
Since accurate thickneSS measurements could be performed
on films grown on (111) MgO we have grown several NiFe 0
2 4
films with different thicknesses. When Ms'V. is plotted vs
V

~

straight line going through the origin is obtained.

The slOpe of this line Corresponds with 1115 '" 235 :!: 5 Gauss.
For a NiFe 2 0

film grown on a Zn(Ga,Fe)204 substrate;the
4
anisotropy as calculat@d from Eq. 6 increases by about 50%

when a 10% higher value of Ms is used.
Also the possibility of interdiffusion between film
and substrate must be taken into considerationJsince substitution of Zn 2 + and Ga 3 + in the spinel film occurs on
tetrahedral sites and will result in an increase of M of
2+
3+
s
the film when small amounts of Zn
and Ga
are present.
In a previous paper [13) we have shown that interdiffusion
occurs when lithium ferrite films are grown on MqO substrates above 1000oC. Robertson c.s.

[14) have shown that very

severe interdiffusion occurs when (Mn,Zn)Fe204 films are
grOwn into Zn Ti0 substrate5~even at temperatures below
2
4
0
e. while on MgO substrates no evidence fOr interdiffu-

900

sion was found. Interdiffusion results in broadened and/or
assymetrical x-ray reflections. which may be shifted in
the direction of the substrate reflection. For our
Ni(Fe,Al)204 films grown on MgO no evidence for interdiffusion, neither from x-ray nor from microprobe analyses.
[~ould

be found. For films grOwn on spinel substrates

however, slightly assymetrical reflections were found.
Microprobe analysis performed on a 12

~m

NiFe204 film

0

grown for 30 minutes at 870 C onto a ZnGa20~ orystal,
showed.that the film composition can approximately be
given as (1-X)NiFe 0 -xZnGa 0 . At the film-air surfaoe
2 4
2 4
x is about zerO and reaches a value of about 0.03 at
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2 vm from the film-substrate interface. The average film
composition corresponds with x

~

0.01, Using 801ycrystal0

line (l-x)NiFe204-xZnGa204 samples, sintered at 1250 C
in oxygen, we have determined MS as a function of x
(fig. 9). Starting with 265 Gauss for x

=

~Ms

reaches

its maximum Of 360 Gauss for x is about 0,15, In view of
this result the average Ms value of the 12

~m

film i5

about 5% higher than the value for 8ure NiFe 0 .
2 4
An improvement in the determination of the film
volume was achieved by uSing x-ray fluoresence. The film
grown on a

(lll)-facet was dissolved in lithium borate

and the amounts of Ni and Fe were determined. Since the
film thickness can be assumed as a constant, when inter-
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Saturation magnetization Ms versus the compOSitiOn in the (1-x)NiFe 0 - xZnGa204 system.
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diffusion occurs, the volume of the film

O~n

be calcula-

led from the density of NiFe 0 . The Obtained accu~aoy is
2 4
about 15% resulttng in a Ms = 260 ± 40 Gauss fo~ the film
magneti~~tion,

which is still too inaccurate to oalculate

reliably the anisotrory in Nife 0 films. For NiFe 0
2 4
2 4
films on MgO 235 Gauss and on spinel substrates 245
Causs is used in the calculations Of K .
u

Torgue measurements are rerformed on NiFe 2 0 films
4
grown on MgO and on spinel substrates with lattioe oon$t~nts low~r and highe~ than NiFe 0
(compressive and
2 4
tensive films); and On Ni (Fe,Al) 204 films grown in com-

pression as well as in tension on Zn(Ga,Al)204 substrates.
The resul ts are presented in table ;r:t:r and discussed in
Lhe following section.
VI.

RESOLTS AND DISCUSSION
The exrerimentally found uniaXial anisotropy

dat:a (Ku(exp)) presented in Table III are obtained using
Eg.

(6). From this equation it can be seen that the accura-

cy of Ku decreases with inoreasing Ms for a fixt aoouracy
of K.V./Ms'V.

In general the Obtained aco~racy of K.V./M~V.

increases with inoreasing Ms' The theoretioal ani50tropy
s
S (11=1)) are calculated from equations
dat.o (K
(n .. O) and K
u

(1) and (2)

for

~

=

u

0 and

Table are deduced from a

n = 1. The values of

~

in the

..L

aod a "
f
f

NiFe224 films
Since NiF€204 films on MgO substrates are stress
r-elieved at the deposition temperature [3), the stress in
the film results from f!.a and t,T on COOling to room tempe4
K is found La be in the range of -5 10 to
4 u
3 .
4
3
-12 10 erg/em with an lnaOcuracy of about 3.10 erg/cm,
4
compared with (-18 : 4) .)0 erg/cm3 theoretically, taking

rat~re.

inaccuracies in f!.a and bT into accouot. The difference
between K

u

S

(exp) and K

u

(n=1) may be due to some stress

relief .Ln the film, caused by crocking. J'he same
was found between

e~perimental

data for copper ferrite films [15J grown on MgO.
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differ~nce

and theoretical anisotropy

Table III
Anisotropy data in 104erq/cm3 for NiFe
The values of
Substrate

0,

~s

x-film

Al 04 films.
2 -x x
used in the calculations of Ku (exp) are expressed in Gauss.
M

S

S

K (r]=1l

Ku (exp)

as-af 1ft.)

-18±-4

(-5)- (-12)±3

,,"+0.09

- 30 :t 4
-4±2

+4±2

(-9)- (+6)±5

+3:!;2

(-9)- (+1)±-5

-0.002 ± 0.001

0.2-0.5 +24±5

+3±2

{+26)-(+12)±-5

+0.027 :!:: 0.005

s

II

1

K (1l=0)
u
--

u

,·lgO

Q

2J5

Zn(Ga,AlJ 0
2 4
ZnGa 0
2 4
Zn(Ga,FeJ 0
2 4

()

245

0

245

0

245

ZnGa 0
2 4

() .10-0.12

200

0-1

+9±1

+3t2

(+15)-

(+3)±5

+0.011 ± 0.001

ZnGa 0
2 4
Zn (Ga,AI) 204

0.16-0.18

175

0-1

+16±2

+2±2

(+15)-

(-2)±4

+0.020 ± O.{)O2

0.16-0.18

175

0-1

-11±-2

+3±2

(-11)-

(-3) :1;4

-0.014 :t O.{)O2

Zn{Ga,Al) 204

0.50-0.55

SO

0-0.

.j..6±2

+1±2

(+8) -

(+4)±3

+0.016

Zn(Ga,Al) 204

0.55-0.60

3S

0-0.<; +7±1

+1±-2

(+9) -

(+2)±-3

+0.023 ± 0.005

Zn(Ga,Al)204

0.60-0.65

2S

+1±2

(+5) -

(+2J±-3

+0.030 ± 0.005

{).5-1
0

0.2-0.

I

+7±1

-0.035 ± 0.005

= 0.005

In 1973 }<(:lnturek C.s. [16J have reported about cylindrical

11I~gr\"tie

bubbles in NiFe204 films grown onto MgO

substrates by means of chemical
c~d

vapo~

aeposition. The indu-

anisotropy was attributed to the misfit between film

and substrate. The existence of bubbles as well as the
given explanation is in contradiction with the results
reported j.n this article. A severe interdiffusion between
film and substrate, resulting in a solid solution between
MgFe 0 and NiFe 0 and a conSiderable amount of stress,
2 4
2 4
perhaps results in a positive uniaxial anisotropy exoeeding
the demagnetizat.'Lon energy of the film. Interdiffusion
between NiFe 0 and MgO and/or the presence of Fe 2 '1- in the
2 4
film can be cOnoluded from the lattice parameters of
"NiFe 0 " films grown by means of C.V.D. [9,17,18], which
2 4
in the range of 8.38 ~ 8.42 J\. compared With about

<l):"~

8.31 J\. for pure NiFe 0 . When NiFe 0 films On MgO are
2 4
2 4
annealed at Lemperatut:e$ of laaaoe and higher in oxygen/an
increase of the film lattice parameter is indeed obset:ved
with increasing annealing time.
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temperature (oC)

verSUs growth temperature for

NiPe 0 films grown onto Zn(Ga,Fe)204 substrates.
2 4
DepOsition time 5-15 minutes.
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On flux-grown spinel substrates;NiFe 0 films are
2 4
grown between 870 and ~OOoc (Fig. 10). Assuming a saturation magnetization Ms of 245 Gauss, the average film thickness could be determined from Ms'V and surface area. In
Fig. 11 the obtained Ku values, fOr NiFe 0 films grown in
2 4
tension on Zn(Qa,Fe)204 substrates, are plotted against
the film thickness with the misfit as parameter. It can
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Omisfit~

0.022-0.026

misfit~

0.027-0.032

•

A
A

The theoretically calculated values of KS

'e),

K~

(n=O)

(0)

s

and Ku

(~~l)

u

(n=O)

are indicated by

the zones A, B en C respectively.
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be concluded Lhat the best agre",ment between Ku(expJ
and x: (n=O)
lowest misfit

is obtained for the thinnest films and the
v~lues.

The fractional stress-relief n was

found as 0.2 for 0.5 urn films up to 0.5 for 4 um films.
When ZnGa 0
substrates are used as substrates a very
2 4
small misfit :ls present and up to about 6 ]..lm film thickness
is about zerO. Although, due to the low misfit, the rela-

'I

tive inaccuracy in Ku(exp) is rather large, the obtained
S

anisotropy data are in reasonaole agreement with K

u

(~=O).

h rather high misfit is present when NiFe 0
films are
2 4
grown onto Zn(GA,Al.'204 substrates resulting in a n between
S
u

O.S and 1 and K (exp) between K
u

(n~O) and KS (n~I).
U

Ni (P.s All 224 films
x = 0.10 - 0.12 are grown in the
o
e onto ZnGa 0
substrates. De2 4
pending on the film th;1,ckness T) ranges from zero to 1. PONiF@2_xAlx04

w~th

temperature range of

890~935

sitive anisotropies are obtained, covering the range between
S

K (T)=O, and KG (n-1).
u
u
P;1,lms with x = 0.16-0.18 are grown between 928 and 975°C.
For dipping times of 10 minutes n decreases from 1 to zero
~ith

deoreasing supersaturation (Fig, 4). The relation

between growth temperature and measured uniaxial an;1,sotropy
:LS plotted in Fig.

12, showing an excellent agreement be-

·tween measu:(ed and calculated Ku values for films grown
in tensiOn as well as in compression.
Uniaxial anisotropies exceeding the demagnetization
energies are obtained in films with X between 0.50 and

0.6~

The very high inaccuracies in K.V./Ms'V are compensated by
the low value of Ms in the Oeterminatiofl. of Ku' The experimental Ku values are found in reasonable agreement w;1,th the
calculated stress-induced anisotropy data.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Ni(Fe,Al)204 films are grown 5uccesfully oy
means of l;1,qu;1,d phase epitaxy on MgO, ZnGa 0 ,
2 4
Zn(Ga,Al'204 and Zn(Ga,Fe)204 substrates from a
o
PbO-B 2 0
flux,using supersaturations up to 60 e.
3
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Smooth and shiny films are obtained only On (111)
substrates. At the surface of films, grown onto the
(111) facets of flux-grown substrates, many growth
hillocks are present. The large defect density of the
substr~tes

will be one of the main coarses for the

occurence of the hillocks,
The compositions of the films are very close to
sto.lchiomctry and the Pb cOntent is lower than 0.02
~b

atoms

per spinel formula unit. Interdiftusion be-

tween film and substrate is observed to a small
extent when films are grown on the spinel substrates.
It is shown that the satur.:"1tion magnetization in the
NiFe 20 4 -

Zn~a204

system increaseS rapidly with in-

creOlsirlg ZnGa 0 4 content and a maximum is found at
Z
approximately 15 mole % ZnGa204.
Depending On the film thickness and the misfit
cracked or crack-free films are obtained.NiFe 20 4
films grown onto MgO substrates are stress~relieved
at the deposition temperature.

~'or

small film thiok-

nesses and small lattice mismatches elastically deformed films Can be grown without stre55 r relief on
the spinel substrates.
Prom torque meaSurements it is shown that compressive films have a negative anisotropy while positive

anisotrop~es

are found for films grown in ten-

sion. On films with positive uniaxial an;i.sotropies
serpentineTlike domain
Bitter flUid.

structure~

Crack~free

are observed. using

NiFe2_xAlx04 films with a

uniaxial anisotropy energy exceeding the demagnetization energy are obtained when the misfit is lower
tnan 0.03 A and 0.50 < x < 0.65. In such films the
serpentine-like domains can be oontracted to cylindrical magnetic

bubbles~with

the use of an external

magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of
the film. Evidence is presented that the uniaxial
anisotropy results from the misfit-stress in contribution with the negative ALII magnetostriction constant
of the film. The experimental anisotropy data are found in
reasonable agreement with calculated values of the stressinduced uniaxial anisotropy.
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CHAPTER XV

GEN!nAL CONCLUSIONS
At the end of the research program, started

~n

1975, we are able to give the answers to the

queet~ons

forwarded in section 1.5: We have shown that

sp~nel

ferrite films can be

grO~n

by means of liquid phase

epitaxy on MgO and on materials possessing the spinel
structure (Zn(Ga,Al,Fe)204)' In the preceeding chapters
the LPE growth is reported for the spinel ferrites:
Mg(Fe,In)2 0 4' Li O. s (Fe,Al)2.S 0 4' Cu(Fe,Al' 2 0 4 ,
(Ni,Cu)Fe204, Mn304-CuFe204 and Ni(Fe,AI)204" In a
number of cases a ma9netic domain configuration can be
made visible at the surface of the spinel ferrite
fil~$.

This domain pattern is caused by a positive

uniaxial anisotropy constant. The stress in the film
is the origin of the uniaxial magnetiC anisotropy.
~he

stress results from the difference in lattice

constants between film and substrate (misfit). For
small mis"fit values and small film thicknesses the
film grows coherently (n-O) and the stress is proportional to the misfit. For large misfit values and/or
large film thicknesses coherent growth is not possible
anymore and in this case the stress results from the
differences in thermal expansion coefficients between
film and substrate and from the difference between
growth temperature and room temperature (n=l). The
stress-induced uniaxial anisotropy K~ is proportional
to the stress a in the film and the magnetostriction
constant A of the film (K

s
U

=

-3/2 A.o). In this chap-

ter we will glance through the chapters VIII-XIV:
In chapter VIII our results are presented concerning the LPE growth of indium substituted Mgfe 0
2 4
films grown on (100) MgO substrates. From this study
we concluded that the surface finishing of the substra~es

is of vital importance in order to obtain

smooth films. We were

no~

able to produce a pOSitive
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uniaxial anisotropy in the films. At the time that
this study was performed we did not realize that due
to the high value of the thermal expansion coefficient
of tlg0.. the films showed stress relief at the deposition temperature. Since \"00 for MgFe 20 4 is negative
a negative stress-induced anisotropy
f
develops on cooling to room temperature. This result
and as > a

is in sharp contrast with the result presented by
Bas"ijnski and szymanski: They present a perpendicular
<tni,sot-ropy in MgFe204 films grown by means of chemical
o
vapour deposition on (lOO)MgO substrates at 1277 C.
The induced uniaxial anisotrOpy energy as determined
4
3
from ferromagnetic resonanoe is +12 10 erg/cm while
4
the demagnetization energy of the film is +11 10
3
erg/em . The anisotropy is reported to result from
t.he stress in the film. When the stX'ess model of
Besser et.al. is applied, assuming stress re:lief at
S
4
the deposition temperatur~ we find K = -16 10
u
S
erg/em] for these films. A positive value of K can
U

only be obtained when coherent film growth is assumed;
for '1=0 we find KS = +20 10 4 eJ:g/cm3. In rerforming
u

LPE growth on MgO substrates we

d~d

not observe co-

herently grown spinel ferrite films since when ;film
and substrate have a reasonable lattice match at roomtemperature the misfit at the deposition temperature
is too large to permit coherent growth since the
t.hermal expansion coefficient for MgO is much larger
than for the spinel ferrites.
'l'he LPE growth of LiO.sFe2.S04 and
LiO.s(Fe,Al)2.S04 films is desoribed in chapter Ix.
This study was undertaken because films with a low
magnetic moment can be obtained in the
Li

O.

5(,e,Al)2

°

.5 4

3
system, when little Fe + is substi-

t~lteo by A13+ due to the existence of a compensation

point. in the composition - 41TMs diagram. Th", derendence
of the magnetostriction constant on the aluminum content is reported in literature. In contradiction with
the results reported by Glass and Liaw (13) only
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spinel diffraction peaks were
were examined by

~-ray

observe~

when the films

diffraction. The additional

diffraction peaks observeo by Glass-Liaw are probably
due to the presence of Fe 0 as a second phase in
2 3
their films. Also our melts are not suffering from
unstability and controlled growth can take place even
for supersaturations as high as 40 0 C. At ~@mperatures
0
beloW about 1200 C there exists a broad miscibility
gap in the LiO.5re2.S_xAlxOq system; At 900°C between
x ~ 0.55 and 1.95. It is observed that under conditions
of epitaxial growth a little more Al (x=O.68) can be
substituted than expected (x=0.55). when lithiumferrite
films are grOwn on MgO at temperatures near lOOOoC
interdi£fusion between film and sUbstrate is observed,
resulting in a solid solution between MgFe 0 4 and
2
LiO.5Fe2.504. FrOm annealing studies performed on a
0

22 urn LiO.5Fe2.504 film grown On MgO at 900 C and
annealed for several periods of time at 1000, 1100 and
1200 o C, we seriously doubt the composition of "lithium
ferrite" films grown by Gambino [28] at 1150 o C. The
compositions of his "lithiUm ferrite" films are most
likely very close to MgFe 20 4 • On a theoretical base
it could be concluded that a stress-induced uniaxial
anisotropy must be present in LiO.sFe2.S_xAlx04 films
with x < 0.3S, when grown in compr@ssion on spinel
subst.ates. A

magne·~ic

domain pattern however could

not b€ observed at the surface of the films. Also f.om
torque analyses no evidence for such an anisotropy
could be found, most likely the stress-induced effect
was too small to be detectable.
In ohapter X the growth of copperferrite films
on MgO substrates is described. Smooth films could only
be obtained on (111) orientated MgO substrates. With
the aid of Bitter fluid a magnetic domain pattern
could be made visible at the surface of the films. At
first it was believed that

~he

domain patt€rn had

something to do with the tendency of the film to deform tetragonally since the crystal structure of cop-

1 71

perferr~te

ohanges from cubic to tetragonal on cooling

to rOom temperature. From x-ray analyses however, no
d .. viat,\,ons feom cubic sYllUl1etry could be found for tehe
LPE grOwn films_ By observing the domain patterns at
the surface of (111) facets of flux grown copperferrite single crystals, it was found that the pa'ttern
van~shed

when the crystals were in the cubic state and

that a very distinct pattern was present in tetragonal
copperferrite crystals. Slow cooling or quenching did
not effec't the domain pattern observed on the films_
A possible growth-induced anisotropy could be ruled
out from annealing experiments: 24 hours at 1250°, did
not effeot the pattern_ The idea of tetragonal distortion of the films came from the work of Herman et_aL
l29], They calculated that tetragonal CUPe 0 is mag2 4
netically uniaxial with the tetragonal c-axis as easy
axis_ They attempted to obtain tetragonal CuPe 0
2 4
films with the c-axis perpendicular to the plane of
the film On (,100) MgA1 0 substrates_ Tetragonal
2 4
eUFe 0 films on (100) MgA1204 have a very large mis2 4
fit since cubic MgA1 0 has a lattice paeameter of
2 4
8.09 A and the lattice parameter in the ~-di~eoticn
of tetragonal copper ferrite is ~bo~t 8_21 A_ At the
(± 800 o e) however, copperfer-

deposition temperatu.e

rite is cubic: w,ith a room temperature lattice constant
of about 8_38 A_ Since an enormous misfit is present
at the growth tempe.ature, their copper ferrite films
must I;le of extremely bad quality. For the as-grown
films Ku is reported to be smaller than ~M2 but when
o
s
Lhe films were slowly cooled from 800 e towards room
temperature, in order to "force the film in a tetragonal structure", Ku was found larger than

Z1TM~_

The

presence of a domain structure in the film was not

~e

porteo however. The crystallographic structure Of the
film was reported "to be difficult to verify"_ In 1976
Silnsa et.al.

[Z5] reported the existenoe of magnetic

bubbles in eVD grown Mn Fe0 films on (100) 11g0 sub2
4
strates. Like euFe204, Mn2~e04 is cubic at elevated
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temperatures and

beoom~s

tetragonal On oooling to
0

room temperature. The films are grown at about 850 C
at which temperature

Mn2~e04

is oubic. Th@ induced

anisotropy is reported to result from "the local strain
due to the presence of a oooperative Jahn Teller effect
which causes a tetragonal deformation of the film",
also "the lattice constant misfit between film and
substrate may produoe a strain in the film".

~rom

x-ray analyses no proof for the tetragonal deformation
of the layers could be found by the authors.
In chapter XI an

e~planation

is given for the

observed magnetic domain structure in (Ill) copper
ferrite films grown on MgO substrates. This explanation could also be applied to the

Mn2~e04

films of

Simsa et.al. Since the domain pattern could also b@
observed at the surface of films having a composition
~~n304

(I-x) CuFe 0 which are reported to be cubic,
2 4
the pattern must result from a positive stress-induced

uniaxial magnetic anisotropy which is generated when
the film is cooled to room temperature (n=l). Due to
the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between film and MgO and the positive magnetostriotion
s
constant Alii' Ku ~ 0 at room temperature. A good
agreement between

e~perimental

and calculated Ku values

is obtained, assuming that this stress mechanism is
operative. In

K~

>

2TIM~'

CuFe2_xAl~04

films with x > 0.6

making the surfaoe normal the axis of easy

magnetization.
From the experiences obtained with the 9rowth of
copper ferrite films it could be ooncluded that a
S

K

u

> 0 can be produced in LPE grown spinel ferrite

films. Also it was

clea~

that smooth films could only

be obtained On (Ill) orientated substrates. In order
to produce a high value of KS , the stress c and the
u

magnetostriction constant Alll must be large. In
general high a values can be obtained when films are
grown coherently on suitable substrates. The stress

o is proportional to the misfit

~a.

MgO SUbstrates
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cannot be used

~$

substrates for coherent film

g~owth

due to the large value of the thermal expansion

coef~

ficient a of MgO compared to the value of a for the
spinel ferrites. Substrates with the spinel structure
are required. In order to achieve the condition for
bubble materials that K ;> 2rr!-!2 Al-substituted spinel
u
s
fcrrites with a compensation point in their composilion-saturation-rnagnetization diagram are favourable.
The NiFe2_xAl)l4 system was cho05en as film material
since for x = O! 1 A1111

is rather large ·and a compensa-

tion point is present for x NO.7. The magnetostriction
constant AlII is determined
(Chapter XII!) as a
(unction of x by laser interferometry, performed on
flux grown NiFe _ Al 0 single crystals. The substra2 x x 4
tcs for the LPE growth of the films were flux grown
ZnIGa.Al)204 and Zn(Ga,Fe)204 single crystals having
naLural (111)

facets.

With knowledge ot 1.

111

, M

s

and lattice parameter

s

oE Ni?e _ Al 0 as a function of x, ~u could be calcu2 x x 4
l.ated as function of x with the misfit ba as parameter.
i~e

growth and characterization of N1Fe2_xAlx04 films
is described in the ohapters XII and XIV. Films

with different Al-contents were grown with different
misfit values. For a film with a fixed composition,
grown upon a given substrate (ba = constant), the film
deformation, measured in a direction perpendicular to
the film, appears to be a functiOn of misfit and film
thickness_ For thin films and small misfit values the
measured deformation corresponds with the calculated
deformation assuming coherent growth. Since A1Il for
Ni(Fe,Al);204 .is negative, positive Ku values are
found when the lattice parameter of the film is larger
than the lattice parameter of the substrate. At the
surface of such f,U,ms serpentine-like domain patterns
are observed. Near regions of cracks the stress in
the film vaniShes as does the domain patte:cn. With
increasing film thickness and with increasing misfit
th!l:rc is a gradual change from Coherent growth (n=O)
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to non-ccherent growth (n=l). In the non-coherent
growth situation the stress develops on cooling to
room temr?erature as el'plO'lined already for t.h'" copper
ferrite films. tor a given film-substrate combination
S
u

K

S
u

(n~O) and K

(n=l) are calculated. The experimenS

tally obtained K

u

values (torque meter) are in good

agreement with the calculated values when coherent
and non-coherent grown films are distinguished from
the observed film deformation. In those cases that
.,s > 2'IT M2 magnetic bubbles can be generated from the

u

s

domain pattern using an external magnetic field. The
induc@d anisotropy appears to be stress-induced.
The existence of bubbles in NiFe 0 films grown
2 4
by meanS of chemical vapour deposition on (100) MgO
substrates has been reported in 1973 by Kanturek et.al.
[24]. They presented nO details about these films.

In

view of the results obtained in our work, the origin
of the induced-anisotropy, necessary to produre bubbles
in (lOO)NiFe 0 film on MgO~is difficult to understand.
2 4
LPE grown NiFe 0 films on (lll)MgO are not-coherently
2 4
grown. If this is also true for the (100) CVO films
a negative anisotropy must be present in these NiFe 0
2 4
films. A positive anisotropy can only be Obtained for
COherently grown films, but with the enormous misfit
between :-JiFe 0
('" 8.34 A) and HgO('1.- 8,42 A) which is
2 4
even larger at the deposition temperature, Coherent
grown NiFe 0 films on 1-1g0 are difficult to believe.
2 4
In conolusion we can state that spinel fer~ite
films can be grown by means of liquid phase epitaxy
and depending on misfit, film thiokness and

magneto~

striction constant of the film, a ,sufficiently large
stress-induced uniaxial anisotropy can be achieved in
order to produce a magnetiC domain pattern from which
magnetiC bubbles can b@ generated.
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Aerendix A.
Th},cl(ncss measurements using a steel ball.
Consider a diamond coated steel ball whi.ch is ground
through the film according to Fig. A.l'
Since z2 + x 2 = £(2
and

(z4D) 2

(A.1)

+ y2 '" R2

(A.2)

It follows from Eq. A.l and A.2 that:

o ~ (z2 + x 2 _ y2)~ - z

(A.3)

PrOm Eq. A.1 and A.3 it follows that:

D = (R 2 _ y2)~ _ (R 2 _ x2)~

(A.4)

or
(A.5)

D

'Ihen R;:-> D, 1<-/R and y /R

.«

1 and D can be approximated

as:
(A.6)

D

or
(A.7)
with a + b = 2x and a - b

2y

c

(A.8)

it follows from Eq. A.7 and A.S that'

D '" a.b/2R

(A.9)
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A steel ball with radius R ground
through a film with thickness D.
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Appendix B.
Deformation of an epitaxially grown film due to the
misfit or thermal stress.
cOnsider a film with a thickness t
which is
f
g,own coherent epitaxially On a substrate with thickness ts'

Due to a small difference between

(1)=0).

the lattice constants of film (a f ) and substrate (as)
a stress 0 will be present in a direction parallel
to the interface. When
strate and

of

0"

s

is the stress in the sub-

is the stress in the film it follows

that:

o

(B.1)

o

(B.2)

and
<:~t$ + ~ftf

when

s~

and

t

f

is the strain in substrate and film

,espectively. In case of coherent growth the distance
between the lattice planes in a direction parallel
to the interface will be equal for film and substrate.
';v],\en

at

a~

and

are the corresponding lattice para-

meters they are given as:
(B.3)

With 6a

=

as - a
e:"

f

E:~ =

f

it follows from Eg. 6.2 and B.3 that

t
f
+ afl
ts
ts
-)
-t:.a/ (as + a f
t
f
f1a/ t a
s

-

(:a. 4)
(B.5)

When a flat material is strained parallel to its surface,it is automatically strained in a direction perpendicular to its surface. For a oircular specimum
the relation between e" and e:..L is given as [53]

(B.6)
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3y

substitution of Eq. B.4 in B.6;
....
f.

f

3ince a

2v

"'a/ (a

= - (--)
i-V

s

'"

a

»

f

t f

+
ts

5

(8.7)

!la and when t
.I-

€f

f

«

t

s

-(~) 6a
l- \) a
f

:::

(B.8)

\Ihen the lattice oonstant of the film in a direction
to the interfaoe is given by a

~erpendicular

a

..L

f

::: a

f

J.

f

(1 + ~f)

(B.9)

Substitution of Eg:. B.8 in B.9 results
(B.10)=(V.2.1l

'l'he relation between stress and strain (53) is given by.
0"

f

=

~

1- v

E:

f

=

-E

..L

2V . "f

By substituting Eq. 8.4 and when t

(B.ll)

f

«

ts
(B.U)

~he

obtained expression for

by Besser eLa!.

a~

is presented earlier

[22) for t'J"O: Equation !lI.4.ll.

The stress G in the film will be different at the
g~owth

temperature and the room temperature,since in

most cases the temperature dependence of as and a

f

will be different. When at the srowth temperature
af(T) = as(T) a stress will develop during cooling
to room temperature when a f

~

us:
(B. 13)

(B.14)

where t,T is the difference between growth- and roomt",mE'erature.
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a

s

-a f

(B.15)

~f

and
(B.16)

a"
f

This is

th~ ~quation

of Besser et.al. for

n~l

(II.4.l).

Eq. 8.16 is also valid when the misfit between film
and substrate is too
In this case

(n~l)

lar~e

to permit coherent growth.

the misfit stress is relieved by

the formation of misfit dislocations and the film is
unstressed at the deposition temperature. On cooling
to room temperature a stress
and

~T.

° develops

due to

~a

This stress causes a deformation of the film:

From Eg. B.I0 and B.12 it follows
(B.17)

By substitutin~ Of from E~. B.16 in B.17 it follows:
(B.18)~(V.2.2)
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0.2pendix c.
'l'h~

oemagneti<:ation energy Ed for a thin ferrimagnetic

Dlate with thickness D and domain magnetizations perpendicular to the surface of the plate with a domain
widtl1 d.

I+Jt Jj I:t I+It

s

[ +It

~
,,
.,
,

I

---+----

o

__ t ___ _

.

,

Fig. C.l

KOOy and

En~

[1] have sl10wn that in absence ot a exter-

nal magnetic tield and when the net
.

the plate is zero,the

.

demagnet~zat~on

magnetization of
energy per em

2

of the domain configuration, as shown in Fig. C.l,can be
expressed by

.!.§. d M2
2
s

11

in whicll

~

1 +

~

E
n-l

3"
n

2
(21TM /K ) =

s

u

1 + (l/q)

(C.2)

where q is the bubble stability factor.

Eq. C.I can be expressed in a demagnetization energy
per cm

3

of the plate by dividing by the plate thick-

ness.
d

M2 . f(d/D)
s

D

(C.3)"(VL1.6)

in which
",.

f
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(d/D)

16

""2
"IT

1:
n=1

~
n

sin 2 [~ "IT(l-e - -rrnD/d)

1

(C.4)

'rhe f (diD) can be calculated numerioally
For d «

D f(d/D) = 1.71, resulting in the eXQression

found by Kittel (45) for Ku »

2TIM:.

With inoreasing value of diD the f(d/D) decreases.
In Fig. C.2 f(d/D)
For

d »

Ed

D:

In Fig. 6.5 the

is plotted versus diD.

= 271MS2

(C.S)

demagneti~ation

energy Ed is Qlotted

verSuS diD with q as parameter.

2.0

1.5

0.5

diD -+

o
Fig. C.2

2

4

6

8

10

The function f(d/D) versus diD,
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/\,opendix D.
The determination of Ku usin..sr a ·t:.orque meter.
Consider a thin platelet of ferrimagnetic material
with saturaLion magnetization Ms and with the surface
normal parallel to the easy direction of

magneti~a

tion with Ku DS first order uniaxial anisotropy constant.

when a magnetic field +H i6 applied to the platelet,
l.n gene'(r)l ~ tends to follow Hr
When the platelet can rotate freely the easy direction of the magnetization will be in the field direction. When the position of the platelet is fixed
Q

aituDtion as drawn in Fig.

increasing value of H,

~-T

0.1

will result. With

decreases. In order to

prevent the platelet from rotatin9~when a field ~
is applied, a torque L has to be applied to the film.
When no domains are present due to the sufficient high value of H, lhe total energy of the platelet with a volume V i6 given as;

ET

=

(D.l)

[E u + Ed + Eh + Ea 1V

and the torqu .. L is given by [48]:
(D.2)

L

......
M

and

r

The angles

0;

between the surfaoe

normal of the film plane
and the magnetic field (H)
and the magnetization (M)
respectively.
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~ [Ku6in2f + 2nM:oos1p - HMscos(a-fl + Ea1V

ET

a~T/af

aE

2~M~)sin2f

= [(Ku -

(0.3)

+ HMssin(a-r)

(~~ -ll+&fa1V
(D. 4)

When H »

Hk

M and H will

be aligned parallel, re-

sulting in «"'if and "if/aCt '" 1.
X
By putting Ku - 2TIM~ = K the torque L is given by
L

x

=

~E

-K V sin 2a - V ~

(D.5)=(VI.3.i)

aa

When only the first order crystal anisotropy constant
is considered Ea can be expressed as:
2 2
2 2
2 2
(D.6)
Ea
Kl (0. 1 0. 2 + 0. 2 0. 3 + 0. 1 0. 3 )
C't

0.

Cl

1

1
1
1
76" Siol{' oosS -72 siof sinS +73 cosr

2

1
1
1
76 sinC(' cos8 + 72 sin fSin8 +73 cosf

3

2
-76 sinf cos8

M

+

1

73 cos if

(0.7)

The [111J ' [112J and (116]
directions in a cubic material and the direotion of the
~
magnetization (M) which is
defined by the angles rand c7

I

11~

e

,

.

!
I

..(',

,
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dE

a

3l.f

~2Kl((14sin1r-8)sin2r+(4/2 COS36)Sinir(3-4sin2r)]
(D.9)

~Ihen H > > H ,
k

~B

a

.~

dE
a
~ =

M and H are

aligned parallel and

(D.IO)=(VI.3.2)

Kl f(a,S)

In Fig. 6.9 £(a,B) is plotted

ve~$U$

:)<'I}:o.meter.

o
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CGS- and 51-units
~s

At present the used Of 51-units

prefered above the use

un~ts

of CCS-units. 51-units are the

in the International

System of Units. The use of this system has been

recom~

mended by the Conference Generale des poids et Measures
in 1960.
In spite of this recommendation this

d~ssertaion

has been

written in CG5-units:
In the field Of magnetic

anisotrop~E!s

in thi.l'l fi:lms the

use of 51-units is hardly adopted. In most

publicat~ons

eGS-units are used. In order to be able to compare our
results more easy with the results published by others,
CGS-units are used in this dissertation.
In the following table thE! used CGS-units have been converted to S1-unH.s.
dyne

10- 5

N

erg

10- 7

Nm

411"10- 3

Am

10- 3

Am

Oersted
gauss

-1

-1

The CGS-units "oersted" and "gauss" have been converted
into the 51-unit "Am- 1 " according to the rationalized
system of equations.
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Samenvatting
Wanneer een ferro- of ferrimagnetisch materiaal in
een magneti5ch veld gebracht wordt, ontstaat een nettomagnetisch moment in het materiaal. Met toenemende sterkte
van h@t magneetveld neemt de grootte van dit moment toe en
bereikt uiteindelijk een konstante waarde:
De verzadigingsmagnetizatie Ms' Het benodigde magnetische
veld om een bepaald materiaal In de verzadiging te brengen,
hangt af van de richting van het magnetisch veld t.O.v. de
kristallografische r1cntingen van h@t mat@riaal. Dit wordt
uitgedrukt door de magneto-kristal-anisotropie.
In de z.g. gemakkelijke richting(en) is een veel kleiner
veld nOdig dan in de z.g. moeilijke riohting(en).
Een bijzondere situatie is aanwezig in materialen
waarin slechts een gemakkelijke richting aanwezig is.
Dj,t is b.v. het geval. in barium ferriet (BaFe
0 ).
12 19
De hexagon ale C-aS is hi@rin de gemakkelijke richting.
In een dun eenkristallijn plakje BaFe,20'9 waarvan het
o~pervlak loodrecht staat op de c-as. staat de magnetizatie loodrecht Op het oppervlak. Wanneer de magnetizatie
over net gehele plal<.j e in dezelfo.e richting zou staan, o.an
zouden het bove~- en ono.eroppervlak van het plakje een
magnetische noord- en zuidpool vormen. Deze situatie is
energetisch ongunstig daar dit een hoge energie-inhoud
2
betekent (2nM s ). Een v@el lagere energie-innoud wOro.t
bereikt door het aannemen van een z.g. magnetische o.omein
struKtuur. De magnetizatie blijft in de gemakkelijke 0richting, dOch staat in bepaalde gebieden tegengesteld aan
de magnetizatie in andere gebieo.en. De oppervlaktefrakties
zijn voor beide gebieden 50 % zodat de netto-magnetizatie
gelijk aan nul is (gedemagnetizeerde toestand).
Oeze gebieden hebben vaak de vorm van serpentines zodat
van een serpentine-achtig domein-patroon gesproken wOrdt.
Wanneer een
loodrecht op het
bieden waarin de
staat grQter tEn
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uitwendig n1agnetisch velo. aangelegd wordt,
oppervlak van het plakje, worden de gemagnetizatie in de ricnting van het veld
kOste van de andere gebieden waar de mag-

neti2atie-richt~ng tegengesteld is. Bij verdere toename
van het veld kan een s i tuatie pereij{t wO;c'o.en, waarbij de
rnagnetizatie nagenoeg geheel in de richting van het veld
staat, met uitzondering van Kleine cylindervormige gebiedjes waarin de magnetizatie teqen het veld in staat, Deze
gepiedjes worden aangeduid ~ls magnetische bellen, ook
wel "bubbles" genaamd. Bubbles kunnen aIleen dan stabiel
. zijn als de een-assige magnetische anisotropie-energie
(K u ) groter is dan de demagnetizatie~energie (2nM2)
van
s
het materiaal,

Magnetische bubbles zijn voor het eerst waargenomen
in BaFe,20'9' Bubble-materialen zijn technologisch van
groot belang aangezien bubbles gebruikt kunnen wOrden veOr
de opslag en transport van intormatie in computersystemen.
De bubble-technelogie dateert van 196,0 en heeft sindsdien
een enorme vlucht genomen.
Materialen met een kubische kristalstruktuur werden
eerst niet als mogelijke bubble-materialen beschouwd, daar
deze materialen meerdere gelijkwaardige kristalrichtingen
hebben (b,v, 4 gelijkwaardige [111] -richtingen). In 1970
echter, werd Ontdekt dat een een-assige anisotropie aanwezig is in o.unne eenkristallijne plakjes van het kubische
ijzergranaat R3FeS012' waarin R een zeldzame aard element
of yttrium veorstelt. De Ku blijkt veroorzaakt te worden
door een speciale verdeling van de ~eld~ame aard ionen in
het kristalrooster. Deze o.istributie ontstaat tijdens de
groei van de ijzergranaat eenkristallen, reden waarom men
deze Ku de groei-geinduceerde anisotropie (K~) noemt.
Teneinde stabiele bubbles in de~e materialen te kunnen
genereren, dienen plakjes ter dikte van ongeveer 5/um
gezaagd te worden uit de eenkristallen. Daar dit gepaard
gaat met een groet verlies aan materiaal en daar dergelijke
pJ.akj es zeer breekbaar zijn, .zijn methoden ontwikkeld om dunne
eenkristallijne films van het gewenste materiaal te groeien
op dikkere (.:!:. 500/um) eenkristallijne dragers (substraten),
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Vloeistof tase ep;ltaxie C!iquid £hase

~pitaxie

=

LPE)

bleek de meest suksesvolle methode voor de groei van dunne
eenkristallijne lagen te zijn.
onde~dompelen

Daze methode behelst het

gedurende een zekere

tijd van een substraat in een smelt. De smelt is Overve4z~d~gd ~~n het filmmateriaal. Als oplosmiddel w04dt vaak
een mengsel van loodoxide (PbO) en boriumoxl0e (B 2 0 ) ge3
bruikt. De groei van de dunne lagen geschiedt bij een konstante temperatuur en de drijvende Kracht voor de groei
wordt gevOrm door de oververzadiging van de smelt.
VOOr niet al te dikke films (een pa<;l.r fum) en wanneer het
verschil in kristalrooster par<;l.meter tussen substraat en
film

(~a)

g~oot

niet al te

coherent aan op het

is

(~a

eenk~istallijne

misfj.tA a zal de film elastisch
De misfit-spanning

<S"

±

0.02 A) groeit de film

substraat, T.g.v. de

gedefo~meerd

zijn.

is evenredig met .... a en t.g.v. deze

<T

wordt een extra een-assige anisotropie verkregen, die de
s
spanningsgeinduceerde anisotropie (K ) genoemd wordt.

K~

=

-

3/3 .

.A. cr,

waarin

A de magne~ostrictie

kOnstante

van het filmrnateriaal is.

Bubble-geheugens op basis van LPE gegroeide ijzergranaat films zijn

z~er

ver

ontwi~keld

en zijn reeds

kon®ercieel verkrijgbaar.

Waarscnijnlijk t.g.v. h@t enorme sukses van de ijzergranaat films was er tot 1975 weinig aandacnt b@steed aan
spinel~ferri@ten

voor eventuele bubble toepassingen.

Spinel-ferrieten zijn evenals de ijzer-granaten oxiden met
een kubische kristalstruktuur. De groei van spinel-ferriet
films m.b.v. vloeistof fase epitaxie was nog nauw@lijks
bedreven. Het onderzoek, beschreven in deze dissertatie,
omvat de groei en karakterizering van dunne

~enkristallijne

spinel-ferriet films gegroeid d.m.v. vlOeistof fase epitaxie
Op eenkristallijne substraten.
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D~ie

vragen stonden centraal bij de aanvanq van

he~

onderzQek,
- Kunnen we e@nkristallijne spinel-ferriet lagen 9roeien
d.m.v. vloeistaf fase epitaxie ?
- Kunnen we films groeien, waarin voldoende een-assige
magnetische anisotropie

aan~ezig

is, om een magnetische

dOmein-struktuur te verkrijgen of zelfs bubbles te
Kunnen genereren ?
Zo ja. wat is de oorsprong van de anisotropie in de
spinel-fe~riet

films ?

Teneinde suksesvol vloeistof fase epitaxie te kunnen
bedrijven. zijn geschikte substraten vereist. De kristalstrukturen van substraat en film dlenen een zekere overeenkoms~

te hebben.

Ret rooster-parameter verschil dient niet al te groot te
zijn.
MgO en oxiden met de spinel-struktuur blijken geschikte
te zijn. De MgO-substraten werden gezaagd uit

subst~aten

gekochte MgO-eenkristallen (10x10x30 rom). Plakjes met een
dikte van! 700 j um werden gezaagd me~ (100), E110) of (111)
georienteerde oppe~vlakken. Na zagen en polijsten was de
oppervlakte-orientatie beter dan 0,5 0 t.O.v. de gewenste
orientatie.
Substraten met

spinel-struk~uur

z1jn gegroeid met een

flux d.m.v. langzame afkoeling van 1300
1

0

0

tot SOOo C met

Cjuur.

Zn(Ga,Al)204 • zn.Ga 2 0 4 en Zn(Ga,Fe)204 substra~en met
van 8,26 - 8,36 A zijn gegroeid.

rooster-parame~ers

Tweemaal de roosterkonstante van MgO bedraagt 8,42
De~e

waarden liggen dicht bij de

de meest@

spinel~ferrieten

geg~oeide ~enkristallen

A.

roo$~er-parameters

van

( 8.33 - 8,45 A). De flux

konden

di~ekt

als substraat ge-

bruikt worden. daar de kristallen van nature
facetten hebben.

(111}

In deze studie is FbO - B 0 gebruikt als oplosmiddel
2 3
voor de spinel-ferrietvormend@

oxide~komponen~en.
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De volsende spinel-ferriet films zljn sesroeid:
Ms(FE,In)2 0 4 ' Li o ,S(Fe,Al)2,S04 ' Cu(Fe,Al)2 0 4 '
(Cu,Ni)Fc 2 0 4 ' Mn 3 0 4 - CuFe 2 0 4 en Ni(Fe,Al)204'
Magnetische domein-strukturen zijn gevonden in de
koper-ferriet films, gegroeid op (111)-MgO-substraten en
in de nikkel-ferriet films gegroeid op spinel-substraten,
De dOmein-strukturen zijn zichtbaar gemaakt met z.g.
"Bitter-fluid", een colloldale suspensie van magnetise he
deel~je~

(Fe304) in een waterige oplosslng, De samenstel-

ling van de films is bepaald met een micro-sOnde analysator,
de magnetizatie MS en de anisotropie-konstante Ku ·Zijn bepaald respektievelijk met een faraday balans en een koppelmagnetosmeter. De misfit
diffrac~ometer.

~a

is bepaald met een rontgen-

Ret opl05send vermogen van een normale

diffractometer is aanzienlijk verbeterd dOOr tu55enschakeling van een germanium-eenkristal, Hierdoor werd tevens
de

~2-straling

geelirnineerd. Met de aldua aangepaste dif-

fractometer kunnen substraat- en film- rontgendiffractie
E'ieken nog goed gesehiden
klein als 10- 3 A,

~orden

voor miafltwaarden zo

Aangetoond is dat een magnetisch serpentine-achtig
dQOlein-patroon zicntpaar gemaakt kan worden in spinelferriet films wanneer in de film een

~en-as$ige

magne-

tische anisotropie aanwezig is: met een positieve anisOtropie~kon5tante,

De oorsprong van deze anisotropie is

gelegen in de spanning in de film.
Wanneer een grate misfit aanwezig is bij de groe1temperatuur (MgO-substraten) en/of wanneer de film te dik
gegroeid wordt, kan er geen coherente groei optreden,
AangenOrnen wordt dat de film spanningsvrij groeit en dat
de film-substraat passing gerealiseerd wordt m,b.v. z.g.
ffilsflt-dislokaties. Bij afkOelen van

de film naar

kamer~

temperatuur ontwikkelt zich een spanning in de film t.g.v,
een versehil in thermische uitzettingscoefficienten
tussen film en substraat.

1~4

(~)

Een ~u veroorzaakt door dit m~chanisme is aanwezig ~n de
S
koper-~erriet films op (111) -MgO-substraten. K is posi\
<:+
u
tief daar 1\111)0 is en 0<0. Wanneer Cu -~onen gesubstitueerd worden voor Ni 2+ -ionen bli j ft ~< 0 maar A111 wordt
Kleiner en kan zelfs negatieve waarden aannemen bij vOOrt2
gezette substitutie. Met toenemend gehalte Ni + in (Cu,Ni)
Fe 2 0 4 ~aalt K~ en wordt uiteindelijk negatief.
-De in CUFe 0 aanwez1ge domein~struktuur verdwijnt door
2 4
Ni 2 + toevoegen. Wann@@r Fe 3 +-ionen in cu~e204 vervangen
worden door 1'.1 3 +-10nen blij ft (1""<0 , de waarde van 111
daalt. maar de afname van ~111 is langzamer dan de afname
van 211'M~. In CuFe 2 _x Al x 0 4 films met x;;'O,6 op (111)-MgO
substraten is KS '> 2 7T M2. In derge11j ke films staat de maku
s
kelijke richting voor magnetizatie lOOdrecht Op hat oppervlak, zodat in principe stabiele bubbles gevormd moeten
kunnen worden.

A

Wanneer spinel-ferriet films gegrOeid worden op spinel
substraten met een kleine misfit, zal deze grOei coherent
zijn mits de t1lmdikte een zekere waarde ni~t overschrijdt..
T.g.v. de misfit treedt er een elastische deformatie van
het filmrooster 0p. D~ze deformatie uit zich in een meetba~e verandering van de netvlakafstanden in de film 100drecht op het oppervlak van de film. Een Ku veroorzaakt
door de misfitspanning is gevonden in NiFe 2 _x Al x 0 4 films
op Zn(Ga,A1,Fe)204 (111)-substraten. VoOr een film met
een gegeven samenst@1ling qegroeid op een gegeven substraat
bijkt de deformatie van de tilm een funk tie te zijn van
filrndikte ~n misfit. voor dunne films en Kleine misfits
komt de gerneten d~formatie overeen met de berekende deformatie vOor coherent gegroeide films.
Daar A111 voor Ni (Fe ,AI) 2° 4 negatief is. ontstaat een
positieve K~ indien de rooster-parameter van de film
groter is dan de rooster-parameter- van het substraat
en coherente groe1 optr~edt.
1'.ao het opperv1ak van dergelijke films worden serpentineachtige domein-patronen waargenomen. Op plaatsen waar de
film gebarsten is, is ge@n spanning meer aanwezig en als
gevolg is er ook geen patroon meer waarneembaar.
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De magnetostrictie ko~stante A111 voor Ni~e2_xAlx04
is gemeten voor
~x {u ,3 ,,<In flux gegroeide ~enkristallen

°

m.h.v, 18ser interferometrie. De,.l111~waarden voor

x;>O,3

zijn bepeeld d.m.v. lincaire extrapolatie.
D~ K~ in ~p~ gegroeide NiFe _ Al 0
films is berekend als
2 x x 4
funktie van he!;: Al-gehalte met de misfit als parameter
voor coheren!;: gegroelde films. De KS voortvloeiende uit
u

de thermische spanning in de film voor niet-coherent ge-

A

groeide fill115 kon berekend worden uit"\" 1 en
De experimenteel bepaalde

5
Ku~waarden

0(

komen goed Dvereen

met de berekende waarden, zoda t we mogen a.annemen da t de
geLnduceerde een-assige magnetlsche anisotropie door de
spanning in de fill11 veroorzaakt wordt. In die gevallen
waarin KS

u

> 2 n M2s

is, kunnen m.b.v. een uitwendig magne-

tisch veld bubbles gegenereerd worden uit de serpentineuchtige domein-patronen.

A"n het einde van dit Onderzoek kunnen we stellen
dat de doclstellingen, als eerder beschreven gere"liseerd
zijn:
- Spinel-ferriet films kunnen m.b.v. de LPE-methode gegroeid worden.
- Afhankelijk van de misfit en de magnetostrictie konstant@
van de film kan een voldoende grote spanningsgeinduceerde
een-assige anisotropie bereikt worden, teneinde

magneti~

sehe bubbles in de film te kunnen genereren.
- De oorsprong van de anisotropie is

gel~gen

in de spanning

in de film. Deze spanning kan ontstaan door elastische
deformatie van de film tijdens de groei ten gevolge van
de misfit en/of bij aikoelen naar kamertemperatuur, door
verschillen in thermiSche uitzettingscoefficienten tussen
film en substraat.
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GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF
LIQUID PHASE EPITAXIALLV GROWN
SPINEL FERRITE FILMS

STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift van
P.J.M. van der Straten

Eindhoven, 7 november 1980

1)

De temperatuur van 740°C, behorende bij de dO~ Rybal'skaya et.al. gegeven smelt samenstelling in het PbO-B 0 2 3
systeem, wordt ten onrec:hte aangezien VOOr de
3
temperatuur waarbij de betreffende oplassing verzadigd is
aan lithium ferriet. Bij 740 0 C blijkt echter een vloeibare

Li 2 0-1>e 2 0

~

fase in evenwioht te zijn met

- Fe 0 •
2 J

E.V. Rybal'skaya, T.G. Petrov en A.C. Titova.
Soviet Phys. - Solid State,

l2

958 (1971).

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk IX.
2}

Bij de groei van Lio,5Fe2,5_xAlx04 films door middel van
vlaeistof
fase epitaxie bij gooOe uit een PbO-B 0 2 3
Li20-Fe203-A1203 smelt, kan een Al rijker homogeen produkt. verkregen worden (X '" 0,65) dan volgens het fasen
diagram mogelijk zOU zijn Ix
D.W. Strickler en

=

0,55).

R. Roy.

!i

J. Am. Ceram. Soo.,

225(1961).

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk Ix.
3)

De instabiliteit van de door Glass en Liaw gebruikte smelt
voor de LPE groei van lithium ferriet films wordt waarsc:h~nlijk

verOorzaakt door precipitatie van

~-Fe203

naast

lithium ferriet. Tevens is hiermede het optreden van
extra, niet aan lithium ferriet toe te schrijven, rontgen
diffr~ctie

lijnen van die films verklaard.

H.L. GlasS en J.H.W. Liaw.
Mat. Res.

~ull.,

11

353 (1976).

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk IX

4)

De door

~abig

et.al. gegeven

Vicker5-hardhed~n

voor Fe B,

2

'riC, TiN en CrxC

y coatings op' staal geven geen juist beeld
van de ware h(lrdheden van dez.e materialen. De door hen ge-

vOnden veel te lage waarden zijn toe te $chrijven aan de
voar

de~e

dunne coatings te hoog gekozen belastingen.

K.H. Habig, W. Evers en
Z. wer}::.stofftech.,

.l!

~.E.

~intermann.

182 1'960}.

5)

De aanwezighe~d van magnetische bubbles in de door
Kanturek et.al. door middel van chemical vapour depos~tion
gegroeide N~Fe204 films op MgO substraten is in tegenspraak met de in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde resultaten.
J. Kanturek, E. Kratoehvilova, S. Krupi6ka,

K. Suk en F. Sirok~.
Cz@ch. J. ?hys., B23 1413

(1~73l·

Dit proefsehrift, hoofdstuk XII en xIV.

6)

Ten onreehte wordt een van de twee door steyerl et.al.
beschreven interferometers aangeduid als een Michelson
interferometer.
A. steyerl, S.S. Malik, K.A. Steinhauser

en L. Berger.
Z. Phys. B, l i

10~

(1979).

F.A. Jenkins en H.E. White.
th
Fundamentals of optiCs, 3
edition,
McGraw-Hill, New York.

7)

In het algemeen taal gebruik worden de begrippe n kracht,
arbeid, energie en vermOgen nag al slordig gebruikt.
De omschrijving van het woord "krachtbron" bijvoorbeeld
als "zaak of stof die kracht, energie in enigerlei vorm
kan leveren" is aan bedenkingen onderhevig, daar zij
kracht en energie als gelijkwaardige beg~ippen noemt,
hetgeen onjuist is.
Van Dales Groot Woordenboek der Nederlands
Taal, ge druk.

8)

Het verdient aanbeveling om voor epitaxiaal gegroeide
dunne films de begrippen tensief (<»
(0
~.

0) en compressief

< 0)

aIleen te gebruiken om het teken van de spanning
aan te geven. Het gebruik van deze begrippen am aan

te geven of de roosterconstante van de film kleiner dan

weI groter is dan de roosterconstante van het substraat
kan tot verwarring leiden.
9)

In de dOOr Fttzgerald en Engin dOOr middel van chemical
vapour deposition gegroetde NiFe204 films op MgO substraten is de spanning in de film op een foutieve wijze berekend. Op grond van de gemeten roosterconstantes WOrdt
tevens ten onrechte een tensieve spanntng in de film
verondersteld.
A.G. Fitz~erald en R. En~in.
Thin Solid Films, 20 317 (1974).
Stelling 8

10)

Bet is nag onvoldoende bekend dat men een aanzienlijke
verbetering in standtijd kan realizeren voor gereedschapstalen werktuigen of machineonderdelen door deze te vOOrzien van een slijtvaste coating, zoals TiC of TiN.

11)

De door Levin en wein gedefinieerde grootheden
"illstantaneous" diffusie coeffio;!.ent en "effective"
diffu$ie coefficient ter

beschrijv~ng

van niet-para-

bolische laaggroei van intermetallisohe verbindingen
in diffusiekoppels zijn vanwege hun tijdsafhankelijkhetd niet z;!.nvol.
L. Levin en M. Wein
Z. Metallkde, ZQ 597 (1979).

